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C H A P T E R I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The nuclear shell model l) has been very successful in

explaining the nuclear structure of light nuclei 2). Also

heavier nuclei with only a small number of particles or holes

outside a doably-closed core, are well-described in this model.

But for medium heavy (70<A<l50) and heavy (A<150) nuclei far

from doubly closed shells, the shell model approach becomes a

too complex many-body problem. The residual interaction be-

tween the large number of valence nucleons is so strong that a

configuration mixing of all quantum states for many particles

has to be considered. A complete shell model calculation be-

comes impossible then, because of the dimensions of the model

space.

So it is essential for the microscopic study of more com-

plex nuclei to limit the number of active fermions. A possi-

bility is then to consider only those configurations built of

correlated particle pairs with angular momentum J = 0, or with

only a few particles outside such pairs. This truncation of

the shell model goes one step further than the well-known

seniority approximation 3J. In the latter one assumes that a

limited number of particles occurs outside J = 0 pairs. In the

present case the number of particles outside correlated J = 0

'| pairs is limited. For this number the generalized seniority hi

I quantum number has been introduced.

I A pair of particles is called 'correlated1 or 'coherent'

<: if these particles are distributed over many subshells in an

: energetically favoured way. As the J = 0 (or monopole) pairing

I is caused by the force between nucleons of the same kind, one

; has strong J = 0 pairing between protons and between neutrons

I only. This system of correlated J = 0 pairs may be excited by

I breaking the coherence of such a pair. The model which uses
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this truncation scheme for the shell model is therefore, called

broken-pair approximation (BPA) or broken-pair model s). In

particular this name is used when the calculational techniques

are inspired by superf1uidity models, as is the case in this

work. One may show that the BCS-quasiparticle description of

superfluids, if combined with exact particle-number projection,

spans the generalized seniority space. This is also schemati-

cally indicated in the lower part of fig. 1.

In this thesis nuclear-structure calculations are report-

ed which were performed with such a broken-pair model. The

model which is developed, is an extension of existing 6J

broken-pair models in so far that it includes both proton and

neutron valence pairs. The relevant formalisms are presented

in chapters II, III and IV. A graphical technique, reminiscent

of those used in the shell model, is developed for calculating

the complex matrix elements in a unique and transparant way.

The present research may also be seen as an extension of par-

ticle-number-non-conserving quasiparticle calculations for both

; protons and neutrons 7}.

In contrast to the number-non-conserving model, a proton-

neutron broken-pair model is well suited to study the correla-

tions which are produced by the proton-neutron interaction. It

will be shown in chapter V and further that the proton-neutron

force has large matrix elements which mix the proton- with

neutron broken-pair configurations. This occurs especially for

; Jn=2+ and 3~ pairs. This property of the proton-neutron force

may be used to improve the spectra of single-closed shell nu-

clei, where particle-hole excitations of the closed shell are

a special case of broken-pair configurations. This improvement

• is one of the objectives of the present research, indicated by

j. a question mark in fig. 1. Results are presented in chapter V.

1; While in single-closed-shell nuclei a model space with

f only one- or two-broken pairs 8J seems sufficient to describe

5- the low-lying states, one needs many broken pairs to describe

; the strongly correlated motion of nucleons, which occurs in

; nuclei with two open shells. In such many-broken-pair calcula-

; tions one is confronted with similar problems as in the many-

\ particle shell model: model spaces become as large as the shell

\ model spaces when all pairs are broken. There is some hope

that a microscopic description is still feasible, as the
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Fig. I. The research objectives of this thesis, indicated by question marks, are

i) the description of (almo3t) single-closed-shell nuclei with the proton-neutron

broken-pair model, and

ii) the relation between this model and the macroscopic proton-neutron boson model.

The relation between the present model and other models for the nuclear structure is

indicated in the figure.
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broken pairs perhaps form again low-energy correlated pairs,

now with J = 2 , 3~ and to a certain extent with 4 .

A phenomenological model based on this idea is the inter-

acting boson (approximation) roodel (IBA) of Arima and Iachello
9 J. This model is a macroscopic model with boson instead of

fermion degrees of freedom. It is supposed in this model that

the bosons represent nucleon valence pairs. As the particle

number does not change within a nucleus, the number of bosons cannot

change either. In the boson model picture it is supposed that

bosons with angular momentum í, = 0 correspond with the J » 0

correlated pairs. The other types of bosons (.1=2, 3, .. etc.)

should then correspond with the J ý 0 (Jn = 2 +, 3~, .. etc.)

correlated pairs. It has been shown 9J that in the cane of

only interacting I ~0 and i - 2 bosons, one can account for the

same collective phenomena as can be described by the conven-

tional Bohr Hamiltonian 1 0 J, As the microscopic interpreta-

tions of the Bohr Hamiltonian 11J and of the IBA-Hamiltonian
121 differ, it is worthwhile to investigate the relation be-

tween broken pairs and bosons in more detail. This is the

second objective of the present investigations, indicated by

the second question mark in fig. 1.

In chapters VI atid VII we demonstrate that the proton-

neutron force indeed gives rise to correlated pair structures,

which remain remarkably constant with varying nucleon numbers.

This supports the idea of a boson-like behaviour of correlated

pairs. Therefore a microscopic derivation of the parameters in

the interacting boson model is attempted. The microscopically

derived parameters should then be compared with phenomenologi-

cal paremeters, obtained in fits to experimental data.

This comparison is made for the Kr isotopes in chapter VI

and for the Te isotopes in chapter VII. In a proton-neutron

interacting boson model 13J parameters occur for the energy

difference between I - 0 and l =2 bosons, and for the interac-

tion between the bosons, especially for the strong interaction

between proton and neutron bosons. Of the latter the overall

strength parameter was derived microscopically. It appeared a

factor of two larger than the,value in a usual parameter fit.

Values for such boson model parameters which are obtained
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from the proton-neutron broken-pair model depend of course on

the effective shell model interaction which is adopted. In

chapter V som« basic features of the effective interaction in

the broken-pair space are determined from experimental data.

Results of a detailed study of the multiplet splitting in odd-

odd nuclei, which is the major source of information on the

proton-neutron force, is reported in that chapter. The de-

tailed comparisons of calculated and experimental spectra for

N =49 and N=51 odd-odd isotones lk) and for odd-odd As iso-

topes l5} are given elsewhere. Overall agreement with experi-

ment was always obtained. So it was concluded that the large

microscopic value of the proton-neutron boson interaction

strength which we found, was not dependent on the particular

choice of the shell-model force. Therefore boson model calcu-

lations with (partly) microscopically derived parameters are

an interesting check on the underlying microscopic foundation

of the model.

In chapter VI it is shown that the lowest energy part of the Kr

spectra may be described with such large values of the boson

model parameters as obtained from microscopic theory. But the

energies of states with higher angular momenta are not well

reproduced in that case. This led to the suggestion that only

low-lying low spin states are really composed of J = 0 and J = 2

correlated pairs. In the high spin states other nucleon-pair

structures seem to be needed. Such other pair structures ap-

pear also important in Te isotopes, as is discussed in chapter

VII. The present microscopic approach to boson model parameters

may be extended to the derivation of other parameters in the

proton-neutron boson model, or in a fermion + boson model.

Some algebraic expressions, which may be of use in further

studies, are given in chapter II.

As a general conclusion of the work, described in this

thesis, one may say that the broken-pair model is useful to

study the nuclear structure of nuclei near at least one closed

shell. Moreover, it seems also suitable for the foundation of

phenomenological collective models, especially boson models,

which are used to describe nuclei with two open shells. Then

it may serve to calculate values of parameters which occur in

• / ' ;
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such models.

Chapter III was published earlier (J.N.L. Akkermans, K. Allaart,

E. Boeker, Nuclear Physics A 282 (1977) 291).
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The simplicities of natural laws arise through

the complexities of the languages, we use for

their expression.

Eugene Paul Wigner (1902 - )

Communications on Pure and
Applied Mathematics 13 (1959) 1

Beauty is the first test; there Cs no permanent

place in the world for ugly mathematics.

Godfrey Harold Hardy (1877-1947)

A Mathematician'8 Apology,

Cambridge U.P. (1941) London

'la
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INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER II: GRAPHICAL TECHNIQUES FOR SPIN ALGEBRA

In this section the most elementary graphical techniques

for spin algebra are reviewed. Such techniques are a very

powerful tool to evaluate many-body matrix elements in angular

momentum coupled form. They may be applied to the shell model
l'ZJ or to particle-vibration coupling models 3J. In the next

chapter we shall apply them to the broken-pair model. These

graphical techniques *»~7J simplify the often tedious Racah 8J

algebra enormously, especially that of many-body fermion sys-

tems.

All graphical approaches start from a diagrammatic repre-

sentation of a coupling coefficient. This may be either the

Clebsch-Gordan coefficient 3'7J or the more symmetric 3-jm

symbol 1*2f'*~6-'. Here we start from the representation of the

latter, as introduced in the original work of Jutsis, Levinson

and Vanagas 4 J:

(LD

As usual the plus (minus) sign corresponds with an anti-clock-

wise (clockwise) coupling order.

We introduce a minor change in this representation/ as we

shall use the Wigner 9J covariant notation:

,. mi "

'i ••

H (-)

.. — m.
(1.2)

where i may refer to any of the three components. Now we adopt

the convention that the arrow in this i-th line points towards

the node. Then a 3-jm symbol, which is covariant in the first
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two components and contravariant in the last one (so a mixed

tensor), is given by l}

This block, and all subsequent blocks, which are labelled by

Roman numbers, contain definitions and manipulation rules for

spin algebra in diagrammatic form. In that convention they

will be used in Chapter II. Many other conventions exist. For

example, the definition I of the basic diagram differs in the

phases of covariant and contravariant components with ref. 21.

It differs mainly in notation with ref. 5'. Refs. kr6' differ

more as they do not use a mixed tensorial Wigner convention.

The indices a, 6 in block I may refer to a shell model

orbit

a = (na, V ma ) " V (1.3)

although in angular momentum factors and phases we will often

use the index a as shorthand for j , such that (-)a = (-) a.

Of course only the j- and m-quantum numbers are relevant for

the angular momentum diagram. But all quantum numbers are

relevant for a graphical representation of the Kronecker sym-

bol. In the mixed tensorial conventions 1»2»5-1, this symbol is

simply represented by an arrowed line with two indices

Graphs more complex than I or II may be formed by joining

graphs. By convention the meaning of joined lines is a summa-

tion over their magnetic quantum number. This, allows one to
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omit these magnetic quantum numbers. For example, the expres-

sion

• • • # ČL m

reads in graphical form:

As III shows, a special case is formed by joining the open
ends of the graph for a 6-symbol. Then one obtains a loop,
with a value E 6 = a, in which

A)h = a E (2ja + D * = ih~
l

(I-.4)

These superscripts of a will also be used within the diagrams
to denote additional factors of the form (1.4).

When graphs have been joined, the reversion of an arrow
between two nodes introduces a change of sign:

Consequently, the direction of an arrow in an integer-J line
is immaterial. So the arrow is mostly omitted in an integer-J
line.

The identity relation in IV introduces an open circle as
the graphical representation of a phase factor (-) 2 a. This
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phase factor is required for the diagram which represents the

Clebsch-Gordan coefficient:

<am„ bmh c mc> = >—»—V

<emc|amQ bmb> = \-+— y

f

Note that y indicates here the presence of a factor (2j +1) .

One may notice that the sign at the node differs from that of

the 3-jm symbol I. So a positive sign corresponds to a clock-

wise coupling order in a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. Such a

change in the sign at a node corresponds also with a phase

factor

The angular momentum coupling in shell-model or broken-

pair-model calculations is usually performed with Clebsch-

Gordan coefficients. This results in additional factors 5 in

diagrams and the additional signs indicated by the open cir-

cles in V. The latter signs will be immediately removed from

graphs, if they cancel each other.

This cancellation occurs for example in the graphical

equivalent of the orthogonality property of Clebsch-Gordan,

resp. 3-jm coefficients:
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Here {abc} is a 3j-symbol, which is one if a, b and c satisfy

the triangular condition. Otherwise it is zero. Note that the

Wigner coefficient (4.1) is called a 3-jm coefficient, as it

is in-dependent. The 3j-graph VII depends only on the j-quantum

numbers, as is also the case for 6j, 9j, ... etc. coefficients.

In VII one may omit the magnetic quantum numbers at the

two open lines, because the magnetic "current" is conserved:

m = m + m, = m.• As vil shows, the connection of the upper
c a b d y

and lower lines yields a factor c. This is a direct consequence

of the summation rule III:

VIII x X x

-1In the last figure ä indicates both the factor (2j +1) ' and

the quantum number a of the line. The block X represents an,

eventually very complex, diagram which has no other external

lines than those indicated. This situation occurs for example

in a diagram which represents the Hamiltonian between many-

body states, coupled to total angular momentum J. Then one may

connect the external lines with total angular momentum J of

bra and ket. In this way all matrix elements become (sums of)

closed diagrams. Manipulation rules for closed diagrams are

identical for all conventions i/2,t»-6jf based on 3-jm graphs.

The angular momentum couplings, embodied in such a closed

diagram, may for example correspond to those in a 6j-symbol:
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It is also possible that a complex graph can be factorized in

simpler ones. If a block X is connected with an arbitrary

block Y by two or three lines, one may apply one of the fol-

lowing rules:

x
b

Y
i i

= 6ab X ) ( Y

1 1

XI
„ 11

x b
c Y

1 1

- X
1 |
Y
1 1

The unspecified directions, remain the same after the factori-

zation. If a graph cannot be factorized, more complex recou-

pling coefficients appear, for example a 9j-symbolr

XII
-

-3 \J
y

+

b a = •

-

"i «2 «3
b, b2 b3

c, c2 c3

r':S

-•{
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This recoupling coefficient, and 12j-, I5j-coefficients, etc.

may always be written as a sum over lower rank 3nj-coefficients

by the use of the closure property

XIII

1 1

Y" Y
II II

| f
b

Rule XIII may be read as the insertion of a unity operator.

This closure property is essential for the proof of many of

the graphical rules. The reader is referred to refs. li"6; for

these proofs. In refs. ''r5-' he will find a more extensive

treatment of graphical methods for spin algebra. Ref. 6J is

well suited for a first introduction.

The rules presented here are sufficient for our purposes.

We only add rules for the particular case that one of the

lines is a J = 0 line. Such J = 0 lines can be removed from the

diagram:

In the first relation the sign at the node determines the

direction of the arrow in the Xronecker-graph. The 5-symbol

which it represents, refers not to all quantum numbers, but to

the j-quantum number only. Usually this is clear from the con-

text.

The second rule in XIV is an application to a diagram

consisting of a loop plus one open line. This open line

is then necessarily a J = 0 line. This is also true for a
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complex diagram with one outgoing line only:

XV X

These rules for J = 0 lines will be of much importance for a

graphical treatment of the broken-pair model.
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C H A P T E R II

THE GENERALIZED SENIORITY SCHEME:

A GRAPHICAL EVALUATION OF ITS MATRIX ELEMENTS 1

Abstract: A method is proposed vhich incorporates in one graphical technique

four algebraic techniques:

i) Racah algebra for angular momentum coupling,

ii) Second quantisation formalism for fermions,

iii) Quasiparticle transformation, and

iv) Exact particle number projection.

The combination of the two latter formalisms, the so-called broken-pair

transformation, expands a shell model wave function into components,

labelled by the generalized seniority quantum number g.

The difference between the usual shell model framework and the generalized

seniority scheme is discussed. Finally the method is extended to systems with

both valence protons and neutrons.

1. INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of complicated many-body matrix elements,
as may occur in the shell model 1'2J is much simplified by the ľ;

use of graphical techniques 3~ 7 ; for the angular momentum ', •'

coupling. Also in particle-vibration coupling models, these
diagram techniques are used 31. Such techniques, first intro-
duced on a quantitative basis by Jucis, Levinson and Vanagas kl, /<
facilitate the handling of the often tedious Racah 8 J algebra, >'
especially of many-body fermion systems. They visualize both :
the coupling and the exchange of fermions in graphs, which can
easily be interpreted physically.
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The basic idea, underlying all graphical techniques, is

the representation of each fermion by a line, whereas the

angular momentum coupling is performed by joining lines. So we

may represent a matrix element by a graph, where the upper

lines indicate the bra-vector, the lower lines the ket-vector

and the intermediate piece of the diagram the action of an

operator 0; - ^

pq.

) , 5 < pq ,... nm .... I O I p' q' ,.,. n' m' .... > s

nm-

< 01 . ľa a ,.a a "0" a ,a ,... a , a ,.. I 0>' m n - q p p ' q ' n ' i n '

(1,1)

The indices pqrst... etc. denote proton fermions, whereas

nmkl... etc. denote neutron fermions. The angular momentum

coupling of fermions can be performed graphically, if one de-

fines a graphical equivalent for a coupling coefficient. Such

a graph consists '*~7J of a node joining three lines:

(1.2)

Its precise definition will be given in sect. 2.

Inside the dashed line in (1.1) the operator O acts. If

this is a n-body operator, it may at most change the orbits of

n fermions. Then one may represent such an operator (if it

conserves angular momentum) by a block with n "incoming" lines

and n "outgoing" lines. So one obtains a graph 2I which con-

sists essentially of three blocks: two blocks in which all bra

resp. ket fermions are coupled to a total spin J, and one

operator block. For the operator we have chosen a Hamilton

operator throughout this paper. But the method which is pre-

sented is applicable to any operator. The operator block for a
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Hamiltonian will be called Interaction (I-) block.

The contractions (in the sense of Wick's theorem) leading

to 6 6„ 6 ,6. , in the matrix element

L L... ľr.T.T J J- ti-r.:. J __
(1.3)

are represented graphically by the dotted lines in (1.3')

kat
block

spectator v }
(S) block [*)

interaction
( I ) block

bra
block

(1.3')

All fermions which do not take part in the interaction, so-

called "spectators" , cannot change orbit, such that all these bra-

lines may be directly connected with ket lines. The exchanges

between all spectators, i.e. the crossing of spectator lines,

may be concentrated in a fourth block: the spectator (S-)

block 2J . Because of the fermion nature of the lines one

should consider all possible contractions in (1.3), i.e. all

different connections of the blocks in (1.3'). All these con-

tractions are represented by a graph, without connected blocks.

An exchange of fermions may involve a recoupling, which

yields 6j-, 9j-, in general Snj-coefficients. The simplifying

power of graphical techniques is illustrated by the fact that
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the graphical equivalent of such a 3nj-symbol is easily fac-

torized out of a diagram of the form (1.3')•

In spite of the so obtained simplification of the analyt-

ical part of the calculation, a full shell model calculation

for a nucleus with many valence particles remains impossible

because of computational reasons; the dimensions of the ma-

trices involved are too high. Then a truncation of the shell

model space is required, e.g. in the seniority quantum number

v. This quantum number corresponds to the number of fermions,

which is not pairwise coupled to J = 0. Indeed many identical

nucleon pairs will be coupled to spin zero, because of the

strong pairing force between them.

Even a low-seniority shell model space is often too large

to be handled. Therefore one should preferably reduce again

the dimension of the model space by truncating in generalized

seniority 9J. This quantum number, for which we use the symbol

g, corresponds to the number of fermions which does not occur

in correlated J = 0 pairs. By "correlated" pair we mean a par-

ticle pair which is distributed over many valence shells in the

most coherent way. For J = 0 this coherence is caused by the

pairing part in the force between identical nucleons.

It has been shown l0J that in even-even nuclei the gener-

alized-seniority-zero (g=0) state, consisting of correlated

J = 0 pairs only, is a very good approximation of the lowest

v = 0 state. Also the low-lying g = 2 states are very close to

the corresponding low-lying y =2 (for J T4 0 ) or 5 = 0 (J =0 )

states. So truncations to subspaces with given generalized sen-

iority g respectively seniority u, yield almost equivalent results

for the lowest few eigenstates of each angular momentum J. The

particles which do not occur in correlated J = 0 pairs may be

considered as the elementary fermion objects in such a gener-

alized seniority scheme. These 'uncorrelated' particles are

defined, relative to the g = 0 'vacuum' state. Two of these

fermions form a so-called broken-pair excitation.

In the following we present a graphical method for the

angular momentum coupling, the anti-symmetrization and the

interaction of these 'uncorrelated' particles. Then each line

in (l.l) represents a ferjnion which does notoccur in a cor-
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related J = 0 pair. The number of lower and upper lines in (1.1)

is then given by the generalized seniority quantum number g of

bra respectively ket. So the number of fermion lines in (1.1)

may be far less than in a complete shell model treatment of a

many-particle system.

'Uncorrelated* particles behave under rotation as spheri-

cal tensors, as do particles and holes in a shell model. There-

fore the existing diagram techniques for the angular mo-

mentum coupling of particles and/or holes in the shell model

can be used without modification. These techniques are reviewed

in sect. 2. There we deal also with the graphical representa-

tion of the second quantization formalism.

Assume now that graph (1.1) represents a matrix element

of the shell model Hamiltonian between states with 'uncorre-

lated' fermions. In order to evaluate the graph one should

know the interaction between 'uncorrelated1 particles. This

interaction is most easily calculated by using the spherical

number-projected quasiparticle formalism.

Like the generalized seniority 9i number, the concept of

quasiparticles 11J in nuclear models l2) has been introduced

to take into account the dominance of the identical-nucleon

pairing. It does so through a transformation to a new basis.

This quasiparticle transformation is simple, but it is not

performed within the shell model space, as it violates parti-

cle-number conservation. Consequently the BCS state, the va-

cuum state for the creation of quasiparticles, is a linear

combination of states with different particle number. Project-

ing 13) out from this BCS state, a component with fixed (F)

particle number (PBCS) 10J yields a state which is equivalent

to the g = 0 state. Similarly, the projected 2x-, 2(x-l)-, ...

up to zero-quasiparticle states span the g s 2x shell model sub-

space for a system with an even number of identical particles.

When the particle number is odd, a projected quasiparticle

calculation with at most 2x+1 quasiparticles is identical

with a g .-, 2x + 1 truncated shell model calculation. From now on

we call a particle, which is uncorrelated with respect to the

J = 0 (monopole) pairing in the identical nucleon force a

'quasiparticle1. Here it should be interpreted in the proper
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number-conserving sense. It is a particle, added to a well-

defined number of correlated J = 0 pairs.

In sects. 3 and 4 we introduce a technique to perform

both the quasiparticle transformation and the projection to an

exact number of particles graphically. It will use many of the

diagram operations, which were reviewed in sect.' 2. The result-

ing diagrams will be called BPA diagrams (BPA =Broken Pair

Approximation). At the end of sect. 4 we comment on diagrams,

which have no equivalent in the shell model analogon (1.31).

Of course all graphical operations can be performed

algebraically as well, although with far more efforts. Indeed

in the past, expressions (up to generalized seniority four)

have been algebraically derived ľ+-17J, although for one kind

of particles only. For proton-neutron systems only a few ex-

pressions have been given in the literature 18-19,1 e ^ e exten-

sion of our diagrammatic method to the case of both protons

and neutrons is straightforward. This extension is the subject

of sect. 5. Systems with both kinds of valence particles are

especially interesting to study within a generalized seniority

framework. For the microscopic foundation of proton-neutron

Interacting boson models involves a mapping of a generalized

seniority shell model wave function onto a state in a boson space.

One g=4 diagram, important for the mapping on boson states,

will be given. Furthermore, all matrix elements for proton-

neutron systems will be given up to g < 3. In the last section

the main ideas behind the method are summarized.

2. REVIEW OF DIAGRAM TECHNIQUES FOR SPIN ALGEBRA AND FOR THE SECOND

QUANTIZATION FORMALISM

The graphical treatment of Racah algebra is a well-

known technique now 1»2;1»""6-'. Here we follow the original work

of Yutsis, Levinson and Vanagas, in which the basic diagram

represents the Wigner 3-jm symbol, rather than the Clebsch-

Gordan coefficient. We only introduce a minor change, since we

use the Wigner zo> covariant notation
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» . m .
= (-)

i.-m.Ji i (2.1)

. . —m.

We adopt the convention that in the diagram for this quantity

the arrow in line i points towards the node.

(2.2)

The index a = (a,m ) may contain more quantum numbers than only

j and m, if it refers to a shell model orbit a= ^ a » 1 ^ ^ ) • In

phases and angular momentum factors we use the index a as

shorthand for j . The sign at the node indicates the order of

the coupling in the 3-jm symbol. As usual the plus (minus) sign

corresponds with an anti-clockwise (clockwise) orientation.

Concerning the handling of angular momentum graphs we refer to

the literature íii^-eJ.

One may remark that, usually, shell model or quasiparticle

wave functions are coupled with Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.

This does not bring in any problem, when the Clebsch-Gordan is

represented by 2'5J

<ama bmb| eme> =

<cmc |ama bmb> = Y^—7
(2.3)
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in which the superscript of Y denotes an additional factor

A

= c =
= (c) (2.4)

The open circle in a line j indicates the sign (-) J. In the

graphs presented here, these signs will be removed, if they

cancel each other.

The second quantization formalism is easily incorporated

in a Wigner covariant ZQ) graphical technique ' i 2 ' 5 ^ a co-

variant creation and a contravariant annihilation operator are

represented by a half line with an arrow

(2,5)

For a creation operator the arrow points away from the end

node; for an annihilation operator it is directed towards this

node. The angular momentum coupling of these operators proceeds

then by joining the open ends in another node, cf. 2.2. So one

may write the one- plus two-body Hamilton operator for the

force between identical nucleons

H - H X + H 2 - ï e

in graphical form as:

i Z «xe|v|Y6> (2.6)

(2.6')

It will prove convenient to indicate the "particle-creator-

lines" by an extra thickening of these lines, as in (2.61).
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In a spherical system the Hamiltonian (2.6) will be writ-

ten in an angular momentum coupled form. One usually defines a

spin-coupled particle-particle shell model matrix element

G(abed I), which is invariant under rotations, as 2l}

<«3|V|Y<S> = E G(abcdl)< J

(2.7)

The right hand term reads in graphical form (if we indicate

the particle-creation lines by the thickenings instead of the

arrows)

V, J = Ï. G(abcdl) I (2.7')

Here the order of the couples (ab) and (cd) is given by signs,

referring to the coupling order in Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.

The index I in the two-body graph Vx indicates that we have

adopted a coupling scheme.

One can also adopt another coupling scheme than (2.7):

<aB|V|Y5> = Z F.(adcb
IM

d b b

JamaJd-md|lM><IM|jcmcjb- (2.8)

of which the graphical transcription reads (cf. 2.1)

I F(adcbl)
I

(2.8')
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Example of a graphical operation:

The well-known relation between this so-called partxcle-

hole matrix element F(adcbJ) and the particle-particle

matrix element G(abed I) is easily obtained graphically.

Then we have to transform from coupling scheme (2.7') to

(2.8'};

F(adcbJ) =

(2.9)

•-I 1 G(abcdl)

The latter graph represents a 6j-symboi. The phase factor

which is obtained from the change in sign at the two

nodes cancels the phase from changing the coupling order

in the particle-particle matrix element:

,0+b+J+l

(2.10)

• r ?

,'á

íí-
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We have also used the graphical operation

( 2 . 1 1 )

which i9 valid, irrespective of the place, of thickenings.

3. THE GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE QUASIPARTICLE TRANSFORMATION

2.1 The diagranmatio derivation of the gap equation

In this section we extend the diagrammatic methods re-

viewed in sect. 2, such that one can treat interacting ferm-

ions in a superfluid as well. Diagrammatic methods for infinite

superfluid systems exist already for almost 20 years 22J . For

such infinite systems the particle-number-violating property

of the quasiparticle transformation is not important. Moreover

angular momentum coupling has no relevance then.

Graphs for the quasiparticle interaction in finite spher-

ical systems have been proposed by Baranger 23-) . These graphs

were not formally derived from a graphical theory for angular

momentum coupling. Consequently there exist many ambiguities

with respect to signs and factors for his graphs. Baranger1s

quasiparticle graphs are essentially sums of diagrams for the

particle-particle and particle-hole interactions, defined in

the shell model basis. In the following we express the shell

model interaction in the quasiparticle basis. Moreover, we

project out the component with correct particle number from

this basis, such that we obtain an exact expression. This num-

ber projection will be dealt with in sect. 4. First we put the

quasiparticle transformation on a quantitative graphical basis,

such that no ambiguities for signs or factors are left.

Then we have to deal with operators of the form
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«J.-.-»« í (3.1)

For such a time reversed operator we have the following gra-

phical equalities, cf. (2.1)

-V
and =• ()

(3.1 1)

Recall that pointing upwards or downwards has no meaning; only

the direction of the arrow relative to the node (the variance

of the line) is important. The quasiparticle transformation

includes operators of the form (3.1). It is defined by the

relations

a. = u. n . + v. n•
3™ J J» J ju

at = u. n. + v. n.
(3.2)

The relations (3.1') enable us to write the transformation

from particles (a+ and a) to quasiparticles (n+ and n) in the

following graphical form:

ui -V) (3.2')

= u) +VJ (3.2")
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We have connected the particle creator or annihilates to the

operator H. One observes that each combination of direction of

arrow and (non-1) presence of thickening determines a pairing

amplitude u resp. + v, if one transforms to the quasiparticle

basis.

Before proceeding with the graphical evaluation of a

matrix element of H in the quasiparticle basis, it is useful

to summarize the various steps which are passed in an algebraic

treatment;

i) The Hamiltonian (2.7), which is defined in particle

creators and annihilators, is written in quasiparti-

cle operators, using definition (3.2). Then the

Hamiltonian is written in Wick's normal ordering,

i.e. as

Hxy - (n Ť) x(n) y.

ii) This Wick's rearrangement yields terms, in which

creation and annihilation operator(s) in the Hamil-

tonian are contracted with each other. This is a

consequence of the commutation relation for the

quasiparticle operators

{-:•<.}•
A two-body shell model interaction yields therefore

also zero- and one-body quasiparticle interactions,

iii) Finally each quasiparticle operator Hxy is evaluated

in the given quasiparticle state.

Graphically we pass the same stages i) up to iii) , but in

reversed order. Let us, as an example, derive the matrix ele-

ment <pqj|H|0> = <pqj|H20|0>, in which |0> is the quasiparticle

vacuum. Written in the form (1.3'), this corresponds to the

evaluation of
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[ I [t
(3.3)

There is no ambiguity for the sign of the one-body term,

if it is formally represented as an angular momentum coupled

quantity:

= +
j.o (3.4)

Omitting the J = 0 line plus two similarly directed arrows

yields a single arrow. The sign at the node determines the di-

rection of that single arrow.

(3.5)

In (3.3) there are two possibilities to connect the bra

lines with the single-particle term. They yield:

(-vpuq) j p 6 J O6p q 2P <-Vpuq) Ep (3 .6)

•r.
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The pairing factor (-v ) follows from (3.21), the factor u

from (3.2"). The operator "p"j(pq) is an anti-symmetrization

operator acting on the algebraic expression at the right. It

is defined by 14J

= 1 - <-) 3 p Jq [p •* q]. (3.7)

Here it yields simply a factor two. If, instead of taking the

second term in (3.7), one connects the p and q lines to the

one-body term (3.4) after crossing each other, one obtains the

same result. As a crossing of fermion lines corresponds with

an interchange of two fermion operators, it yields a minus

sign. The phase (-) p q results from graphical angular mo-

mentum algebra.

In order to evaluate the matrix element of the two-body

part of the shell-model interaction, we have to contract one

couple of lines in the two-bodý graph for V in (3.3). For a

contraction in Wick's sense, the arrows should point in anti-

clockwise direction. For example

(3.8)

is one of the 3! possibilities. In order to avoid double count-

ing, one should not cross the dashed line in (3.8). Two types

of contractions are essentially different. One may contract

lines which have the same variance for the particle operators

(3.9)
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or which differ in this variance

(3.10)

We omit the magnetic quantum numbers, because a coupling scheme

is assumed for the two-body force; scheme (2.7') for graph

(3.9) and scheme (2.8') for graph (3.10). Contracted graphs of

type (3,9), if connected with the bra in (3.3) yield in most

general form l7) (cf. 3.5)

j .

= 6
JO

6 . . 6

Vq '
( u u - v v ) A
P q P q' pq

in which A is the pairing gap parameter:

&••• •

a p
pq

- | ï a p u v G(aapqO) .

(3.11)

In an analogous way one may show that the contractions of

type (3.10) yield the self-energy term
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'JO
IV + V U
p q p q_ pq

(3.12)

a p v2 F(aapq 0) .in which wpq = \

The Kronecker symbol for the orbital angular momentum is a

consequence of the parity conservation, which is also expressed

in the graphs:

(3.13)

Consequently J = 0 lines from loops, cf. (3.5), have always

positive parity.

We assume in the following that 6; ^ 600 involves 6
J p J q "•p'-q pq

Then we have obtained graphically the condition which mini-

mizes the BCS energy:

<pqJ|H20|Ô'> = 6J0 R20(pq) = 0

2 u v (e - ]i ) = (u2 - v2) Ap p p Hpp P p PP
(3.14)

if e is given relative to the Fermi surface.

All contributions from graphs (3.4),(3.9) and (3.10) can be

represented together by a one-body quasiparticle interaction

term. Such quasiparticle interactions have no thickened lines.

The gap equation (3.15) becomes then

(3.15)

Another form for the onë-body term follows from the matrix

element <p|Hll|p'>. It becomes graphically
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"PP1 \ R 1 1 (pp')
(3.16)

in which Hli(pp1) is the quasiparticle energy. Contracting all

interaction lines of (2.6') with each other yields the HO in-

teraction term. This is the energy of the BCS-vacuum, indicated

as RO.

3,2 Tuo-body quasiparticle interactions

Expressions for the two-body quasiparticle interactions

follow almost immediately from (3.2') and (3.2"). All the con-

tractions of the four interaction lines with the four bra-plus-

ket lines yield 4! =24 possibilities. When performing these

contractions one should not cross the dashed line in (3.8).

This because each crossing of lines only corresponds to an ex-

change of fermion operators, if the topology of linear ordering

is conserved, cf. (1.3). Again the terms may be separated in

(eight) terms for which coupling scheme (2.7') is most appro-

priate, and (sixteen) terms for which scheme (2.8') is the best

choice. The analytic expressions ľ*~i6J a r e given in Appendix

A. The graphical equivalents of <pq |H22|p'q' >, <pqar.|H31|p'>

and <p g j rs j , ( J ^ JH40 |o> become:

c f
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R22(pqplq' (3.17)

\

R3l(pqrp'

> (3.18)

\ - 8. , 6.A
y J,J2 JO

(3.19)

Note that the adopted coupling orders yield always positive

signs in the bra and negative signs in the ket.

In Appendix A each quasiparticle interaction Hxy has been

evaluated between a bra and ket with x resp. y lines. It is

sufficient to evaluate Hxy once between such a bra and ket. We

will call the resulting diagrams the basic diagrams for the

operator. All exchanges and recouplings in more complex cases

involve only angular momentum algebra. This algebra can be per-

formed graphically if one defines:
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c d

Ü
22

o b

Z R22 (Qbcdl)Y' (3.20)

L31

Tff
a bc

=i Z (-dl ) R31 (abcdl)
1

(3.21)

TTTT
abcd

I I R40(abcdI )
I (3.22)

The interiors of the interaction blocks Ixy are defined by

(3.17) - (3.19). In a similar way, expression (3.16) defines

the interior and coupling structure in one-body interaction

blocks.

The interactions (3.16) and (3.20) are clearly the analogues

of the one- and two-body shell model interaction (3.4) and

(2.7') - (2.8'). Other interaction blocks have no equivalent in

the shell model, if only particles and no holes are considered.

To obtain all possible shapes of the interaction block,

we have to define properly the hermitian conjugate (h.c.) of

an interaction block. To obtain it, one should take its mirror

image, change all coupling signs and reverse all arrows. To

each interaction block Ixy with both x and y odd, one should

add a minus sign. This is a consequence of the coupling by

means of Clebsch-Gordans,, cf. (2.3). One obtains for example

T.
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kat

h.c.

TTT

(3.23)

bra

from which it follows that R31 (abed I) = R13(abcd I) , as expected

for a hermitian operator.

Summarizing we conclude that a many-body guasiparticle cal-

culation without number conservation involves again the evalu-

ation of all different contractions in (1.31). In this respect

it does not differ from the many-particle shell model problem.

But the anti-symmetrized interaction may have many different

forms now. This is the consequence of the quasiparticle trans-

formation .

We stress that such a number non-conserving calculation

with many quasiparticles is a useless exercise. Correlations

between components with wrong particle number are then very

strong, but completely unphysical. Therefore we proceed with

projecting out the correct particle number.

4. BROKEN-PAIR DIAGRAMS

4.1 Generating functions for particle number projection

All the given diagrams can be used in a number conserving

treatment as well. To prove this, we review the projection

technique of ref. 1 3 J , which is based on the use of a generat-

ing function VtiZ1*}. This generating function is a power series

in a generating function variable Z ľ»-i6jj

tí
- "fr.í
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(4.1)

The coefficients | <|i > are the components with correct particle

number N in the wave function with quasiparticles p'q'

These quasiparticles are still not coupled to a definite angu-

lar momentum. In (4.1) the index g(ket) corresponds to the

number of quasiparticles in the ket. The index g(bra) may dif-

fer by multiples of two from g(ket). The average number of

quasiparticles in bra plus ket will be denoted by g. This in-

dex gi will be called the seniority index of a diagram. (From

now on seniority means generalized seniority). This seniority

'index corresponds with the number of upper and lower lines in

(1.1) divided by two.

The function (4.1) has the property that matrix elements

of an operator H, which conserves particle number, can be de-

rived, apart from a normalization, from the sum 1SJ :

i I (Z )-N"8<iMpq...;Z) |H|I|I (p'q1 ... ;Z) > (4.2)

in which Z = Z m = exp(inm/M) . Now particle number projection be-

comes equivalent with taking the correct power of Z in (4.2).

In ref. 13J it is shown that this involves the calculation of ;

a finite sum L over Z-dependent factors. The computation of ';]

this sum is a very easy job, in contrast with the residue in- ^
tegrals of refs. i"»-i6J. •:;

A second property of (4.1) is that it can be written as }'}

Mp' q' ...;Z) =| n (ufl z aj -vaaj | M Z ) (4.3)

in which the generating function i|i(Z) is the Z-dependent BCS-
state

ty(Z) = n (u +Z v a a ) |0> . (4.4)
a>0 a a a a
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This state becomes the vacuum for the operator

(4.5)

in which p (u2 + Z 2 v|)' . The inverse of (4.5)

aŤ = p"1 ľ u d Ť+ 2 v d la a L a a a oj (4.6)

has the same form as (3.2). Consequently the graphical trans-

formation rules (3.2' -3,2") do not need modification. The fact

that each v factor now appears with a factor Z, has the follow-

ing consequence:

i) The Z-dependent sum L which remains from (4.2) does

not only depend on the seniority index g of the dia-

gram, but on [f+g]. Here f equals the number of v-

factors, occurring in each term of the quasiparticle

interaction.

The presence of the factor p"1 in (4.5) has another conse-

quence :

ii) Each contraction d d yields a factor p~2 in the pro-

jection sum. So the projection sum L, { + , depends on

subshell indices (abc..), where (abc....) are indices

of contracted lines. These indices follow immediately

from the graph. They refer either to a spectator line,

or to an interaction line which is contracted with

bra or ket. Also for each internal loop there is such

an index.

For example, the contribution of HO to the energy of a

state with g quasiparticles, is not a constant in a number con-

serving treatment.

U.L..
\
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ï a
E
b

 a Ô V l V b F ( a a b b 0)

R 0 [ g ] ( p . . . . t )

L[g+4]<
abS> + Í a

£
b » a

Va»b Vb f f ^ g +2]

In the usual BCS treatment without number conservation one ob-

tains the vacuum energy term, because all sums h are equal to

one then. Apparently in a proper number conserving treatment

the presence of quasiparticles and the orbits in which they

appear, influence the contribution to the pairing energy. The

coupling structure of these spectators is irrelevant. The

coupling structure will yield the same Racah algebra in the

matrix element, as in the normalization. Therefore they are

indicated as uncoupled lines or by one line, representing all

spectators S = {p...t}.

The rules i) and ii) yield in the same transparant way,

number conserving expressions for R20, Rll, etc. All expres-

sions can be found in Appendix A.

4.2 Non-ovthogonality contractions

The rules introduced in subsect. 4.1 are not sufficient

to calculate a number-conserving matrix element. For the ket

(4.3) is not created by acting with d operators on the vacuum

state |i))(Z)>. For example, inserting (4.6) in a two-quasipar-

ticle state (4.3) yields

It(p'q'l«» = P;1 P"}[z2 dj, dj, + (S3-Ï)ttpl vp, dp, dj, '(Z)

(4.8)

From this expression it follows that contractions should also

be performed within ket (or bra) itself, as indicated by the

dashed line.

Let us perform graphically such a contraction in the bra

of the matrix element <(pq)j...|H| >
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* ''T
] = 6pqUV(p)( p+.S

I I \

(4.9)

In (4.9) we have introduced an operator UV(p) which acts on

the algebraic expression at the right. From (4.8) it follows

that (omitting the subshell indices in Rxy):

|Rxy[g] = upvp|_Rxy[g+1] H upvp Rxy[g+1 # g_,

(4.10)

The subshell index p is added to the spectator indices. So p

appears also in the projection sum L. For the matrix element

<pqj|H|0 > we thus obtain:

i =

I I
P q

6 J 0 R 2 0 [ l ] ( p q ) - 6 J o 5 p q
A
P U V

PP
H0 [ 2 f 0 ] (p) (4.11)

Contractions of bra lines (ket lines) are called non-or-

thogonality contractions, as their consequence is a non-zero

overlap of states. This happens in addition to the usual non-

orthogonality of many-fermion states. Norms or overlaps of

states follow easily from the graphs, if one takes as operator

in the operator block the unity operator. This is equivalent ii
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with considering only non-orthogonality and spectator contrac-

tions. Then the norm of the zero-quasiparticle state becomes

L f n l. For the overlap between the zero- and two-quasiparticle

state one finds lH i i

— fi _r 6 p u v L r . n i ( p ) * (4.12)

In a many-quasiparticle state we may have several contrac-

tions in both bra and ket. We perform all these contractions

in a block, whic^ is called non-orthogonality (N-) block. So

the general form of a broken-pair graph becomes, cf. (1.3')

1
1
\
\

-v,

(

ket , v
block rv««n

P1'

1 1

N
block

I I

Pi

'q. ' '

I I M

S
block

I
block

II M

iq i i

bra ^ y
block Y

i

\
\
/

/

(1.3")
J or j

The interaction block in (1.3") was defined in subsect.

3.2. The N-block which is added in comparison with (1.3'), is

defined in most general form, as:
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brokan pairs

-U-U
( x !!)( y !! ) t erms

N» + exchangu terms

(4 .13 )

X +1 brokan pairs

Such a multiple of non-orthogonality contractions in bra and

ket results in a repeated action of the operator UV. If there

are n non-orthogonality contractions one obtains terms of the

form 16J

J o <->* (n-i) R**[g+n-2i] ' <
4"

For example, one obtains for the overlap between the two-bro-

ken-pair and zero-broken-pair state

N40
p q r s P

f*
q r s

U X-7
P q r

ÔJ1J2
 6J0 _6J lO

äpq6rs P V P r UrVrL[4,0] (Pr)

-P T (pq) 6„ S „ u (4.15)

The spectator block may be defined in a similar general

form as the non-orthogonality block:

r:;
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x quosiporticlís x! t«rms

p' ť p1 ť p'. ... t'

t
p t

P1 ť

t p t

(4.16)

P t

The overlap between a one- and three - quasiparticle state

involves both non-orthogonality and spectator contractions:

N S

6 J 0 6 p q 6 p ' r

p'

© =o

[3,l]
( P r )

A V
J P'

(4.17)

To.start with expression (4.17) is given schematically with a

BPA-diagram indicating only the number of in- and outgoing

lines for N-, S- and (here absent) I-block. The evaluation of

such a schematic graph proceeds then with the adoption of a

coupling scheme in a bra and ket block. Next all exchanges

between fermion lines are considered, except those in the (al-

ready anti-symmetrized) interaction block. The encircled num-

ber lists the final'number of terms, obtained in this way.

Such a schematic representation will be used frequently in the

following.
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4.3 The physical origins of non-orthogonality contractions; rearrange-

ment of correlated J=0 pairs plus the Pauli principle

From the preceding sections we may conclude that the

graphical representation of many-body matrix elements in a

generalized-seniority approach, differs from the usual many-

body shell-model matrix elements in three respects:

i) Interaction diagrams occur, which have many more possible

forms than those in the usual shell model, e.g. (3.20 -

3.22) for two-body terms,

ii) Non-orthogonality contractions occur in bra and ket

states.

iii) The presence of spectator fermions influences the quasi-

particle interaction. This introduces a dependence of the

interaction on seniority.

The first tow points together result in a strong increase of

the number of terms in the final analytical expressions.

For example, the matrix element for the Hamiltonian be-

tween proton three-particle states, only requires the first 33

of the 75 terms, needed to express this matrix element between

proton three-guasiparticle states l5i (ir3) :

(4.18)

For the four-quasiparticle system of identical nucleons 1 6 J,

the increase in terms is even more dramatic.

So the question arises, whether it is possible to reduce

f.;

'.4

i', 'ï

..•í

ň
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the number of graphs. Simply skipping some of them is unphysi-

cal. For a quasiparticle Hamiltonian Hxy, when taken separate-

ly, is a particle-number-non-conserving interaction. Conse-

quently eq. (4.2) is not valid for Hxy. Omitting a graph in

which Hxy acts, while keeping other quasiparticle interaction

terms, therefore violates particle number conservation. Also

omitting non-orthogonality contractions is unphysical. This

would make states orthogonal which in fact have an overlap, .

and which, in general, form an overcomplete basis.

An alternative is that one imposes restrictions on the

coupling structure in bra and ket, such that contributions of

certain graphs vanish. A trivial-example is the case when there

are not more"than-two particles outside correlated J = 0 pairs.

The HamiltonianVbetween two quasiparticle: (i.e.- one-broken--

pair) states yields in general:

(4.19)

When one does not allow for a recoupling to zero of a broken

pair, the three graphs with a non-orthogonality block yield

zero.

The impact of this truncation on the one-brokenrpair

spectrum is easy to understand. The only remaining 0 + model

state is the zero-broken-pair state. Suppose that the energy

of this state has a minimum for a given set of u and v param-

eters 14J. Then the limitation to J f 0 broken pairs only re-

moves all 0 excited states from the model space. None of the

other states is affected. For slightly other choices of u and

v - take for example the conventional BCS parameters from

(3.15) - the non-orthogonality contractions in (4.11) and

(4.19) admix the J = 0 broken pairs into the ground state. This
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effectively optimizes the ground-state pairing correlations.

Note that such an optimization is necessarily performed in a

space with a non-orthogonal and overcomplete basis. For there

exists always a specific linear combination of J = 0 broken

pairs, which is identical to a correlated pair.

A similar redistribution of pairs will be the result of

non-orthogonality contractions, when more guasiparticles are

present. Now the restriction to J ŕ 0 broken pairs does not

eliminate all non-orthogonality contractions. Some remain,

which are a direct consequence of the Pauli principle. For

example, in the block N40, eg. (4.15), contractions occur

which yield a non-vanishing contribution, if two broken pairs

occupy the same orbit. Similarly, in (4.17) a non-vanishing

contribution remains, if the odd particle is present in an or-

bit occupied by one of the particles in the broken-pair.

So even if one restricts the coupling scheme in bra and ket,

there appear "Pauli-terms" in the guasiparticle interaction.

The resulting non-orthogonality and redundancy should be re-

moved by ths usual Schmidt procedure, or by other orthonormal-

ization methods Z5).

5. PROTON-NEUTRON SYSTEMS

5.2 Proton-neutvon quaaipartiale interactions

The extension to a system of both protons and neutrons is

simple. One considers as Hamiltonian the proton-proton (H1T1T), •

neutron-neutron (Hvv) as well as the proton-neutron (Hïïv) in- ;

teraction. The latter can be treated with the same graphical

methods as the force between identical nucleons. Since con- '̂

tractions may only occur between lines of the same kind of par- <

tides, the proton-neutron interaction is even simpler to *•'

transform. Now the interaction block represents the contribu-

tions from HÏÏ1T, Hvv and HÏÏV in the zero-body diagram. It re- •

presents HffV plus either H ™ or H v v in one-body diagrams. In ^ 'j

two-body diagrams either the proton-neutron interaction or the ji

force between identical nucleons contributes. ''\

The spectator and non-orthogonality block simply factor- 1

ize in proton and neutron blocks. p
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...

S =
...
s:
...

• •
s;
...

<iťV')

<Tt*>

* * *

N

...

x

• • •

Nvv'

. . .

(5.1)

(5.2)

Now the only problem left is the projection to exact pro-

ton and neutron number. For this projection one introduces a

generating function for protons and neutrons separately. As a

consequence one obtains projection sums L ïï resp. L v, depend-

ing on proton resp. neutron seniority g \ gv. So all graphical

techniques remain essentially unchanged in comparison with the

identical-nucleon case.

Still there is a minor difference with this case, when

one adopts another coupling scheme than (2.7) or (2.8) for the

proton-neutron force. The matrix element in the proton-neutron

hamiltonian

Hirv |V|Y«> a+a+aÄa^ (5.3)

B,ö(v)

is preferably written in the following angular momentum coupled

form, cf. (2.8)

<a0|V|Y6> = Z Ftv(acdbK) í-)^"* 0* 1 (-)Jb"mb .
KM

(5'4)

Its graphical transcription reads

i '}
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C(R) d(v)

b(v)

(5.4')

This single coupling scheme will be sufficient for all

proton-neutron quasiparticle interactions. It yields the sim-

plest recoupling algebra l), since proton (neutron) quasipar-

ticles are always coupled to other proton (neutron) quasipar-

ticles first. Only in the simple case of one quasi-proton and

one quasi-neutron, one obtains a 6-j symbol, whereas schemes

(2.7) and (2.8) do not lead to an angular momentum recoupling

symbol.

n'n J

r*
i +

N.

P
V

S.

\

•1
n

J

I K (-)
K

.p'+n'+J p p' K

n' n J
C22[1|l](pp'n

InK) . (5.5)

We introduce the notation [gïï|gv] for both senority indices.

The quasiparticle interaction C22,j•j,(pp'n'n K) equals

Firv(pp'n'n K) , if (5.5) represents the particle-particle inter-

action in a one-proton-one-neutron system:
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í (-, p p l K

n' n J
Pirv(pp'n'n K) (5.6)

In fact, this relation defines a Racah multiple decomposition.

In this form it has been studied by Schiffer et al. 2GJ for

the case p = p• and n = n'.

When (5.3) represents the general quasi-proton-quasi-neu-

tron interaction in nuclei with open shells, C22r n . v-, becomes
[g I g J

a more complex linear combination of pairing factors and matrix

elements in the coupling scheme (5.41). Even then it may be

interpreted as a multipole component in the interaction. The

expression for C22 is listed in Appendix A.

Similarly, a proton one-broken-pair configuration and a

neutron one-broken-pair configuration, both with spin J (J/0),

are connected by the J = K multipolarity in the force:

- «1 (pqn'm' K,S)

F¥V(pqn'm1 J) (5.7)
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2 multipole component in the proton-neutron

creates therefore strong correlations in J = 2 + broken

The strong K

force

pairs. Since B22 is also proportional to uv-factors (see Ap-

pendix A) » this happens especially in nuclei with two open

shells. Then correlated J =2 pairs have an energy which is

only a few hundred keV above the energy of correlated J = 0

pairs 28J .

S.2 Application to the interaction between correlated J=2 pairs

In the Interacting Boson Approximation (IBA) of Arima and

Iachello it is assumed that correlated J = 0 resp. J = 2 pairs

from the microscopic equivalent of s- resp. d-bosons. The in-

teraction between the bosons in that model is usually treated

phenomenologically. But a microscopic derivation of the inter-

action parameters should be attempted. Then one has to assume

a correspondence between certain generalized-seniority shell

model wave functions and states in a boson space 28,29J _

As an application of the present graphical method we

derive the expression for the interaction between a proton and

neutron J = 2 broken pair. Then we obtain microscopically a

value of an IBA-model parameter in a boson Hamiltonian of the

form H1TV d+ d+ d d .
IT V IT V

g = g =2 subspace. Since J

We derive the matrix element in the

0 for the broken pairs, the non-

orthogonality contractions may be omitted, cf. subsect. 4.3.

So we have to consider diagrams without non-orthogonality

block only. Por the proton-neutron two-body quasiparticle in-

teraction we then

=<> P (pq)Pi(p'4)?. (nm) P. (n'm') '

q'

/ "

P

1
•J

P

q
^+,

(P
J,

X
m'

A

J 2

C 22

/
n
^+,

n1

\
\I

i

m

J =
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z J (-)
K

fl+ji+J Jl Jí K

J2 J2 J

. D22r (5.8)

with

D22„ « S^zSjôá P*, (pq) P\,(p'q') P"T (nm) ?T,K. J; J 1 J 2 J2

6pq'Smn'

q p' K

JJ Jj p

m1 n K

J2 J2
 m

C22[2|2](qp'm'nK,pm) (5.9)

In (5.8) the protons and neutrons in the ket have been inter-

changed, in order to avoid phases in (5.9). Given the ampli-

tudes 28J of all proton and neutron broken-pair configurations

in a correlated J =2 pair, one may calculate a double-sum over

quantities (5.9), taking Jj =J 2 =jj =Jj> = 2. Then (5.8) becomes

a multipole decomposed interaction between correlated J = 2

pairs.

Interaction diagrams other than (5.8) include either a

zero- or one-body proton-neutron interaction, or a zero-, one-

or two-body interaction between identical nucleons. The evalua-

tion of these diagrams is simple and is left to the reader, cf.

also (4.19). The zero- and one-body proton-neutron interactions

do not contribute, when the monopole interaction (K = 0) is set

to zero. Then diagram (5.9) is the only diagram which has to

be considered for a mapping of the fermion interaction onto

the proton-neutron boson Hairiltonian.

Similarly one may derive expressions for matrix elements

in etner (gïï, gv) shell model subspaces. The gïï +g v = 3 matrix

el^mei.ts, which have to be considered in the mapping of a

shell-mod»! subspace into a fermion-plus-one-d-boson space,

are given in Appendix B. All matrix elements in q" +g v $ 3 sub-

spaces have been given i» that Appendix. All non-orthogonality

contractions have been included in the evaluation of these ma-

trix elements.
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6. SUMMARY

A graphical technique has been presented by which angular

momentum coupled matrix elements in a generalized seniority 9 J

shell model are easily evaluated. The method includes the

graphical techniques for angular momentum coupling and second

quantization! which are used in conventional shell model cal-

culations 1 » 2 J . The basic idea behind such techniques is the

graphical contraction 1» 2f 5 J of a creation and annihilation

operator - in the sense of Wick's theorem - by joining two

lines, and the graphical angular momentum coupling 1"7^ by

joining three lines in a node.

The conventions which were adopted are given in sect. 2.

There we indicated also the angular momentum coupling schemes
2 1 J , which may be adopted for a two-body matrix element V .

in the shell model Hamiltonian (2.6*). They are given in (2.7"),

(2.8') and for the proton-neutron force in (5.4'). Particle

creator lines are indicated by thickenings in these coupling

schemes.

The present extension of these graphical methods to a

generalized seniority space is based on the equivalence of this

space with a particle-number-projected quasiparticle space

ľ»-i9jf a so-called broken-pair space. So a graphical treatment

of quasiparticle transformation 1 2 J and number projection 1 3 J

is the essential ingredient of the method. The technique was

illustrated by deriving the matrix elements of the shell model

Hamiltonian (2.6').

In sect. 3 these matrix elements were derived between un-

projected quasiparticle states first. The quasiparticle trans-

formation in graphical form (3.2' -3.2") determines a pairing

amplitude u or ±v for each line connected with an operator.

For zero- and one-body quasiparticle interactions one needs in

addition

i) a definition of internal contractions, eq. (3.8)

ii) some simple diagram rules for internally contracted

lines, eq. (3.5) .

This is sufficient to obtain all matrix elements for

body quasiparticle interactions. The matrix elements of all
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Hxy « (TI + ) X (n)y were evaluated between a bra and ket with x

resp, y quasiparticles. This yields the basic forms of the in-

teraction, given in Appendix A. The evaluation of interaction *

matrix elements between more complicated many-quasiparticle

states further involves only graphical spin algebra, as a fac-

torization in basic interaction and angular momentum part is

always possible, cf. (3,20 - 3.22). i

Only two simple diagram rules have to be added to obtain \

the interaction in a number projected quasiparticle basis. To

explain their origin we recalled how number projection l3) is

performed with the use of a generating function technique zkJ .

Such a projection involves the addition of projection sums to

each term of the number-non-conserving quasiparticle interac-

tion. The parameters in these (easily computed) projection

sums follow directly from the graphs: rules i) and ii) listed

in sect. 4.1. Moreover, the graphs make transparent that the

major difference between the particle-number-violating inter- I

action in the BCS theory and the corresponding broken-pair in-

teraction of the particle-number-conserving theory, is a de- j

pendence on generalized seniority g of the latter.

In sect. 4.2 it was shown that in the derivation of

broken-pair matrix elements one should also consider contrac-

tions of bra (ket) lines with each other, as indicated in

(4.13). This kind of contractions does not exist in the usual

shell model framework, where only contractions from the bra

towards the ket are considered, eventually via an "interaction

block" as indicated in (1.3'). These additional contractions .*

are the consequence of the overlap which may occur between ••;

g j 2 states and lower generalized seniority states. \

Finally the method was extended to proton-neutron systems. '•.

Some matrix elements were derived which are of importance for '\'l

the mapping of generalized seniority states on corresponding '?!

boson states 27-29J. „•;
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Appendix A: The basic forms of the Broken-Pair interaction

This appendix contains the analytical expressions for the

matrix elements of the zero-, one- and two-body number-con-

serving quasiparticle interactions. Interaction terms originat-

ing from the identical-nucleon force are given by RO, Rll ....

etc ; those originating from the proton-neutron force are

given by BO, Bll ..... etc. Terms of the form Rxy or Bxy are

j^iX -body terms from a quasiparticle Hamiltonian of the form

H x y - (nt...)
x(r,)y .

The matrix elements depend on a (generalized) seniority

index g (or gv and gv in a proton (IT) plus neutron (v) system).

Furthermore they may depend on subshell indices pqrst... for

protons, and nmkl... for neutrons. The order of these Indices

is given by signs. Because in the algebraic expressions the

angular momentum coupling is performed with Clebsch-Gordan

coefficients, a positive sign corresponds to a clockwise orien-

tation. An index S (Sïï, Sv) represents a multiple of (proton,

neutron) subshell indices, without a definite order. This

index S lists the fermions which occur as spectators.

All (proton or neutron) subshell indices occur in pro-

jection sums of the form Lr ,(....S). With these sums one pro-

jects out the correct number of valence particles N (resp.

valence protons or neutrons). The index N is omitted here. The

analytical expression for these sums can be found in ref. 13,

where the notation L ~8 has been used. In the particle-number-

non-conserving BCS theory all projection sums equal one.

Apart from these projection sums the number-projected

quasiparticle interaction contains pairing factors u and v

which for example may be taken equal to BCS (non)occupation

amplitudes. It contains also particle-particle shell model

matrix elements G and particle-hole shell model matrix ele-

ments F. Also angular momentum factors occur of the form

5 a H SI- (a)-i = (2j a + l)i = (a)i .
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and antisymmetrization operators Pj(pq) for a fermion pair

(pq)r l'
Matrix elements for the identical nucleon interaction Rxy

have been given in refs. 14-17. There the quantity R ~ e " 8 + n

xy

corresponds with the present n-body term Rxy r ,. The integer e

equals zero (one) if both x and y are even (odd). Note further

that the shell model matrix elements F and G in refs. 14-16 V

differ by a factor of two from ours. ^

Several proton-neutron quasiparticle interactions have

been listed in refs. i 8t 1 9 J in less general forms.

The present graphical method yields the following analyti-

cal expressions for the quasiparticle interactions Rxy and Bxy:

I

RO

=

[g]

a 1

7 E

* ab

(S)

vi
A

a

=

ea

6

L

a

r«+2] ( a s ) +

v2 F(aabbO) L[g
(abS) +

+ j Z á 6 u a v a u b v b G(aabbO) L [ g + 2 ] (abS). (Al) •

Expression (Al) is the value of the diagram for a system with ľ{

one kind of valence particles only, let us say protons. The ƒ•

summation indices a and b run then over the proton subshells. r
t-l

If both kind of valence particles are present, the proton- i

proton, neutron-neutron and proton-neutron Hamiltonian contrib- £

ute to the zero-body term. Then the diagram represents: ";| ;)

S°lBi-,<
sn) Lr.v-,<SV) + RO r V i(S

v) L.-^S^) + B0 „ „ (S) (A2) Í '

f with

f
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BO v (S) = £ á ê v* v* FTtv(aacc0)
18 I g ] ac

gV + 2 ] ( c S v ) (A3)

where c runs over neutron subshe l l s .

Rll [_u ](PP'»S i r) L Kv,(SV) + Bil (pp',S)
154 15 J I g | g J

with (for g and S representing proton indices)

Rl

(A4)

l [g ](pp',S) - 6pp, Cp [uj L[g](pp'S) - v p L[g+2](pp'S)] +

6 j p j , 6Ä í , S a ^ v | F(aapp'O) [ y y L[g+2](app'S) -vpvpf L [g+4](aPP'S)]

• i 6 j j , 6 n , f a V p 6(aapp'0)[upvpI
 + y y ] u av aL [ g + 2 ] (app'S) (A5)

and

B i l
A V

P P P P
(ccpp'O)

(A6)

ľ-t.
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JO L[gV,<s") <qp,S> (A7)

with (for g and S representing protou indices)

R2Q[g](qp,S) = R20[g](pq,S) = -ö L [ g +, ] (pqS)

'pJq P q

L[ g + 3]

* G ( a a p q 0 > [ V q L[g+i] ( a p q s )

•y, (A8)

and

B20 v (qp,S) = B20 (pq,S)
C g I g ] [g I g ]

(A9)
.'.;•;•

Note that R20 = R02 and B20 = B02 without a change in argu-
ments .
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(pq P ' q '

with (for g and S representing proton indices)

R22[g](pqp'q' I,S) » ^

(AIO)

. G ( p q p ' q ' I ) +4 v p u q v p , u q , L [ g + 2 ] (pq p ' q ' S ) . F ( p q p ' q ' I ) J
(All)
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- « u - V MV] ( p q r p l l' 8 i l )Vi < 8 W )-
with (for g and S representing proton indices)

(A12)

íR3l [g] (pq r p ' I , S) = \ í p ' ?x(pq)

[upuq VrUp' Ltg+1 ] (Pq r p ' S ) ' ( p q r P ' S )

G(pqrp' I) +

F(pqrp ' I) J
(A13)

Note that R31 = R13 without a change in arguments. The inter-

action R31 is invariant for the interchange of fermions p and

q, but is not invariant for the interchange of r and p'. Only

the second part of R31 (with the F matrix element) has this

invariance.

3 í

J0
R40r _,(pqrs I, S*) (A14)
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with (for g and S representing proton indices)

R40[g] (P5*SI»S) | I L [ g + 2 ] (pq rs S)

{ 4 Hp urusj G(pq rs 1)1 (A15)

All neutron one-body and neutron-neutron two-body inter-

actions of the form (A4) up to (A15) may be obtained by a

replacement of proton variables and proton indices by neutron

ones.

The proton-neutron two-body interactions may occur in the

following forms:

6 B22 (pqn'm' K,S) =
K J [gir|gVl

V M » Vn'*'> 4 V q univmi F™ (pqn'm-K)

.L (n'm',Sv) (A16)
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In which

B3X w v (pqnn1 K,S)

X' I

(A17)

„. L
I g v, ( l u l i

• ' • ' • •

Pw v(pqnn f K)

(nn1 Sv) 1.

(A18)

in which

. /I

' B 4 °
[ g g ]

(Al 9)
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B40
U

7K(nm)4u v vnum F1tv(pqnmK)

(pq S11) L (nmSv) (A20)

Finally a basic proton-neutron interaction diagram occurs

with «one proton and one neutron quasiparticle line at both

the bra and ket side. To avoid confusion with B22 it is indi-

cated as C22. In the simplest coupling of quasiparticle lines

it yields:

_ 5„, C22 (pp' n'nK,S) (A21)

in which

C22 (pp' n'nK,S)

[ u u , L (pp1 S") u u , L (nn1 Sv) +
L P P [g*] n n [gVl

+ v v , L
P P r

(pp' S*) v v L (nn' Sv) ] ,
n n [gv

+2] J

. F1TV(pp' n'nK)

Sïï) v v L

. Firv(pp' nn1 K) (A22)
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Appendix B; Matrix elements for g š 3 subspaces

Matrix elements for shell model subspaces up to g" + gv = 3

are given below, if they have not been listed in refs. 1I*""17J .

They are given in the schematic form introduced in eq. (4.17).

Even-even nuclei:

< n 21 H I M2> = i'

Odd-odd nuclei:

i nnrr
(nil)

tn) (V) (V) in) (itv)
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Odd-even nuclei:

<Ttv2|H|n>= i S 1 © +

+ • \H\ (ti m fy* ( N

v2 n

+ h.c + ; [Ň] m 0 + h.c

(itv2)
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+ ' I N | | S I | I I ® + í I N | | S I I I | ® + . I N 11 I | © +
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C H A P T E R I I I Ť

PAIRING CORRELATIONS IN EXCITED STATES
OF SUPERFLUID NUCLEI

Abstract: Extended gap equations are used to improve the pair distributions in excited states of
superfluid nuclei. So one may obtain a better approximation of the low-seniority shell model,
for energies and wave functions without any increase of computational labour. The reduction
of pairing in excited states becomes more important as the number of quasiparticles increases,
and yields changes in excitation energies which may be as large as 400 keV for three-quasi-
partide states. Calculations have been performed for the Sn (Z = SO) isotopes and the N = SO
isotones.

1. Introduction
í

Spectra of even single-closed-shell nuclei can be described in good agreement
with experiment by the seniority v ^ 2 shell m o d e l 4 ' s ) . It has been shown before that
the number-projected quasiparticle formalism is a good approximation of this low-
seniority shell model l ~ s ) . In these projected quasiparticle calculations the pairing
correlations are determined in the BCS ground state and excited states are constructed
by creating quasiparticles in this BCS vacuum. It has been known for a long time,
however, that the pairing correlations in the excited states will differ from those in
the ground state €). Recently Moretto 7) showed qualitatively, using methods from •']
statistical mechanics, that the pairing correlations vanish totally in highly excited -,.-
states due to the increase of the number of quasiparticles. We find it useful to con-
sider in more detail the changes in the pairing correlations with quasiparticle number '.
because of the progress which has recently been made in number projection tech- •' -}
niques *) and because the number projected BCS formalism may be helpful in cases ', 'j
where a more complete shell-model treatment is impossible. ;

In the present paper it is our aim to find a simple procedure to improve the '
pairing correlations in the excited states, to investigate how much the energies of
these states may be shifted due to this improvement and to compare with the low- :
seniority shell model. In the case of even nuclei we compare with the senority v á 2 4
shell model, of which the present model is an approximation. The seniority v á 2
shell model is the absolute limit for the results of a number projected two-quasi-
particle model, because the quasiparticle space is a subspace of the v á 2 shell- ry

Reproduced with permission of the North-Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam
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model space. For this comparison a few examples are considered where the number
projected quasiparticle model has been successfully applied, viz. the N = 50 iso-
tones4) and the Sn (Z = 50) isotopes 5), The model parameters of refs. 4 l S ) are
used.

The comparison with the v á 2 model will provide a test of our procedure, which
will subsequently be applied to the description of odd nuclei by a three quasiparticle
calculation. In this case we shall compare with experimental data and investigate
whether part of the discrepancy between the usual theory and experiment can be re-
moved by taking changes in pairing correlations into account. A comparison with
experimental data is not our aim, but this will be the subject of a forthcoming paper,
in which the method explained here will be used 9) .

In sect. 2 an extension of the gap equations is derived (EBCS), to improve the pairing
correlations in excited states. In sect, 3 it is shown that this extended formalism
gives an improvement of the description of two-quasiparticle states in even nuclei.
Subsequently in sect. 4 it is applied to three-quasiparticle states in odd nuclei. Sect.
5 contains a summary and recommendations.

2. Extended BCS formalism for excited states (EBCS)

In the BCS formalism the pairing correlations are determined by the condition
that the expectation value of the Hamiltonian is a minimum for the BCS ground-
state wave function. This results in the usual gap equations

( « Í - B Í K = 2 1 1 ^ ( 6 , , - ^ - ^ , (2.1)

in which the pairing gap

K = - i I ujjtä- 'GiaaccO) (2.2)
c

is a measure of the diffuseness of the pair distribution, and the self-energy fia is
defined as

l ) . (2.3)

Our notation is the same as in ref. 3) . The single-particle states in a spherical basis are
characterized by the set of quantum numbers a = («„, la,ja, ma) s (a, nta). The
symbols G(abcdl) and F{abcdl) denote particle-particle and particle-hole matrix
elements respectively3) and ô = (2jo+l)*. Together with the number equation

£ (2ja+l)i?f = number of particles n0, (2.4)
a

these equations determine the pair distribution. If one wants to determine the amount
of pairing in a lowest excited two-quasiparticle state of certain spin and parity

, «)> = I CJiflli&WBCS), (2.5)
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one should determine those t'a, which minimize the energy for this fwo-quasiparticle
wave function:

7, it)\H-XN\<lp(J, *)> = 0,

with as a subsidiary condition the number equation

<qp{J, *)|AT|qp(/, *)> = «o- (2.6)

It is assumed for the moment that J,n do not equal 0 + . Approximating the
Hamiltonian by the independent quasiparticle part one obtains for the energy

ť'" » £Bcs+ E Cfl\(Ea+£6), (2.7)

and so neglecting the quasiparticle interaction in the minimization procedure one
obtains for the variational equations (2.6)

} . (2.8)
c

In this expression

•s»
(2.9)

which is the expectation value of the quasiparticle number in the single-particle level
c (*c is not necessarily an integer); consequently

£ * c = 2 = number of quasipartides. (2.10)

If the quasipartide occupation * e is small compared to the value i(2/ c+1) one may
make the approximation

l . (2.11)

One obtains gap equations of the same form as before:

(«Í-t>fK = ^fc-Mi-A), (2.1')
with a generalized pairing gap

A'. = J .+ £ Ô" lt' Vc*cG(aacc0), (2.2')
c

which reflects the change in the pairing field due to the presence of the quasipartides.
A similar generalization applies to the self-energy

(2.3')
c

The number equation now takes the form
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E G/„+i>£+ EO*-*.')*. = «o, (2.4')
a a

which includes the blocking correction.
Given the quasiparticle distribution $„ of the lowest excited state with given spin

and parity one may solve this set of extended gap equations (2.1') to (2.4'). With
the resulting parameters ua, va one may calculate the new pairing gap by eq. (2,2).
This is the relevant gap parameter á because it appears in the Hamiltonian as the
quasiparticle energy at the Fermi level so its physical meaning is half the energy to
break up a pair. In the following the states which result from the solution of eqs,
(2.1') to (2.4') will be indicated as extended BCS (EBCS) states.

3. Extended BCS in two-quasiparticle calculations

In order to solve the extended BCS equations one needs to know the quasi-
particle occupation Oe. To obtain this quantity one may adopt the following pro-
cedure: first a standard number-projected two-quasiparticle calculation 1 ~ s ) is
performed (PBCS). This involves diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in the space of
number-projected quasiparticle wave functions, defined with the BCS parameter
wa» va from the standard gap equations. Subsequently the quantities #c , defined in
eq. (2.9), are calculated from the mixing coefficients of the lowest state of each spin
and parity and these are used to obtain new parameters ua, va from the solution of
eqs. (2.1') to (2.4'). With those new BCS parameters the number projected two-quasi-
particle calculation for the relevant spin and parity is repeated. By this procedure
the lowest states of each spin and parity Ja ¥* 0+ are expected to be improved, for
the pair distributions are adapted to the presence of the quasiparticles. Calculations
were performed for the N = 50 isotones and the Sn isotopes with the same
space, Gaussian force and single-particle energies as used in ref. 4) and ref. 5)
respectively. By this procedure we obtained excitation energies which are lowered
by an amount up to 300 keV compared to the standard treatment (PBCS) and which
are in remarkably good agreement with the seniority v á 2 shell-model results.

We found that the change in pairing correlations is roughly independent of spin
and parity, and therefore of the distribution of quasiparticles over the subshells.
Also the energies of higher excited states were found to be improved at the same time.
These results can be explained by the fact that the solution of EBCS differs from BCS
mainly by the correction on the pairing field, eq. (2.2'), which comes from the blocking
of levels by the occupation with quasiparticles. This means a reduction of the pairing ,
correlations which is mainly determined by the total number of quasiparticles,

and only to a smaller extent by their distribution over the subshells.
This offers the opportunity of making the following simplification. One solves

eqs. (2.1') to (2.4') assuming the quasiparticles to be equally distributed over all levels,
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so $ c is proportional to 2jc+l. Subsequently a projected quasiparticle calculation
is performed with the obtained pair distribution. Such a procedure does not require
any more work than a normal PBCS calculation, while the results approximate the
v ^ 2 results better. Moreover for such a flat quasiparticle distribution condition (2.11)
is always fulfilled. Another advantage is that this procedure may be applied to the
0+ states as well. The excited 0 + states are then improved without spoiling the 0+

ground state, although the pair distribution used is not the most optimal one for the
ground state, For the latter may optimize its pair distribution by mixing with pro-
jected two-quasiparticle states.

In fig. 1 the results of such a projected extended BCS calculation (PJEBCS) are com-
pared with the results of the usual treatment (PBCS) and the v g 2 shell model for
U8Sn, as an example. In order to check whether not only the energies but also the
wave functions are improved, the particle distribution over the subshells is calculated

118.Sn

0 . o + . •(40016) .(-0.089!

PBCS PEBCS

Fig. 1. Comparison of excitation energies of 118Sn calculated by means of the conventional num-
ber projected BCS treatment (PBCS) and by a method with adjusted pairing in excited states(PEBCS).
The figure demonstrates that the results of the latter compares very well with the low-seniority shell

model (y á 2). The model parameters were the same as in ref. 5 ) .
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TABLE 1

Particle occupation probabilities in the 2 (
+ state in U 8 Sn

PBCS

0.93
0.89
0.61
0.53
0.14

PEBCS

0.96
0.93
0.65
0.56
0.09

v = 2

0.96
0.94
0.69
0.62
0.06

nlj

lgj
2d4

20*

lhjy.

The occupation probabilities are calculated from projected quasiparticle wave functions without
(PBCS) and with (PEBCS) adjustement of the pair distribution and from a shell-model v = 2 wave
function.

TABU 2

Components of the 2t
+ state in l l 8 Sn

PBCS

0.416
0.188
0.161
0.080
0.067
0.036
0.030
0.019
0.003

PEBCS

0.466
0.190
0.152
0.051
0.065
0.033
0.026
0.015
0.002

v = 2

0.481
0.194
0.150
0.036
0,070
0.032
0.023
0.011
0.002

Broken pair
configuration

(3s4 ,2d i)
(2d4,2d4)
(2d}, 3s4)
Oh*, lh Ý )
(lgj, 2d )̂
(2df, 2d4)
(2d4,2d4)
(Igi, igj)

Mixing coefficients of quasiparticle wave functions without (PBCS) and with (PEBCS) adjust-
ment of the pair distribution are compared with coefficients of configurations with a specific
broken pair obtained from shell-model v = 2 wave functions.

from the PBCS, PEBCS and v = 2 wave functions. They are listed in table 1 for the 2+

state in 118Sn. The mixing coefficients of the configurations with a specific broken
pair are calculated as well and listed in table 2. Both tables show a clear improvement
by using PEBCS instead of PBCS. One may notice that the differences in mixing coeffi-
cients are small; the rather big changes in energy are mainly due to the change in the
pair distribution.

Similar results were obtained for other Sn nuclei, although the changes in energy
are not always as large as in 118Sn. The method is equally successful in the N = 50
region. In the next section we shall show the even stronger effects for a three-quasi-
particle state of a nucleus in this region.
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4. Influence on pairing in states with three or more quasiparticles

The procedure of the previous subsections am be applied to any number of quasi-
particles if wë generalize eq. (2.9) in

*e(n quasiparticles) = £ c«>>.. .n{^ac+K+ • • • 5„c)> (2.9')

which is again the expectation value of the quasiparticle number in single-particle
level c. We expect that also in this case of more than two quasiparticles the total-
number of quasiparticles is more important for the determination of the pair distri-
bution than their position. Therefore we choose again all <PC cc 2je+l and obtain
a first impression of the behaviour of the pairing correlations as a function of quasi-
particle number. Calculations were again performed for the JV = 50 isotones and the
Sn isotopes, while space and parameters were again the same as in ref. *) and ref.s),
respectively. The results obtained by solving eqs. (2,1') to (2.4') with such a flat
quasiparticle distribution are presented in iigs. 2 and 3, where an average pairing gap

is plotted as a function of quasiparticle number. One may notice that the pairing gap
decreases with increasing quasiparticle number, as expected. The pairing correlations
are most strongly affected in 88Sr and 89Y. This is connected with the fact that the

0 2 4 6

• NUMBER OF QUASI PARTICLES

Fig. 2. Reduction of the average pairing gap by the presence of quasiparticles for some N = 50
nuclei. The average gap is defined in eq. (4.1). The model parameters were the same as in ref. 4 ) . p
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2 ( 6
• NUMBER OF QUASI PARTICLES

Fig. 3. Reduction of the average pairing gap as a function of quasiparticle number for some Sn
isotopes. The average gap is defined in eq. (4.1). The model parameters were the same as in ref. 5) .

level density near the Fermi level is small in those nuclei. The same behaviour of the
pairing correlations and a similar dependence on the level density was found by
Moretto 7) in his statistical model.

As the change in pairing correlations in the case of three quasiparticles is still
larger than in the case of only two, it is expected that changes in energy can become
larger as well. Spectra have been calculated for odd nuclei in the N = 50 and Z = 50
region by performing a projected three-quasiparticle calculation with the pair distri-
bution from the normal gap equations (PBCS) and from the extended gap equations,
again assuming <pc oc 2/c+1 for all levels. Also in this case, just like the ground state
for doubly even nuclei, the states with a one-quasiparticle configuration as their main
component may adjust their pairing correlations by mixing with three-quasiparticle
states. We found that in the Sn region the energy shifts due to the reduction of pairing
in excited states may be up to 400 keV. Similar energy shifts were obtained in the
JV = 50 region and spectra of 9 i Nb are given as an example in fig. 4. One may notice
that the discrepancy between theory and experimental data is considerably reduced
by taking a change of pairing correlations into account. The amount of numerical
labour is not increased compared to the PBCS calculation and one may expect that as
in sect. 3 a better approximation to the low-seniority shell model is obtained. So we
conclude that, when one wants to improve the agreement with experiment further,
e.g. by using a better force 1 0) or by adding particle-hole excitations of the closed
shell, changes in pairing correlations have to be taken into account by using PEBCS.
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š
cc
UI

ÜJ

O

O
X

í

19/a-

21; 2"

15/2

91Nb

1(2" (Iqp)-

_ 9/2+(1qp).

.(21/2")

l / r (1qp>
9/2+ (1qp>

PBCS PEBCS Exp. )

Fig. 4. One-plus-three-quasiparticle spectra of 9 1Nb calculated with two different number projected
BCS methods. In the first one (PBCS) no readjustement of pairing correlations in excited states is
allowed. In the second these pairing correlations have been changed by solving the extended gap
equations (PEBCS). The same model parameters as in ref. *) were used. The symbol 1 qp denotes

the states that have mainly one-quasiparticle character.

The efFect should be expected to be even more important for number projected
four-quasiparticle calculations, with which one could possibly improve the descrip-
tion of collective states in even nuclei.

5. Summary and recommendations

Number projected BCS quasiparticle calculations were performed in which pairing
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correlations were allowed to adjust themselves in excited states. For this purpose in
sect. 2 extended gap equations were proposed, in which the presence of quasiparticles
is approximately taken into account. In order to study realistic cases the formalism
was applied to the N — 50 and Z = 50 region where rather successful number pro-
jected quasipartide calculations have been performed earlier. Therefore the same model
parameters were used as before 4 * s ) .

In sect. 3 it was shown by comparing with a superior low-seniority shell model
that these extended gap equations result in better excitation energies and wave func-
tions. The excitation energies are lowered by a few hundred keV. It was recommended

• to replace the usual gap equations always by extended gap equations, assuming a
flat distribution of the quasiparticles over the subshells. This has the advantage
that it yields good results without any extra work compared to the usual projected
BCS calculations.

In sect. 4 the procedure was generalized to more quasiparticles. By solving the
extended gap equations, treating the quasipartide number as a continuous quantity,
it was shown that the pairing gap, which is a measure of the strength of the pairing
correlations, decreases with increasing quasipartide number.

• Finally it was shown that for a good description of odd nuclei with a three-quasi-
particle calculation it is necessary to use the extended gap equations. Three-quasi-
particle calculations without readjustment of pairing correlations systematically
reproduce the excitation energies too high by up to 400 keV, and part of the discrep-
ancy between theory and experiment can be removed by taking changes in these

ľ correlations into account.
Summarizing one may conclude that in number projected quasipartide calculations

one should start from a BCS state with weaker pairing than results from the usual gap
equations. If the extended gap equations with an assumed flat quasipartide distri-
bution are used for this purpose, one obtains improved results without any increase
of numerical labour.

We thank Dr. W. F. van Gunsteren for making available to us some of his number
projected quasipartide computer codes. This investigation is part of the research

< program of the Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie (FOM), which
is financially supported by the Nederlandse Organisatie voor Zuiver Wetenschappelijk

|i\ Onderzoek (ZWO).
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C H A P T E R IV

THE PROTON AND NEUTRON PAIRING CORRELATIONS

AND SHIFTS OF SINGLE-PARTICLE ENERGIES

IN OPEN-SHELL NUCLEI

Abstract: As a starting point for calculations of open-shell nuclei one may

consider a state built of only coherent J • 0 pairs. The energy of such a state

may be minimised by solving coupled sets of gap equations for protons and

neutrons. These equations are given and their properties discussed for a

particle-number conserving formalism. The influence of the proton-neutron

force on the trends in single-particle energies and pair distributions i s

investigated for a few currently used interactions.

1 . THE GROUND-STATE IN THE BCS MODEL AND THE BROKEN-PAIR MODEL

The energy of a state with J = 0 coupled nucleon pairs can

be minimized with various methods 1 ~ 3 J . In the BCS model this

minimization involves the determination of the optimal pairing

amplitudes v . These satisfy the well-known gap equations:

2 u p v p ( B p " y p ~ X )

They also satisfy a subsidiary number equation

(2j + 1) v 2 = number of particles .
• P P

(1.1.)

(1.2)

This choice of the pairing amplitudes yields as the energy for

the BCS-quasiparticle vacuum
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l-O O p 2 p p p

In fact, this is not the exact value for the energy of a sys-

tem with coherent J = 0 pairs. To obtain that energy one should

project out the component in this BCS state which has correct

particle number, the so-called zero-broken-pair (OBP) state.

A simple projection method L*J exists to obtain this projected

state and to calculate its energy. The set of pairing ampli-

tudes v which follows from (1.1-1.2) may then be improved.

The set which minimizes the zero-broken-pair state may be cal-

culated with the number projected analogue of the gap equations.

Their rather complicated form is given in ref. 3J.

The minimization of a state with both proton (ir) and neu-

tron (v) J = 0 pairs involves only a rather trivial extension

of the gap equations *»2»3J. Nevertheless, the minimization of

the proton-neutron paired system deserves some special atten-

tion for two reasons:

i) the proton-neutron force is very strong and may have

a large influence on the pair distributions,

ii) when proton as well as neutron valence pairs are

present/ exact particle number projection is even

more necessary 5J. So the minimization problem should

be studied within the number conserving framework of

refs. 3'l*]

2 . COUPLED PROTON-NEUTRÏN GAP EQUATIONS

When the proton and neutron pairing amplitudes v and v
P

are given for all prqton (neutron) subshells p (n), the con-

tribution of the proton-neutron force to the zero-broken pair-

energy of an even-even nucleus becomes 6) :

pn
Vfo](p) Vjo](n) ak = 0( Pn). (2.1)

This expression can be read as the sum over the proton number

in p times the neutron number in n times the average proton-
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neutron force, the so-called monopole interaction a._(pn).

It is an exact number-conserving expression as the BCS occupa-

tion probability v£ is replaced by its number-projected ana-

logue V? o 1(p). Such number-projected (or broken-pair) ana-

logues always differ from quantities in the BCS theory by a

quotient (of the order one) of two number-projection sums.

This makes them dependent &) on the number [g] of particles

outside coherent J = 0 pairs, and on the specific subshell po-

sition in which they occur, Broken-pair analogues of pairing

factors, self-energy u and pairing gap A are given in the

Appendix.

The number-conserving contribution to the zero-broken-

pair energy from the force between identical nucleons may be

expressed in these analogues as, cf. (1.3),

EOBP _vto]<e>

(2.2)

and a similar expression for E 0 B p.

Energy terms which depend on the pairing amplitude (say

for protons) v include now both ' n and E™_. Let us define
Uür U Dra single-particle energy which includes the proton-neutron

self-energy term

% = V [ 0 ] ( n ) ak=Q(pn). (2.3)

Then we have reduced the problem, how to optimize the pairing

in a proton-plus-neutron system, to the optimization problem

for a system with valence protons only. The problem for one

kind of nucleons has been solved before in various ways. So

I) One may insert 7 in the usual gap equations (1.1)

II) One may do this, using the extended version of these

equations, which account for the reduction of pairing

in excited states 1} .

Both methods I and II use number non-conserving BCS expres-

sions. One may show that the success of such number non-con-

•fi
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serving approaches is rather force-dependent. Moreover, they

cannot be used in cases with weak pairing l} . So the only method

which is always applicable is

III) To insert ¥ in the number projected analogue of the

gap equations 3J.

Because of (2.3), 7 depends on v*, and a neutron single

particle energy ë depends on the proton pair distribution. So

So proton and neutron gap equations become coupled. This coupled

set of equations has to be solved by iteration.

3. VARIATIONS IN SINGLE-PARTICLE ENERGIES AND THEIR DEPENDENCE ON THE

PROTON-NEUTRON INTERACTION

Using these coupled gap equations one may calculate the

change in e.g. the proton pair distribution, which occurs when

one or more neutrons are added to a nucleus. As already stated,

this effect may be large. It will strongly depend on the ex-

plicit form of the proton-neutron interaction.

For example, when the multipole coefficient a, _(pn) is

independent of both p and n - as is the case for the Surface

Delta Interaction (SDI) 7) - the self-energy term in (2.3)

shifts all single particle levels by the same amount. Any ef-

fect of the proton-neutron force on pair distributions is then

absent.

Such constant relative values of the single-particle

energies, irrespective of the number of particles of the other

kind, are not in agreement with experiment. With other choices

than SDI for the proton-neutron force, one obtains variations

in the relative single-particle energies. Fig. l shows results

for Krypton isotopes as an example. A proton-neutron force as

proposed by Schiffer 8J is taken, as it has been claimed 9J

that such a force correctly produces the changes in single

particle levels. Valence nucleons in one major shell are con-

sidered, whereas all parameters are fixed near the N = 50 shell

closure. The force between identical nucleons and proton sin-

gle-particle energies are taken from ref. 1 0 J. Neutron single-

particle energies are taken from data 11J on 85Kr.
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Fig. I. Shifts in the single-particle energies in Kr isotopes, relative to the

proton p3/2 and neutron g9/2 aubshell. The proton-neutron self energies e-IT, defined

in (2.3), are calculated with the Schiffer force. They are listed between [..].

Self-energy contributions H from the identical nucleon force (ref. 10) are given

between (..)•
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With this proton-neutron force the changes in the single-

particle field are not in agreement with experiment either.

The scarce transfer data i2»!3-* do not indicate a strong shift

downwards of vpl/2 and vp3/2 level for lower neutron numbers.

And calculated one-quasiparticle levels in odd Kr and odd Rb

isotopes are in conflict with the experimental spectra lH},

Experimental information on proton single-particle levels in

light Kr nuclei is absent. But a similar shift of irpl/2 and

itp3/2 relative to itg9/2 and wf5/2 seems unlikely. So one may

conclude that such large effects as produced by the Schiffer

force are unrealistic. A similar large effect is obtained when

neutrons are added (again distributed over one major shell) to

a 9<>Zr core, cf. fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Shifts in the proton single-particle energies in Zr-isotopes, due to the

proton-neutron self-energy contributions defined in (2.3) and (3.1), calculated with

a Schiffer proton-neutron force. Dots indicate occupation probabilities derived from

spectroscopie factors.

Spectroscopie data 15-" confirm that indeed the distance between

pl/2 and g9/2 orbit increases between 9 2Zr and 9 6Zr, but this

increase is far less than calculated here. With the present

proton-neutron force even the addition of a single neutron to
9 0Zr does affect the proton pl/2 - g9/2 distance in the core,

• ľ .
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such that the 2\ cots-state, which is rather sensitive to this

distance, it effectively pushed upwards in a 91Zr calculation.

In sect. 2 we did not consider the case of odd particle

number. It is easy to show that for such an odd neutron num-

ber the proton sing-particle energy, with inclusion of the

proton-neutron self-energy, becomes, cf. (2.3),

Vf

U|,j(m,m) - V|j j(m,m)
k=Q

(pm) (3.1)

in which m is the subshell in which the odd particle is placed

(here d5/2).

A strong orbit dependence of the proton-neutron monopole

coefficients a. Q(pn) is the reason for the drastic changes in

single-particle levels, relative to each other, observed in

figs. 1 and 2. Although it is claimed B) that monopole coeffi-

cients in the Schiffer interaction are empirically determined,

they appear to be clearly inadequate here. This is not due to

the particular double-range character of the Schiffer force.

Quite similar trends in the single-particle field are obtained

with single-range forces. Apparently neither with the SDI ma-

trix elements, nor with other simple central forces one ob-

tains correct monopole coefficients.

Such an inadequacy of relative monopole terms was also

found in shell model calculations 1&}. In quasiparticle or in

broken-pair calculations this inadequacy shows up more clearly,

as in these models many more interacting nucleons are taken

into account.

Broken-pair calculations of the relative position of pro-

ton-neutron multiplets in odd-odd nuclei may also give infor-

mation on relative monopole terms. The position of the cen-

troid 8JiJ(p,n) relative to Êj(q,m) depends again on the dif-

ference between a, Q(p,n) and a. _(q,m). A comparison of cal-

culated spectra and available data for odd-odd N=49 and N =51

nuclei 17J confirmed that the monopole behaviour of the Schif-

fer force is less adequate than that of the SDI.
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So we conclude that a SDI as a form of the proton-neutron

force yields more realistic values of the proton-neutron self-

energies than other considered forces. So of these it is the

most appropriate form of the proton-neutron force, if an ex-

tended range of isotopes or isotones is calculated, and if one

set of single particle energies is chosen.

4. SUMMARY

A set of coupled proton-neutron gap equations was derived,

They yield a proton and neutron pair distribution which mini-

mize the zero-broken-pair energy in open shell even-even and

odd-even nuclei. Exact particle number conservation in quasi-

particle wave functions was taken into account. This did not

complicate expressions very much, as particle-number-conserving

analogues of pairing factors, of the self energy p and of the

pairing gap A could be introduced (see Appendix).

The results obtained with this set of equations turned

out to be very sensitive to the detailed form of the proton-

neutron force. A Surface Delta Interaction, which does not

couple the proton and neutron pair distributions at all, ap-

peared a more appropriate choice than other sets of interaction

matrix elements. These other considered interactions - for which

radial integrals have been explicitly evaluated - predict

changes in the single-particle field and in pair distributions,

which are much too large. This may be concluded from experimen-

tal information on one-nucleon transfer, as well as from rela-

tive positions of multiplets in odd-odd nuclei.

r
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APPENDIX: BROKEN-PAIR ANALOGUES

Number conserving analogues of the BCS quan t i t i e s v2 and

u2 are defined as follows
P

(Al)

u2 g ] (a ,S) = ua L [ g ] (aS) / L [ g ] (S) (A2)

In these expressions number projection i>} sums Lr , = Lr ,

occur which project out the component with particle number N,

see ref. *•> . The index S (s'8^) represents a multiple of (g)

subshell indices. One may show that

U2
g](a,S) + V

2
g](a,S) = 1. (A3)

One may also give a simple analytical value for the analogue

of (u2-v2),.„_, in the degenerate case of one large j-orbit:
P p BLo

U? ,(i,SVg;) - V? ,(j,SVe ) = — - (A4)
[g] J tg] n-g

in which ü = j +\.

The number conserving analogue of the self energy y be-

comes

[ 8 ] ' b * * Ï 81 " j g J

Analogues of u v and A are defined as
P P P , í

V i
Ü V [ g ] ( a , S ) = u a v a L [ g + 1 ] ( a S ) / L [ g ] ( S ) (A6)

D [ g ] (a ,S ) = - i Z (2 j b + l) ÜV (g](b,aS) G ( a
ž

a b ^ 0 ) . (A7)

Note that in all these expressions, as well as in eq. (2.2),

each v-factor increases the [g] index in the denumerator by

one, see ref. 6 J. In (A6) and (A7) projection sums L? , occur
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in which N -g is an odd number. These sums do not project out

the component with an odd number of particles in pairs, which

is obviously zero, instead they can be formally defined by the

function of N, which is obtained by drawing a smooth curve

through the points L?"]» L ^ ~ ] ' L T + ] ' L U ] ' "•'• e t c' N o t e t h a t

these quantities L with N-g odd cancel each other in (2.2).



Part B:
THE STUDY OF Z=36, N - 50 AND Z - 52 NUCLEI
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C H A P T E R V

THK EMPIRICAL FORM OF THE EFFECTIVE NUCLEON-NUCLEON INTER-

ACTION IN A MODEL SPACE WITH CORRELATED J = 0 PAIRS

Abstract: Like in earlier work by Schiffer et al . the effective inter-
action is derived from experimental two-body multiplets. Schiffer
analysed these multiplets, assuming two fermions outside a closed
core. Now the assumption is that a multiplet state is formed by two
unpaired fermions relative to a core of correlated J = 0 pairs.
Contrary to Schiffer, an effective force with a single range is
sufficient as force between identical nucleons. This is a consequence
of the inclusion of pairing correlations. In order to reproduce
collective 2 states in even-even nuclei, this identical-nucleon
force should have medium range. In contrast, the proton-neutron force
requires a very short range to reproduce the empirical effective
matrix elements, derived from odd-odd nuclei. Therefore the effective
interaction is not isospin invariant. As a typical case broken-pair
calculations in the N= 50 region are considered.

1. INTRODUCTION jl

One of the most recent attempts to construct an effective -y,

interaction applicable all over the periodic table was that by .'

Schiffer et al. 1» 2 J. This Schiffer Interaction is a sum of

two components with different ranges and with opposite signs. Í

It was constructed on the basis of experimental data for two- V

body multiplets in even-even or odd-odd nuclei. The experimen- H

tal data were analyzed with the assumption that the multiplet

states have an almost pure two-particle (or particle-hole or

hole-hole) configuration relative to an inert closed core. The

energy of the multiplet centroïd and binding energies of adja-

cent nuclei then determine the absolute value of the matrix

elements.
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In the present approach some experimental data in the

N = 50 region are analyzed with the assumption that the multi-

plet is formed by two nucleons relative to a core of corre-

lated J = 0 pairs (Cooper pairs) instead of a closed shell core.

In that case the multiplet splitting is influenced by pairing

factors. Also binding energies may be influenced, as pairing

energies may be different for adjacent nuclei. We shall

require that the force between identical nucleons (so either

protons or neutrons) yields the pairing, needed to reproduce

the odd-even mass differences. This means that the effective

interaction depends both on nondiagonal and diagonal J = 0

matrix elements. In Schiffer's analysis only diagonal matrix

elements enter.

Calculations will be based on the so-called Broken-Pair

Approximation, which is the number-conserving 3 » S 5 J analogue

of the quasi-particle model. It will be explained in sect. 2

and applied to the nucleus 90Zr as an example in sect. 3. The

influence of pairing correlations on the multiplet structure

in odd-odd nuclei is investigated in sect. 4. In sect. 5 we

discuss the form and the range of the proton-neutron interac-

tion. Sect. 6 contains a summary and conclusions.

2. MODEL SPACES; THE BROKEN-PAIR APPROXIMATION

The question is how empirical effective interactions

should be modified when the model space is extended. We in-

vestigate especially the extension from the simple model of

two valence nucleons in one or two orbits, to a BCS or broken-

pair model with valence nucleons in many orbits. For this

purpose we use the model spaces indicated in fig. 1 for the

nuclei around 90Zr, which serve as typical illustrations.

The first two cases, indicated by C (core) and P (pairing) are

relevant for the multiplets in odd-odd nuclei; e.g. 92Nb. In

model space C this nucleus consists of one valence proton and

one valence neutron in addition to an inert 90Zr core,as in

Schiffer's analysis. In model space P one has a proton quasi-

particle and a neutron. The proton quasi-particle is described

in a proper number-conserving treatment as a particle added to

a well-defined number of Cooper pairs 5i . The relevance of

this inclusion of pairing correlations is discussed in sect. 4,

together with the effect of configuration mixing. One may also
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Fig. I. Definition of the five different model spaces used to describe the 90Zr

nucleus. In model spaces C and P no pairs are broken, whereas in model spaces I up to

III one coherent Cooper pair has been broken.

consider the case of a neutron hole, e.g. 90Nb. This nucleus 6J

was included in the derivation of the Schiffer force assuming

pure 9a/o P*°ton and neutron configurations.

The model spaces I, II and III of fig. 1 are those con-

sidered for the description of states in even nuclei, e.g.
90Zr. Space I is the simplest ca&e of only two valence protons

in two valence orbits. This model was assumed in the construc-

tion of the effective interaction of Auerbach and Talmi 7J.

Model space II includes pairing correlations and configuration

mixing in one complete major shell. The two active particles

now appear as a "broken pair", the wave functions are mixtures

of the (unnormalized) basis states *•'

*\r tat

Here the operator S creates Cooper pairs

v
a a J 0 (2)

where (a,ma) = (
n
a»^a,ja,ma) denotes the shell model orbits
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and a = / 2 j + 1 . The zero-broken-pair ground state contains

p0 Cooper pairs. This ground state and the state (1) are,

apart from a factor, the number-projected 3i5'1 BCS resp.'two-

quasi-particle state. This means that the result which one

obtains with this broken-pair model can often qualitatively be

explained in terms of the BCS model, as will sometimes be done

in the following sections. Finally, model space III of fig. 1

indicates the case in which one-particle-one-hole excitations

of the neutron closed shell 8J are also allowed to mix with

the one-broken-proton-pair configurations (1), This is espe-

cially important to make the nucleus "softer" for collective

2 and 3~ excitations.

3. THE EFFECTIVE INTERACTION BETWEEN LIKE NUCLEONS; THE CASE OF 90Zr

3.1 The range of the Singlet-Even force and the J=2 attraction

It is well known that between like nucleons the pairing

force is the most dominant part of the effective interaction.

This is observed again in fig. 2; there the matrix element

is shown as a function of J. It appears to be strongly attrac-

tive for J = 0. The left half of the figure compares two effec-

tive forces which were fitted in small model spaces, viz. the

matrix elements of Auerbach and Talmi 7J (curve A) and those

of the Schiffer Interaction 1J (curve B). Here we restrict

ourselves to the double-range Schiffer Interaction with a

Gaussian dependence on range and only central components ll . A

similar interaction with a Yukawa shape and with also non-cen-

tral components has been proposed as well 2J . For comparison

also matrix elements of Gaussian forces with medium range

(about 2 fm) are shown (curve C and D). Such interactions were

successfully applied in larger model spaces, e.g. model space

II 3 # 9 J . In the right half of. fig. 2 it is shown how the matrix

elements of a Gaussian Singlet-Even component depend on the

range of the force. The force strengths which are adopted re-

produce the odd-even mass differences. These strengths are not

modified by the addition of other components, because the

pairing properties in the interaction come almost completely
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Fig. 2. J-dependence of the diagonal ( g g ^ 2 ra'e* of some interactions used to

describe the 90Zr spectrum (2a). Fig. 2b. shows matrix elements of forces with only

an even component for various ranges. Force strengths are indicated in parentheses

(in MeV).

a) ref. 7, model space I fit to the 90Zr spectrum of Auerbarh and Talmi.

b) ref. I, Schiffer Interaction.

r) ref. 9, medium range Singlet-Even force.

d) medium range force with SiORlet-Even (SE) and Triplet-Odd (TO) component; a monopole

shift (HON) is added.

e) ref. 10.

f) ref. 2°.

g) Singlet-Even component of the Schiffer Interaction, ref. I.

o Empirical matrix elements from 50Nb, assuming space C.

0 Empirical matrix elements from q°Nh, an>miing space P.
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from its Singlet-Even part. Prom this picture one may notice

that the singlet-Even component of the Schiffer force (curve

F), which has a short-range attractive and a long-range

repulsive component, behaves more extreme than the zero-range

force (curve E). In this sense one may call it a "negative-

range" force. One may also notice from fig. 2 that the attrac-

tion for J = 2 is much weaker for this force, and to a less ex-

tend also for the Auerbach-Talmi matrix elements, than for a

single-range Gaussian force of medium range (curve C). Curve D

in fig. 2a and fig. 3 show that this property remains after

the addition of a Triplet-Odd part in the interaction.

This has as an awkward consequence that the lowest col-

lective 2+ state in even single-closed-shell nuclei is calcu-

lated much too high with double range forces like the Schiffer

» ANGULAR MOMENTUM J
0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4

-0.5

>

I

f
-1.5

-2.0

SEM ( -37.4 )
TO5 ( + 160 )+A

C s TOM (+ 15)+A
D • T O l ( + 6.4) + A
E . MON(+ 038) +A

(a)

A = SEs(-160)+SE|.(+6.4)
B=TOs<-225 ) + A
CaTO L ( + 8 .4 )+ B
D s TOS (- 225) + TOL(+6.4)

(b)

Fíg. 3. The influence of the addition of single (3a) and double range (3b) TO

components to the SE part of the (R<w2'
? interaction. Fig. b. shows the SI matrix

elements before (A) and after (C) the addition of the TO components (D). Strengths

are given in MeV. •
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(4a). Their (gq/-,)2 matrix elements are shown in fig. -'a. Fig. 4b, compares the results

for the SE +T0„ force in space II and III. The percentage of neutron core admixtures
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Interaction. This is illustrated in fig. 4a, which shows TL[

excitation energies in N = 50 isotones, calculated in space II

(four proton subshells). Apparently one has to extend the

range to 2 fm to get overall agreement with experiment. Addi-

tion of an attractive Triplet-Odd component does not lower the

2\-energies systematically. But it appears that with such an

addition one reproduces much better the changes among N = 50

isotones (cf. fig. 4b). This is not the result of drastic

changes in quasi-particle wave functions or J = 2 matrix ele-

ments. The difference mainly comes from small changes in the

J = 0 matrix elements, which enter sensitively into the param-

eter fit procedure 9J . This fit determines the single-particle

energies from experimental data on the adjacent odd nuclei.

Such a fit has been performed here for each choice of inter-
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action and choice of zero-broken-pair space. Therefore no ad-

justable parameters enter into the calculation of the even

nucleus. We also note, that for this medium-range Singlet-Even-

plus-Triplet-Odd force (abbreviated as SEM+T0M) the obtained

single particle energies vary more smoothly than those for a

force with Singlet-Even component only 9J.

Because a long-range repulsion in the Singlet-Even compo-

nent, as adopted in the Schiffer Interaction, seems now to be

ruled out if one wants to reproduce collective 2 states, we

discuss in the next two subsections other empirical evidence,

which was given 1J for this repulsion.

3.2 The Singlet-Even force and repulsion for higher J values

From fig. 2 one may notice that both the Schiffer and

Auerbach-Talmi matrix elements become positive, so repulsive,

for higher J values. Such a repulsion is absent for the Gaus-

sian single-range forces. The repulsion is considerably strong-

er for the Auerbach-Talmi than for the Schiffer matrix ele-

ments; still both reproduce the excitation energies of the 6

and 8 states equally well in the small model space, as shown

in fig. 5. This is due to the fact that the distance between

the Pj/2 a n d 9g/2 o r b i t s n a s t o b e taken larger fur the Schif*-

fer force than for the Auerbach-Talmi set of matrix elements,

in order to reproduce the trends in the zero-broken-pair

states of the neighbouring odd nuclei. One also notices from

fig. 5 that the single-range SE +TO force is not adequate in

the small model space I, but it is much better in model space

II. The explanation is that the pairing correlations push the

ground state downwards. Thereby the correct excitation energies

for the 6 and 8 states are obtained without any repulsion in

these states. So the repulsion for higher J values for the

Schiffer and Auerbach-Talmi matrix elements is due to the use

of a very small model space. The same conclusion, restricted

to single range forces, was drawn in papers by Moszkowski et

al. 10) and Barrett J1-).

One may remark that although a repulsive force for higher

J may be unnecessary, a simple medium-range attractive Singlet-

Even force yields too much attraction. The addition of an at-

tractive Triplet-Odd force with short or medium range may

remedy this, as may be seen from a comparison between figs. 2a

and 3a. A Triplet-Odd force with two ranges, like in the

Schiffer force, provides even more freedom, as shown in fig.3b.
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3,3 The average interaation derived from particle-hole multiplets

Another argument for the repulsive component in the force

between identical nucleons comes from the energy of particle-

hole multiplets, such as the multiplet formed by the neutron

(g0/ , d-,,) states in. 9 0Zr. This multiplet has been ob-

served 8/12J around 4.5 MeV and belongs to -the -T=linput-data Z

for the fit of the Schiffer Interaction. Both SE- +TÖ„ force '

and Schiffer force reproduce this multiplet satisfactorily! The I; -

splitting is not much affected by mixing with proton broken

pairs (P + III), except for the 2 + member, cf. fig. 5. This -

member is fragmented, in agreement with experiment. We note

here that the experimental 2 states adopted in ref. 8 are not

all correct. There the 4.24 MeV peak 8'12J is incorrectly 13J ----- i

attributed to contaminations, and contains a part of the I = 4

strength of the 2 ^core states. The 5.8 MeV level is more \t 1_ _•_:.-"_";_: L n
likely excited by J.:=S 3. f"; -=f Tf ~- -=•" _ =.---_-:ífJ-"--:

: ' v £

One can easily understand that the absolute value of em- - -:

pirical matrix elements - derived from binding energies -

depends strongly on the adopted limitation of the model space.

For example the average interaction, indicated by a. monopole

coefficient a0/ is determined from this (\jg„,, , 'učL/j) multi-
plet in 9 0Zr as 8'

Ë(g9/2"
1,d5/2)-{B.E.(

90Zr) -B.E.(89Zr } - {B.E.(90Zr) - B.E.(91Zr)}

= 4.64-11.98 + 7.20 = -0.14 MeV (3) ,

where Ë is the centroid energy li2> of the multiplet. This -;

expression is based on the assumption that ground-state cor-
relations are the same for all the nuclei involved. If one
adopts a model space which allows for different pairing cor-
relations for different nuclei, one can of course obtain a

number with opposite sign. The result depends sensitively on /

the proton-neutron interaction (more precisely on the orbit ; (

dependence of its monopole term). If the Schiffer Interaction
is adopted as proton-neutron force one gains in correlation
energy .11 MeV for 8 9Zr and .19 MeV for 9 1Zr. So, if one

changes pairing ground-state correlations after the addition p=

or removal of a neutron from the core, one obtains a value of
.16 MeV instead of the result -.14 MeV in eq. (3). The parti-
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cle-particle interaction now seems to have an average attrac-

tion instead of a repulsion. This attraction is roughly con-

sistent with a single-range Singlet-Even force.

3,4 Cove excitations and the effective interaction

We have seen that the inclusion of pairing correlations

induces an essential change in the effective interaction. We

now consider other correlations, viz. those caused by the

proton-neutron force. For this purpose the model space is ex-

tended to include particle-hole excitations of the closed

N =50 shell (model space III). The effect of this extension is

a lowering of the excitation energy of the collective 2 and

3~ states in the N =50 isotones, as shown in fig. 4b. Other

natural parity states are less affected. The proton-neutron

matrix elements, which mix unnatural parity configurations are

always small and act incoherently. Of course one may obtain a

smaller or larger effect on the 2* and 37 energy by changing

the strength of the proton-neutron force. But this is not al-

lowed as this strength should be compatible with the data on

the odd-odd nuclei, as discussed in the next section. When

such a compatible proton-neutron force is used together with

the SEM + TO„ identlcal-nucleon force and within a model space

of type III, one obtains nice spectra for all N =50 isotones.

The 90Zr result of fig. 5 is an example. The figure compares

only calculated and experimental levels, which are important

for the present discussion. The fact that in such a calcula-

tion one employs an effective interaction which is not isospin

invariant (the proton-neutron force appears to have very short

range) wull be discussed in sect. 4.

We note here that the omission of core excitations cannot

simply be compensated by the addition of a guadrupole and an

octupole force in the effective proton-proton interaction. For

example, in a closed shell nucleus, where only one-particle

one-hole states are considered, one may always fit the lowest

2 and 3 states by a particle-hole quadrupole and octupole

force respectively without affecting states of other Jn values.

Also for a nucleus with only two valence particles (or holes)

j, this may be done by using a particle-particle quadrupole and

í ostupole force. Such a particle-particle quadrupole force is
1 often called a quadrupole pairing force. However, in cases

with many valence particles and only a partial filling of

^
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shells, the spectrum consists of both types of states: those

which are mainly of particle-hole type and others which are

mainly of particle-particle or hole-hole type. In the BC&

theory one could introduce a quasi-particle-quasi-particle

quadrupole and octupole force, but such a force is not even

particle-number conserving. The number-conserving quadrupole

and octupole forces, when added ad hoc to reproduce the col-

lective states, always spoil the spectra of the non-collective

states and of other J values. So the conclusion is, that a

simultaneous description of collective and non-collective

states requires the inclusion of core excitations explicitly

one should not attempt to simulate the collectivity by arti-

ficially adding multipole forces to the effective interaction.

A. THE EFFECTIVE PROTON-NEUTRON FORCE; 92Nb AS AN ILLUSTRATION

4.1 The effeot of pairing on proton-meutron multiplete

The proton-neutron quasi-particle interaction in odd-odd

nuclei becomes a linear combination of particle-particle matrix

elements <pn | V T I p'n'> and particle-hole matrix elements
— l —l - '

<pn | Vj | p'n1 >. The effect of pairing on the multiplet

splitting can be most easily understood when one defines mul-

tipole coefficients:
AA

. a. (pn) = F(ppnn,k) = - t (2J+U
JJ

JpJn
ij

< pn | Vj | np

(4)

Here afc is the multipole coefficient as defined by Moinester
 llf},

because

<pn | Vj | np> = (-) Jp + Jn + J + ' <pn | Vj | pn>.

Its definition is written here in the form of a Pandya trans-

formation 15J. The more general matrix element P(pqnm,k)

connects the breken-proton- and broken-neutron-pair subspaces

for J = k in model space III. One easily checks that the multi-

pole coefficients of particle-particle and particle-hole matrix

elements are simply related ll4j:
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a k(pn"
1). (5)

This means that in the broken-pair model, with partially filled

shells, the multipole coefficients which determine the multi-

plet splitting are effectively multiplied by a "pairing" fac-

tor (for the proton orbit p)

U2 *• (p,p) _ , vk 2 L (

(6)

where the projection sums L have been defined in ref. 5. For

the present qualitative discussion it is sufficient to have

1850

1500

1
- 1000

uľ

500

J"

I* 1100) ."••

Fig. 6. Spectrum of 9 2Nb calculated with the SI proton-neutron force and with a

medium range SE M identical nucleon force using a model space description C resp. P

for the 9 0Zr core. The energy gain (in keV) in the ground state is given above arrows.

The t column indicates the purity of the configuration. The experimental spectrum is

taken from ref. 19. Spin assignments above 1.5 MeV are only given if they contain a

4 or 5 assignment. Data on ^„"0 transfer (indicated by — o — ) are taken from

ref. 20.

.̂ ^̂ ^
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the approximate BCS pairing factor u2 - (-)k v2 in mind, A

similar factor has to be taken for the neutron orbit if that

is partially filled. As the coefficients with even k are the

largest, the factor (6) means that proton-neutron multiplet

splitting is reduced by pairing. The effect for the

(~9Q/->» W 1 C ,_) multiplet in
 92Nb is shown in fig. 6. This

means also that the even multipole coefficients which one ob-

tains from experimental multiplets, neglecting the pairing

factors, are too small by the factor (6). For the odd coeffi-

cients the factor (6) equals one. Note that the Pandya rule 15^

- which relates e.g. the spectrum of 92Nb and 96Nb - is also

applicable to the quasi-particle interaction, provided that

the number-conserving equivalent of (u2 -v2) (u2 -v2) is just
p p n n

opposite for 92Nb and 96Nb. The observation that this rule

holds is therefore no argument l>2> against the presence of

strong pairing correlations.
4.2 The range of the effective proton-^ieutron force

As has been done in the work of Schiffer et al. W2»14'1

we consider the multipole coefficients ak derived from the

proton-neutron multiplets as characteristic of the proton-

neutron effective interaction. The range of values for a0, aj

and a2 which is compatible with the data is indicated by the

shaded area in fig. 7. This figure also gives the multipole

coefficients of a Singlet-Even component. Its strength should

be in agreement with the odd-even mass differences. It is

clear that such a component cannot yield the empirical values

of the multipole coefficients, irrespective of whether one

chooses a double-range (D) as present in the Schiffer Inter-

action, a short-range (S), a medium range (M) of about 2 fm or

a longer range (L). For aj one always obtains the wrong sign.

To demonstrate this we have displayed in fig. 7 the cases with

different Nordheim number 16,!7J

Jp p Jn n

separately. So one needs a strong Triplet-Even force to over-

compensate the Singlet-Even force in this respect. This

Triplet-Even component which has the correct sign of alf can-

not be taken arbitrarily strong. Given the strength of the

Singlet-Even component, the Triplet-Even strength is fixed by
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The points marked by • indicate coefficients of the SDI with strength parameters given

in (7). All other strengths are given in table I. The shaded areas give the empirical

values for a. /a. from ref. I if ä •-.48.
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the monopole coefficient a0, which is determined from binding

energies. The now fixed strengths of the Singlet-Even and

Triplet-Even forces for different ranges are listed in table 1.

Table 1. Force strengths of the double (D) range SI and the single range forces with

short (S), middle (M) and long (L) ranges. We have ralľulated matrix elements in a

harmonic oscillator basis with v "0.44 fm"1, which slightly differs from the value

used by Schiffer (\i»0.46 fra"1). The strength of the short range SO component in the

SI has been chosen equal *o zero, as suggested in ref, 8,

range

D

S

M

L

Gaussian force

Schiffer interact ion
(SI)

short range force

middle range force

long range force

SE-component

(MeV)

V-- - - 1 6 0SES

VSE » + 6 . 4

V =-130
S

V =-17.4SEM

VSE = " 2 1

TO-component

(MeV)

V T U S " + 1 6 °

v = + 6 - 4

TE-component

(MeV)

VT_ - - 1 9 5
TE SV ' 0
TE L

VT1. - - I 7 0
T h s

V T E M = - "

u(fm)

VL' 3 . 1 6

" s " 1

p - 2.06

V - 3.16

The calculated values of a 0, aj and a 2 which are dis-
played in fig. 7 do not pertain to a few specific multiplets
but they are the average values of the coefficients for all
multiplets which may be formed within two major shells (the

up to .. /2
shells). These quantities are meaningful

because one averages coefficients which show some spread in
magnitude but which usually have the same sign. From fig. 7
one learns that the empirical values may only be reproduced
by a proton-neutron force which has a very short range. Here
again one may notice that the double-range force behaves more
extreme than the shortest-range force, so that one may call it
a "negative range" force. The inclusion of a Triplet-Odd com-
ponent may change the results somewhat (dashed lines), but it
does not change the conclusion that the range has to be very
short. Singlet-Odd components contribute little and therefore
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they are not considered here. Tensor forces do not seem to af-

fect the average properties either 2 J. Our conclusion concern-

ing the range of the interaction contradicts that of Brink ÏB1 .

A fixed interaction mixture, as used in his study, is not able
; to fulfill both our requirements - good pairing properties and

correct proton-neutron monopole terms - irrespective of range.

As a conclusion we seem to end up now with a contrádic-

;- j tion. For the proton-neutron multiplets require a very short

L or even "negative"-range Singlet-Even interaction, like in the

> Schiffer force, whereas the force between identical nucleons,

( as discussed in sect. 3, requires a medium-range Singlet-Even

f force. So there is no isospin invariance. We shall come back

* to this point after having checked in the next subsection that

. our conclusions drawn from the proton-neutron multiplets are

not changed by possible admixtures in these states.

4.3 Collective admixtures and the effective proton-neutron force

Not all the observed i9i2"^ states in 92Nb can be inter-

preted within the framework of a configuration space built of

only one proton and one neutron outside Cooper pairs. In fig.

6 the zero-broken-pair spectrum of 92Nb is compared with ex-

periment. It is clear from the comparison of calculated and

observed level densities that states show up with at least one

broken pair. The calculated spectra of other N =49 and N =51

isotones, again with valence neutrons in one major shell, are

given in ref. 21. Experimental information on levels above the

ground-state multiplet is too incomplete for these nuclei to

compare level densities between 1 and 2 MeV. Calculations for

the odd nuclei 91Nb and 93Tc 22J reveal that negative parity

states with one extra broken pair already occur around 1.5 MeV

excitation energy. They mix with zero-broken-pair states.

Therefore one cannot exclude that some states of the

lowest multiplets, from which the effective proton-neutron

|, force is derived, contain appreciable admixtures o£ components

! with one broken pair more. An explicit calculation of this ef-

| feet is rather involved. On the basis of the phenomenological

š analysis of Paar 17} one should expect that collective quadru-

j pole admixtures do amount to an increase of the quadrupole

'\ coefficient. The observed 6,19,23-28J multipole coefficients

I of the proton-neutron quasi-particle interaction, denoted as

I ak, for the ground state multiplet in N = 49, N = 51 and N = 55
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in a,, proportional to the calculated pairing factor (0? - V:')„„,, formula (6).

isotopes of Y, Nb and Tc are shown in fig. 8. Indeed the a 2

coefficients decrease less rapidly than the pairing factor

(U2 - V 2 ) g p A predicts, especially for the U g 9 / 2 '
 v~ l g9/2 )

orbit. This can be explained assuming that the admixtures of

states with one broken pair (a coherent superposition of which

produces a phonon) become more, important for the softer heav-

ier isotones. The other even coefficients do not scale with

this pairing factor either- This also indicates that other

correlations than pairing become more important in the heav-

ier odd-odd isotones.

Note that in Paar's phenomenological treatment l7) of

• ')'<•

ffi;i&;.iscamisssms^ss^immmgmiii^sm^sssss»msssxiüsa
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collective admixtures, the Pandya rule 15J still transforms

the spectrum of e.g. 92Nb into that of 96Nb, as long as the

amount of admixtures does not change. Indeed the coefficients

from the splitting in 92Nb agree much better with those of
96Nb than with those of 90Y or 92Tc after correction with a

pairing factor» as one may notice from fig. 3. This figure

also shows that the odd coefficients, which are not affected

by pairing, decrease nevertheless systematically. This implies

that there is a discrepancy between the experimental splitting

in the isotones, and the splitting calculated in a zero-broken-

pair model. It is outside the scope of the present work to in-

vestigate the influence of broken-pair admixtures on the magni-

tude of these odd coefficients. For the moment it is sufficient

to conclude that their signs, which were of essential impor-

tance to determine the range of the proton-neutron force, are

not affected.

4.4 I8oapin non-invariance of the effective interaction

The isospin non-invariance, found in sect. 4.2 is not as

surprising as it may seem at first sight. For although the

broken-pair model spice is much larger than just one proton

and one neutron orbit, it is still a very strong truncation of

the most complete shell model space, including many major

shells. This truncation may be of more influence on certain

types of states or correlations than on other ones. For exam-

ple the strength of the Singlet-Even part, in agreement with

odd-even mass differences, is about thirty percent smaller

when two or three major shells are used than when only one

major shell (four or five subshells) is considered. In such

large model spaces the coherent action of the proton-neutron

force will also mix 21iu and 3Ru> excitations into the lowest

2 + and 3~ collective states, which makes it possible to give

the. Singlet-Even force a shorter range (cf. sect. 3.1 and

3.4). The multiplets of the odd-odd nuclei which are rather

pure, will not change much by the extension of the model space

to two or three major shells. Having in mind these points and

fig. 7, one may conclude that for an isospin invariant force

in a very large model space, a zero-range force may be a good

choice both for the Singlet-Even and Triplet-Even part. Let us

take such a force, e.g. the SDI 29J with strength parameters



(7)

One then obtains average multipole coefficients which for not-

identical orbits, are very near to those of the Schiffer force,

cf. fig. 7. But in a model space of only one major shell for

the valence protons, we need a 1.5 times stronger T = l part to

give enough pairing, cf. fig. 2b. As the T = l parametrization

in identical nucleon force and proton neutron force differs,

isospin invariance is still lost in a one-major-shell space,

It is now clear that this isospin non-invariance of the

effective interaction has nothing to do with isospin mixing in

nuclei. Our model space for the doubly-odd N =51 nuclei is such

that the valence orbits of protons and neutrons are different.

This is often the case in calculations for heavy nuclei. Then

the model wave functions automatically have good isospin. Only

when there is an overlap of the proton and the neutron valence

spaces, one has to be careful with an isospin non-invariant

effective force. Such an overlap occurs in the present calcu-

lations if one adopts model space III for 90Zr, or model space

P for doubly-odd N =49 nuclei. The isospin conservation in

these latter nuclei has been studied earlier 30'31J .

In the model space I study of ref. 31 one fould also,

that results with an isospin invariant interaction were signi-

ficantly poorer than those without isospin invariance. Also in

that study one attributed this to model-space truncation ef-

fects. Indeed, fig. 2a shows once again that (g 9/ 2)
2 matrix

elements derived from 90Nb (given by squares) do not correspond

with the data from a space I description of 90Zr. A comparison

of curve D with the 90Nb data, corrected for a pairing factor

(6), shows that isospin invariance is not satisfied either,

when the model space is extended with correlated J = 0 pairs.

As was also noted in ref. 31, such an isospin non-invariant

interaction should not be used to calculate quantities for

which the isospin structure plays an important role. Then the

use of an isospin invariant (surface) delta force should be

recommended. Neither collectivity, nor multiplet splitting in

odd-odd nuclei will then be very well reproduced in model

spaces, as much truncated as the ones considered here.
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5.' SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated how an empirical effective nucleon-

nucleon interaction like the Schiffer force l'2}, derived from

experimental multiplets with the simplest possible configura-

tions, has to be modified for use in larger model spaces, in

sect. 3 it was found that one should not use a long-range re-

pulsive force between identical nucleons, if the model space

]• is large enough to include pairing. Then a simple attractive

Singlet-Even force with a range of about Z fm is required.

Addition of a single-range attractive Triplet-Odd force im-

proved the correspondence with experimental N =50 spectra.

This was illustrated in sect. 3 for 9 0Zr. in sect. 3.4 it was

also argued that core excitations should be treated explicitly

in the description of the lowest collective states of even

:• nuclei; their omission cannot be masked by ad hoc addition of

multipole forces for nuclei with an open shell.

[ In sect. 4 the effective proton-neutron force was studied

: along the same line as in the work of Schiffer et al. l f 2 J by

</ considering the Racah multipole decomposition of multiplets in

odd-odd nuclei. The effect of pairing correlations in these ,

\ multiplets may be expressed as a pairing factor (6) with which

the multipole coefficients are multiplied. The omission of

pairing in the analysis of experimental data leads to a slight

underestimation of the even multipole coefficients, but does

not affect the odd ones. The odd coefficient a\ must have the

: correct sign if one wants to satisfy the Nordheim rules. In

: sect. 4.2 and fig. 7 it is demonstrated that this correct sign •

>;' is only obtained when both the Triplet-Even component and the '•]

k Singlet-Even component have a very short range, or a "double" , ľ,

I range as in the Schiffer force. This result, together with that :-.'

i of sect. 3 implies that the effective Singlet-Even force is •-'

f.' not isospin invariant: very short range in proton-neutron mul-

| tiplets and longer range for the interaction between identical

:' nucleons. We argued in sect. 4.3 that the sign of aj is not ; ƒ

: expected to change in a model space which allows for more cor- i

j relations. It was also noted that the Pandya transformation 15J , <

I which transforms a particle-particle into a particle-hole mul- -

j\ tiplet, may still hold when pairing and quadrupole correlations s

í are present, so this is not a severe check on the purity of 'i

; the multiplet. i1
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In sect. 4,4 it was argued that the isospin non-invari-

ance of the effective interaction has nothing to. do with iso-

spin mixing in nuclei, but that it may be attributed to the

limited model space. The conclusion is drawn, that in a large

model space which Includes several major shells for both pro-

tons and neutrons, an isospin invariant effective interaction

should have very short range. The neglect of excitations

beyond one major shell implies that one has to simulate their

effect by a longer range of the Singlet-Even between identical

nucleons. The use of a non-isospin invariant effective inter-

action has often no consequence for the isospin structure of

the wave functions, as the isospin structure in heavier nuclei

is already fixed by the choice of the model space basis states.
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APPENDIX: ONE-BROKEN-PAIR SPECTRA OP 86Kr, 88Sr, 90Zr AND 92Mo

In this appendix one-broken-pair levels up to 6.5 MeV are

Table Al. Comparison of calculated and experimental natural parity states.

The asterisk * indicates that a state contains more than 25 Z neutron excitations.

0*

z+

3"

4+

86 K r

calc

1.97

4.44

5.15

1.64

2,62

2.87

3.19

3.47

4.42*

5.85

3.18

4.36

4.82*

5.29*

5.64»

6.24*

2.24

3.21

4.09*

4.61*

6.03*

6.30

exp

2,72

3.54

3.83

1.56

(2.35)

3.10

(4.32)

2.25

(3.33)

(3.96)

88 S r

calc

3.20

3.62

4.50

1.96

2.93

4.41

4.66*

4.71*

5.00

5.11

2.83

4.27

5.19*

5.52*

6.11*

4.24*

4.61*

5.18

5.40

5.52*

exp

3.15

(4.00)

4.49

4.80

1.84

3,22

4.04

4.27

4.63

4.77

4.93

5.09

2.73

(4.23)

5.26

4.30

4.45

(4.88)

90

calc

1.69

4.43

5.44

2.21

3.56

4.14*

4.77*

5.41

6.15

6.40

2.85

4.26

5.26*

5.70*

6.20*

3.16

4.45*

5.56*

5.74*

Zr

exp

1.76

4.13

4.43

5.44

2.19

3.31

3.85

4.24

4.69

4.71

2.75

4.50

5.12

5.63

5.67

5.78

5.94

6.31

3.08

4.06

4.34

5.22

5.38

5.46

5.98

«Mo

calc

2.13

4.70

5.96

1.50

3.62

4.32*

4.92*

5.57

6.49

2.82

4.47

5.26*

5.68*

6.33*

2.22

4.35*

5.35*

5.90*

5.93*

6.27*

exp

2.52

3.84

5.17

1,51

3.10

3.54

3.93

2.85

3.58

(4.92)

(5.32)

(5.63)

(5.84)

2.28

3.88

4.16
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Table Al - continued

5"

6+

7"

8+

86 K r

calc

3.90

4.34

5.60

5.89*

4.07*

6,08*

6.45

4.35

6,51

exp

(3.94)

(4.07)

88 S r

calc

3.32

4.06

4.52

6.29»

4.49*

5.35

4.29

5.40

exp

3

(4

4

59

17)

37

calc

2.22

3.52

4.06

6.38*

3.36

4.49*

4.19

3.43

exp

2.32

3.96

3.46

4.55

4.38

3.60

«Mo

calc

2.33

3.68

4,36

2.44

4.37»

5.85*

6.17»

4.23

2.52

6.23*

exp

2.53

3.01

2.62

(4.19)

(3.63)

2.76

Table A2. Proton single particle energies, used in the present calculations.

e „
Pi/2
E
Pl/2
E
89/2

e

E
" P3/2

E .
" P'/2

8"Se

0.85

1.69

0.90

86Kr

1.26

1.63

0.68

8

1

1

0

BSr

.51

.55

.41

9°Zr

1.46

1.45

-0.13

92Mo

1.27

1.37

-0.12

9

1

1

-0

11 Ru

.09

.11

.37

listed and compared with experiment. Table Al compares the

calculated natural parity levels with experimental data.

When theory and experiment are not listed at the same line,

the idemtification between calculated and experimental levels

is not well possible. Table A2 lists the parameters in the

present calculation (SEM+TOM force, space III, see also fig.

5). Table A3 lists unnatural parity levels. Experimental data
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are á.o. taken from recent (e,e') experiments for 8 8Sr and
9 0Zr (ref. 13). Other data are taken from refs. 13 and 23.

Table A3. Comparison of calculated unnatural parity states with available data.

The asterisk * indicates that a state contains more than 25 X neutron excitations.

ŕ

y*

2~

3*

4"

5*

6"

7*

86 K r

calc exp

2.86

3.87

4.76*

5.47

5.74*

5.82*

6.33*

2.94

3.78

4.30*

4.38

4.57

5.57*

5.87

6.01*

4.10*
4.97*

5.99*

4.31

4.60

4.67*

ee S r

calc

3.22

4.89

5.19*

5.51

6.10*

6.28*

3.39

4.73*

5.13

3.76

4.34

4.81
5.97*

6.24*

4.57* *

5.84*

3.94

4.23

5.09*

exp

3.49

S.ll

(6.20)

3.63

(4.42)

3.95

calc

4,26

6.03

5.28*

5.38*

6.24*

6.40

4,71*

4.74

6.28

2.57

3.91

4.38

4.57*

5.99*

4.02

4.26

5.08*

exp

4.48

(4.95)
(4.98)

4.60

2.74

4.44

(4.23)

(4.30)

5.06

«Mo

calc cxp

4.52

6.37

5.20

5.34*

6.20*

4.58*

5.21

6.23*

2.77 (3.07)

4.01

4.63

6.22*

4.44*

5.59*

5.90*

6.22*

4.15

4.52

4.96*

5.88*
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C H A P T E R VI

THE MICROSCOPIC STRUCTURE OF CORRELATED PAIRS AND

THE PROTON-NEUTRON BOSON INTERACTION IN IBA-2:

A STUDY OF THE KRYPTON ISOTOPES

Abstract; The structure of J J10 particle pairs in even Kr isotopes is investigated

with the one-broken-pair model. In this model either one proton pair does not

occur as correlated J » 0 (S)-pair or one neutron pair. We study especially the

possible relationship between collective pairs and bosons, such as defined by

the interacting boson model IBA-2. We find that four neutrons away from the

N-50 shell the collective 2 (D)-pair structure becomes quite independent of

mass number; this is due to the proton-neutron force. The same holds for

the 3 (F)-pair. Only near the closed shell the fermion character of the

configurations shows up in these D- and F-pairs. No really collective 4 (G)-

pair can be identified, neither a collective 0 2 (S')-pair.

Assuming that we may identify S-pairs with s-bosons, and the proton

(neutron) part of the D-pair with the proton(neutron) d-boson, the IBA-2 boson

interaction strength K is derived microscopically from the broken-pair model.

The obtained value is two times larger than in previous IBA-2 fits. If also

proton and neutron d-boson energies are fixed at their microscopic values, all

the known low spin states are well reproduced with the IBA-2 model, including

the O2 states. High spin states are not well reproduced however, probably due

to large contributions of other than S- and D-pairs in these states. The

results suggest that the broken-pair model may be a useful microscopic tool to

calculate the parameters of the interacting boson model.

1. INTRODUCTION ;

.ť)

Nuclei in the region 70 < A < 90 are a challenge to nuclear- ;'f|

structure physicists. It is the first region of the periodic i

table, where collective properties show up regularly. On the ";!

other hand, the most relevant shell model spaces are not yet '
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too large for restricted microscopic calculations. A recent

study 1J of nuclei in this region focussed on the systematics

of the even A =74-82 Kr isotopes. These isotopes could be

described with some success in a model containing only collec-

tive degrees of freedom, i.e. the version of the Interacting

Boson Approximation with both proton and neutron bosons

(IBA-2). Collective properties are apparently dominant in a

nucleus like ®|Kr, although it differs only four neutrons from

the semi-magic nucleus ^Kr. This N - 50 nucleus has been de-

scribed successfully in a microscopic model, viz. the number-

conserving quasiparticle model, also called the broken-pair

model 2r3J, one then assumes that all nucleon pairs but one

occur as identical correlated J = 0 superfluid pairs (S-pairs).

The broken-pair configurations may form a low lying 2+ state

or any other two-nucleon state.

In the present investigation we have used this broken-

pair model, treating protons and neutrons on equal footing,

since we are moving away from the closed N =50 shell. Although

we limit ourselves to a model space which contains only one-

broken-proton-pair states and one-broken-neutron-pair states,

this model space is sufficient to study a number of questions

relevant to the interacting proton- and neutron-boson model.

The broken-pair configurations may now form correlated

J ̂  0 pairs, in which strong correlations are caused by the

proton-neutron force. We shall see which pairs are collective,

which microscopic structure these pairs have, and whether they

show features of bosons. The model is also suitable to treat

the semi-magic |jKr nucleus on equal footing with the isotopes

with N?*50. Consequently it may contribute to the discussion

in how far a boson structure is something limited to one major

shell.

A comparison shall be made between empirically fitted

parameters of the IBA-2 Hamiltonian, and microscopically cal-

culated parameters.'This is possible if one assumes that the

Í S-pairs correspond with s-bosons and the proton (resp. neutron)

í: part of a correlated 2 + (D)-pair with a proton (resp. neutron)

í d-boson. The correlated pairs with J = 0, 2, 3 etc. will be

f indicated as capital S, D, P etc. pairs in the following.
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A short Introduction of the model and a discussion of the

residual interaction are given in sect. 2. The microscopic

structure of the obtained collective pair states is discussed

in sect. 3. The comparison with phenomenological parameters of

the IBA-2 model is the subject of sect. 4. Sect. 5 contains a

summary and conclusions.

2. MODEL SPACE AND INTERACTION

The basic assumption of the number-conserving BCS or

broken-pair model is that most of the nucleons occur in corre

lated íi +32 = J = 0 pairs created by a (superfluid) S-pair

creation operator

S1" a E ľ $„.(-) j~ m a!, at
*j m>0 *J Ä j m i

We adopt as notation that a neutron shell model orbit v U j )

is labeled by an index n. In angular momentum factors this

index n will be shorthand for j , whereas n = j = /2j +1 .

Other shell model orbits will be labeled by m (neutrons) and

p or q (protons).

Instead of one parameter <j> for each neutron orbit, one
n

may introduce two parameters v and u , related by the condi-
n n

tions
v . • .'#

n Un

U n + V n = 1 Ï (2<2)

Z ô2 v£ = number of neutron valence particles 2n0

The normalization of the factors vn, which are the occupation

amplitudes in the BCS model, differs from the normalization of
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the one-pair state

I Ô2 «2 = 2, (2.2')
n

which condition fixes the proportionality factor between $

and v /u . This difference in normalization is due to the
n n

number-nonconservation in BCS (which causes the difference

even for the case of two fermlons) and to the influence of the

Pauli principle in states with many pairs. With the normaliza-

tion (2.2) one has the advantage that the parameters vn have a

clear meaning in the more crude, but also more transparant,

BCS model.

In the present investigation the model space was restrict-

ed to only S-pairs for protons and neutrons in the ground

state

+ Po + no,
|g.s.>- (Sj) (sj) |0> (2.3)

where |0> is the closed N =28, Z =20 core. As a valence space

for the neutrons we have taken If5/2, 2p3/2, 2pl/2, lg9/2

(first major shell) and 2d5/2, 3sl/2, 2d3/2 and lg7/2 (second

major shell). The proton valence space contains the same sub-

shells, and in addition the lf7/2 orbit.

The coefficients $ and <f> of the proton and neutron S-

pairs have been calculated from (2.2) after minimizing the

energy of the number-projected BCS state **J . They are listed

with normalization (2.2') in table 1. One may conclude that the

microscopic composition of the neutron S-pair is rather inde-

pendent of neutron number. Moreover, we found that for the

"semi-magic" nucleus l^Kr a pair state of the type (2.3), which

extends over two major shells, has 1.08 MeV lower energy than

a closed shell configuration. The second major shell then con-

tains about 0.3 particle. Although it does not appear from

table 1, the shell closure at N =50 does play an important

role, as will be discussed in subsect. 3.3.

The excited states which we shall consider are of the

form
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Table 1. S i n g l e - p a r t i c l e eiu-rgies ( in Mi?V), determined from odd N = 50 nuc l e i (proton

s . p . e . , re f . 2) or odd N=49,51 krypton i so topes (neutron s . p . e , , r e f . 13) . Proton

and neu t ron S-pair c o e f f i c i e n t s in the normal iza t ion ( 2 . 2 ' ) are a l so l i s t e d .

lf7/2

IÍ5/2

2p3/2

2pl/2

lg9/2

2d5/2

3s 1/2

2d3/2

lg7/2

protons

s.p.e.

-4.12

-1.12

.0

1.42

2.98

6.00

7.00

9.00

9.00

.47

.17

.08

.03

.02

.01

.01

.01

.01

S.p

-

-3.

-2.

-2.

-1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

e.

12

92

11

40

90

40

70

40

N=36

.42

.37

.22

.15

.05

.04

.04

.03

N=40

.42

.38

.24

.16

.04

.04

.03

.03

neutrons

4

N=44 N=

.41

.38

.26

.17

.03

.03

.03

.02

>48

39

37

28

19

02

02

02

01

N=50

.35

.34

.29

.25

.02

.01

.01

.01

N=52

.34

.34

.30

.26

.03

.02

.01

.01

N=56

.34

.J3

.29

.26

.06

.04

.1)2

.01

p<q

n<m

PO"1

PO + nO~'
12.4)

In terms of the generalized seniority 5} quantum number g

these states have g = 2 while (2.3) has g = 0. The generalized

seniority is the same as the number of fermions which do not

occur in S-pairs.: The symbol S denotes both the J = 0 character

of the pair and the superfluid (coherent) nature, although for

magic numbers the superfluidity almost vanishes. For Jn f 0+

the state (2.4) is the particle-number-conserving 2 i 3 r ^ part

of the two-quasiparticle BCS state $

H
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|jn,BCS> = ( I C p q[^r i;] J + JmCnln[n;nÍ]J)|BCS(1r)>|BCS(,)> (2.5)

with quasiparticle amplitudes C which are related to the

broken-pair amplitudes x by the relation 6J

C = U U Y : C = U U Y • (2.6)

pq p q Apq nm n m Anm

In the following we study the microscopic structure of

generalized seniority g =2 states of the form (2.4). Diagonal-

ization of the Hamiltonlan in the space of number projected 7J

two-quasiparticle states (2.5) will yield the quasiparticle

amplitudes C. The coefficients x in (2.4) follow then from

(2.6). Although we may obtain both collective and non-collec-

tive solutions (2.4) we shall pay special interest to the col-

lective ones, as they may have some relationship with boson

states in an interacting boson model. Here we mean by 'col-

lective' solutions strongly mixed states (2.4), which for

given J have the lowest energy. Moreover, this energy should

be low, relative to that of pure configurations as a conse-

quence of coherent correlations. For the collective 2 state

one may rewrite (2.4) as

|2t> = (cnDX+cvDV)(<) (Sj) |0> (2.7)

and the D operators which create coherent J = 2 pairs, may be

considered as microscopic images of d boson operators. Also

the possible occurence and significance of collective states

for other Jn shall be studied.

The main origin of collectivity in J ý 0 pairs is the

effective proton-neutron interaction. The mixing of proton and

neutron configurations in the two-quasiparticle state (2.5) is

determined by matrix elements of the form

j: <pq,J|H|nm,J> = Ul+« p q) U+« n m) >"

f Pj(pq)P (nm) UV[!](pq) UV^jínm) F(pqnm,J) (2.8)
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where P (nm) =l-(-) n m [n-«~»-m] is the permutation operator '••'
J

for two-fermion states. The pairing factors UV are defined as
2no-2 2n0 ,

UVrii(nm) = u v {L (nm)/L }* (2.9)L 1 n in

with the number-projection sums L defined in ref. 7. The

factors (2.9) differ from the pairing factors u v of the

particle-number-violating BCS theory by a factor which is the

quotient of two number-projection sums, and of order one.

The interaction matrix element F(pqnm,J) in (2.8) is

defined by

F(pqnm,J) = z (2J'+1) {JJ J J,} (-) q+n+J'G(pmqnJ') , (2.10)
J

where G is the conventional 2» 8 J shell model matrix element

for the proton-neutron interaction. One may read eq. (2.10) as

a Racah multipole decomposition of this interaction. For the

special case p = q and n = m the F matrix elements are propor-

tional to the multipole coefficients studied by Moinester 9J,

and by Schiffer and True 10J

a. (pn) F(ppnn,k)

-4 A-A—• <2-n>
k p n

For example the interaction between a neutron (g9/2) 2
J = 2 and ;

a proton (p3/2)z , broken pair is determined by the multipole i

coefficient az(irp3/2, vg9/2) which may directly be obtained

from experimental multiplets in odd-odd nuclei near closed •.;•*

shells. Because there is no such direct information for off- %••

diagonal particle-particle matrix elements, with p / q or n^m, ,'•'

one has to adopt some form of the interaction.

We have chosen a proton-neutron Surface Delta Interaction J

(SDI)12 with strength parameters i

A = -0.24 MeV
(2.12)

AT=0 = " ° - 5 6 MeV
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One finds 11} that this effective proton-neutron force is in

good agreement with experimental data on proton-neutron multi-

plets in odd-odd nuclei near N = 50. This form is also in

agreement 11J with the results of the well-known survey of

Schiffer et al. l0} . The choice of a SDI as effective force

has the advantage that S-pair structures of protons and neu-

trons become independent of each other: the monopole part in

the proton-neutron interaction has no effect on wave functions

(ao(pn) = a0 =independent of n and m ) .

Parameters of the Hamiltonian which we extract from data

on odd-even nuclei are the single-particle energies and the

proton-proton T =1 force strength (equals the neutron-neutron

strength) by the method of ref. 2). Neutron single-particle

energies are taken from one-hole resp. one-particle states in
85»87Kr 13J. The energies of the rather narrowly spaced neu-

tron orbits in the lowest major shell are corrected for admix-

tures of configurations with one broken proton pair. The gap

between the two major shells follows from binding energy dif-

ferences. All single-particle energies are listed in table 1.

Altogether we perform the calculations of the even Kr

isotopes after having fitted carefully all model parameters to

spectra of odd-even and odd-odd nuclei and to binding energy

differences, all near the N=50 shell closure. This gives con-

fidence that the results obtained for the broken-pair states

in the even nuclei are realistic.

3 . MICROSCOPIC STRUCTURE OF COLLECTIVE PAIRS

3.1 The microscopic structure of the D and G broken-pair states

The wave functions, which result from the diagonalization

of the Hamiltonian, are discussed in this section. Fig. la

shows how the proton-neutron force affects the proton part of

the wave function of the lowest 2 + state. Proton quasiparticle

coefficients C , eq. (2.5), are plotted. They are connected

by lines to guide the eye. In the absence of a proton-neutron

part in the Hamiltonian, the proton broken pairs would not mix

with neutron components, and proton states would have the same
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microscopic structure in all the isotopes. If a proton-neutron

force Is switched on, the proton and neutron broken pair states

start to mix. The percentage of the wave function formed by

protons outside S-pairs, which corresponds with the proton

weight c 2 = E C 2 in eq. (2.7), is indicated at the upper

axis of fig. la. There is a 12 % of neutron (particle-hole

like) core admixtures for the N=50 isotope. Away from the

shell closure., the neutron part will contain also broken-pair

configurations with a more particle-particle (or hole-hole)

nature. The neutron component in the 2\ state then increases

drastically. As a consequence the proton weight must diminish.

But as the figure shows, not all amplitudes C are reduced.

Apparently, the proton-neutron force only suppresses the shell

model component which is most dominant in the semi-magic nu-

cleus, in this case the w(p3/2)2 configuration. The other

proton configurations, which are smaller admixtures, retain

the same value. In contrast, the 2% state is a model state

with an increasing dominance of the ir(p3/2)2 configuration, of

which the sign relative to the small admixtures is reversed

(cf. fig. lb). In fig. 1 we could have plotted as an alterna-

tive, the values of x » obtained from (2.6). As the proton

BCS amplitudes v are the same for all the isotopes, this does

not yield any new information.

Next we want to discuss whether also the neutron composi-

tion of the 2 states shows a constant behaviour for N < 48 and

N > 52. The neutron quasiparticle amplitides C are not con-

stant at all, when the neutror number changes. These amplitudes

C are influenced by the Fermi surface, which shifts with

the changing neutron number. Instead of C , we study the

broken-pair amplitudes x m# defined by (2.6). These coeffi-

cients cannot be interpreted anymore as the probability ampli-

tudes of configurations. They define an operator in particle

space, i.e. the D creation operator of a pair. As for the

moment we are mainly interested in the relative weight of its

components, the x n m ^re renormalized such that their squares

add up to one.

Fig. 2a shows that the neutron composition, studied in

terms of these broken-pair amplitudes, is rather independent 'Ŕ
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of neutron number. For configurations (nm), of which both

orbits n and m belong to the first major shell, the coeffi- r

cients remain roughly the same, even beyond N =50. The ampli-

tudes of all the six possible "one-major-shell components" of

the first major shell are shown in the figure. We show only

examples of "one-major-shell components" of the next 05/2 up ; r;

to g7/2 major shell, and of what we shall call "two-major- .

shell components". The most important of the latter, i.e. ! ,

(irg9/2, vd5/2), exhibits a pronounced discontinuity at the

shell closure. In general there appear some discontinuities at / /

the N=50 shell closure. The rather constant composition of ; /

the neutron pair in the 2X state can still roughly be found
 5

for the small neutron admixtures in the 2 2 state. But higher :.

excited 2 + levels do not show the same regular correlations./ i

From the microscopic composition of the lowest 2 state, ~ -_•'•--.-_ I -

shown in figs, la and 2a, one may conclude that a few parti- / -;

cles away from the closed shell, this composition, analyzed in '

broken pair amplitudes, becomes almost independent of particle

' number. Assuming that this structure (D-pair) is the microsop- ;

; ic equivalent of a d-boson state in the interacting boson

; approximation model lh) (IBA), one observes that the proper-

ties of this boson do not change with the number of bosons, as

is implicitly assumed in that model when a whole sequence of

nuclei is considered ll*} . So to speak it does not matter in

which order the D-pair and the S-pairs are created.

; Another feature shown by figs. la and 2a is that they

support the idea of a model consisting of a two-fermion clus-

, ter, the ir(p3/2)2 and v(g9/2)2 configurations, coupled to /

; bosons (the D-pair). For the coefficients of these confïgura- v

\ tions change more than other ones. The fermion cluster shows

1 '
up pronouncedly near the shell closure, where such cluster- ,!

vibration models have often been successfully applied 15J. In

|: order to observe this from the figures we have thickened the

i lines for the proton or neutron quasiparticle configuration, ''

; with the largest amplitude. Note that a large quasiparticle

••: amplitude C does not necessarily imply a large broken-pair

\. amplitude x • /

I The collective 4 + pair (G-pair) is not so well developed, ,\ .
}
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and contains such a fermion cluster even more pronouncedly. It

is composed of mainly two components. These are the IT (f5/2,

p3/2) and the v(g9/2)2 configurations. The neutron part is

shown in fig. 2b. Although the number of possible 4+ configu-

rations is not significantly smaller than in the 2 case, the

configuration mixing is far less. Matrix elements for Jn = 4

apparently are too small to produce such a strong mixture of

configurations, that the G-state in these nuclei looks "g-

boson-like". This property of the proton-neutron force shall

be discussed further in the next subsection.

3.2 Collective pair states for other J than 2 or 4

The question for which Jn value one should expect collec-

tive pair states may be answered by inspection of fig. 3,

which shows the multipole coefficients (2.11) for the SDI

proton-neutron force (2.12), averaged over all shell model

orbits ll). They are indicated by the squares in the figure.

Their behaviour with multipolarity k is in agreement with

2 4 6

MULTIPOLARITY k

8

Fig. 3. Average magnitude as

a function of multipolarity of

proton-neutron matrix elements

responsible for mixing of pro-

ton and neutron broken pairs.

The multipole coefficients,

which connect natural parity

configurations in two major

shells, are averaged. They are

given by the line. The squares

refer to the average multipole

coefficients of diagonal ma-

trix elements, with p = q and

n = m.
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observations in odd-odd nuclei 9» 1 0» 1 1^. In fig. 3 we plot

also the averages of larger sets of calculated matrix elements

which include all off-diagonal elements (p^q, m/n) for a

given multipolarity k

(2.11

where n = (-) p q = (-) . For currently used effective

forces the matrix elements P have such pSxases that the proton-

neutron force acts coherently in natural parity states/ such

that for a suitably chosen convention all aj have the same
j

(negative) sign. For unnatural parity states, H/(-) , there is

no such coherence and matrix elements are also much smaller.

So proton and neutron configurations mix very little then.

Therefore, we shall consider in the following only pair exci-

tations with natural parity Jn = 0+ and Jn = l~, 3~, 5~.

A similar concept of "favoured" pairs was introduced earlier

by Hecht et al. 16J and McGrory 17J for even J natural parity

pairs only. These authors have a different multipole decompo-

sition in which the orbital angular momenta I occur instead

of the total angular momenta j, as used in (2.10) and in refs.

9, 10, 11 and 18.

Let us first consider the 37 state, which behaves in many

respects the same as the 2 í state, as is shown in fig. 4.

Again the amplitude of a configuration exhibits a pronounced

change with varying neutron number only for one proton confi-

guration, ir(p3/2, g9/2) , and when crossing N = 50 also for

v(p3/2, g9/2) . The contribution of two-major-shell neutron

configurations turns out to be largest for ^Kr, viz. 38 per-

cent, in which case all neutron configurations are particle-

hole like. The pairing factor (2.9) has then a maximum value,

close to one, for two-major-shell components. In the lighter

and heavier isotopes the one-major-shell components dominate

the neutron part. The proton-neutron correlations lower the

excitation energy of this F-pair by more than 1.5 MeV in com-

parison with pure proton or neutron excitations.

The 5j state is not strongly mixed, although small co-
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Fig. 4. Microscopic structure of the F-pair. See further the caption of figs. 1

and 2.
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herent admixtures bring it also somewhat down in energy. This

broken-pair state may then correspond with the 5~ band head of

the negative parity bands observed in e.g. 78Kr 1 9 ;. For

J =6 , 7~ or 8 the proton-neutron interaction becomes so

small, that there is no collectivity at all.

The large multipole coefficients for 1 in fig. 3 suggest

that there exists a very collective pair excitation of this

type. This is indeed the case. This collective state has lit-

tle to do with an excited state of the nucleus. The collective

"P-state" which one produces is for a considerable part the

centre-of-mass-motion state. This spurious state is partly

within our J = 1~ model space, as is the giant dipóle sta te.

Other 1~ states show little mixing of configurations.

Proton-neutron correlations in J = 0 excitations should

be the strongest, suggests fig. 3. But these correlations are

also spurious. This is demonstrated by considering the results

of a quasiparticle calculation without number projection. Then

expression (2.8) gives the matrix elements which mix the proton

and neutron J = 0 two-quasiparticle states. (Number-projection

jums 7> L become one in the unprojected case). So the monopole

part of the interaction causes strong correlations in the

lowest J = 0 excitation. It appears that this "collective" state

is a mixture of the two spurious states with wrong proton resp.

neutron number. It is therefore completely unphysical. If an

exact n\> '«r projection is performed, all the proton-neutron

correlations disappear completely. The J = 0 excitations become

either pure proton or pure neutron excitations, as is expected

for an orbit independent monopole interaction, a0(pn) = a0.

Then the 0 excitations have an energy which is roughly the

same in all the isotopes. This result is the consequence of a

special property of the SDI. But other reasonable interactions

lead to essentially the same conclusion, although they mix

J = 0 proton and neutron broken pairs somewhat. So we do not

find an indication for the occurrence of low-lying pairing

excitations. Note that our model should be especially suitable

to describe such excitations, if they were present 20> .

We pay here special attention to the o£ states because

they were not well reproduced in the IBA-2 calculation of
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ref. 1. Usually when 02 states are not well reproduced in

quadrupole boson or phonon models one attributes this to the

fact that J = 0 pair excitations may play a role. But our

microscopic calculation suggests that the failure of the IBA-2

calculation of ref. 1 to reproduce these o£ states should not

be attributed to the omission of these excitations, for

example in the form of s'-bosons.

3.3 Pair structure and the N = £0 shell aloaure

In figs. 1 and 2 one observes a discontinuous behaviour

at the N = 50 shell closure. One may also notice that to a

considerable extent the collective D-pair structure reappears

after this shell closure has been passed. This raises a few

questions. The first is whether the discontinuity at N =50 may

be due to the well-known inadequacy of the BCS pairing model

for the case of weak pairing Zl} . We have made sure that this

is not the case by solving the number-conserving version of

the gap equations 6-) (FBCS method of ref. 21), and so mini-,

mizing exactly the energy of the pair-state (2.3). So the dis-

continuity is a real physical property of the sequence of iso-

topes, which is also reflected for example in the two-neutron

separation energies. Fig. 5 demonstrates that we reproduce

correctly the experimental jump in these energies. (The devia-

tion in slopes in fig. 5 is not essential; they may always be

fitted by adding a term to the Hamiltonian proportional to the

neutron number squared.) Obviously the discontinuities come

from the N = 50 shell closure which makes the neutron content

of the lowest collective excitations small. The behaviour at

N = 50 for the D- and G-pairs therefore clearly illustrates

that a "boson-like" collective structure is only fully devel-

oped when both proton and neutron valence particles are active.

The fact that the collective structure extends over more than

one major shell means that the assumption in the IBA model

that the number of bosons should be equal to the number of

pairs of valence particles perhaps is not the full truth. But

it must be admitted that the orbits below the valence shell in

(2.4) are strongly suppressed by the S-pairs due to the Pauli

principle.
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: 4. PAIR MODEL AND INTERACTING BOSON MODEL IN THE Kr ISOTOPES

4.1 Covrelated-pair energies and boson energies

In this section we draw a parallel between the broken-

':; pair model applied to the N < 50 Kr isotopes and the interact-

ing boson approximation (IBA), as it was applied to the N < 46

II. isotopes in refs, if19-1. This is only possible to some extent,

because in the boson model a considerable part of the wave

functions consists of components with two or more d-bosons,

whereas we have only one broken-pair.

Let us assume that S-pairs correspond with s-bosons, and

(the proton or neutron part of ) a D-pair with a (proton or

neutron) d-boson. Then the present broken-pair model, in which

only one pair is broken, corresponds with a boson model in

which there is only one i ý 0 boson. Such a model is not ade-

quate for open shell nuclei, because the proton-neutron inter-

action mixes states with different generalized seniority g,

i.e. states with different number of l j* 0 bosons.

One may suppose that for ?gKr it i s still a reasonable

approximation to have only one broken pair. In an IBA-2 z3>l

description of this nucleus (with parameters extrapolated from

those of ref. 1 J ) , the configurations with more than one d-

boson constitute less than 10 percent in its ground state and

2! state. With increasing number of neutron bosons the confi-

gurations with two or more d-bosons constitute more than fifty

percent of these 0j and 2X wave functions
 1J.

So only for 8l»»86Kr one may identify the D-, F- and G-pair

states with the experimental l\, 37 and A\ states. A recent

study 22J of the 41 -»• o| decay in several krypton isotopes

confirms that this 41 state in 8l»Kr (at 2.10 MeV) is indeed

most likely a G-pair state. The 4 + state built of two d-bosons

is then probably the (4^) state at a slightly higher energy

(2.35 MeV). In all the lighter isotopes one expects that the

( lowest 4 state is mainly the quadrupole collective state, as

the 4^ states were well fitted in the boson model calculations

Fig. 6a shows energies of the D-, F- and G-pair states,

relative to that of the S-pair state, as a function of neutron
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Fig. 6. Energies of D-, F- and G-pair states relative to an S-pair state, as a

function of neutron number. Dashed lines show the energies of the 2*, 3^ and 4^

(pure proton or neutron) excitations, if the proton-neutron force is switched off

(6a). These microscopic results are compared with boson energies e. and e- from an
d t

IBA-1 fit (6b). Now the dashed line refers to the empirical boson energy c". = E J

from the IBA-2 fit of ref. 1. Some relevant experimental excitation energies are

indicated.
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number. The trends in these energies reflect the importance of

coherent proton-neutron correlations, as discussed in sects.

3.1 and 3.2,

The D-pair behaves as a collective excitation of which

the energy is strongly reduced away from the shell closure;

the G-pair state remains at an excitation energy of about 2

MeV. There is even a slight increase of the G-pair energy

around N =40, when the vpl/2 and vp3/2 orbits are near the

neutron Fermi level. Shell structure effects then appear to

dominate over the proton-neutron correlations in the G-pair.

The calculated P-pair energies decrease again away from

the shell closure. The F-pair states in 81ti86Kr are however

600 keV lower than experimental ,24J 3~ states, which indicates

that the octupole part in the SDI is too strong.

The same trends in energy as for D- and F-pairs are

also exhibited by the d- and f-boson energies, taken from

IBA-1 fits 19; for these krypton isotopes, cf. figs. 6a and 6b.

Xn an IBA-1 model, with one kind of bosons only, one has al-

ready included the energy gain from the proton neutron corre-

lations in the fitted energies of the d- and f-bosons. One

observes from fig. 6 that the parameters ed and ef, and also

our calculated D- and F-pair energies, follow the experimental

1,2 4.1 trends of the 2^ and 37 energies. Of course the untrun-

cated boson (resp. broken-pair) wave functions of the 21 and

37 states in the N < 46 nuclei will be more complex than one-d

and one-f-boson states (resp. one-broken-pair states)! One

should consider D- and F-pairs, like d- and f-bosons, as the

"building blocks" of collective guadrupole and octupole exci-

tations .

In order to know the interaction between these "building

blocks" a further going study is required. Then states with

several D-pairs should be included. This is beyond the scope

of the present study. We are able however, to correlate a part

of the boson-boson interaction with the shell model interac-

tion between fermion pairs. How this is done, is explained in

the next subsection.
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4,2 Pvoton-nautron correlations in bróken-pair and boson model

There is only a direct correspondence between the present

fermion model and a boson model, if the boson model is trun-

cated in exactly the same way as the broken-pair model. So the

boson model may contain at most one A ŕ 0 pro' on or neutron

boson; here a d-boson. The idea is that the possible corre-

spondence between the full space with S- and D-pairs and with

s- and d-bosons is preserved when both theoretical models are

similarly truncated. In the truncated boson model the d-bosons

still interact when the model with both proton and neutron

bosons (IBA-2) is compared with the proton-neutron broken-pair

approximation (BPA-2). So we may compare the proton-neutron

shell model interaction with the proton-neutron boson inter-

action .

The eigenstates of the IBA-2 Hamiltonian 2 3 J

«IBA-2 " GS dI d ir + e d < d v + K
d Q i 2 ) - Q i 2 ) ' I 4 ' 1)

when diagonalized in the truncated boson space of at most one

d-boson, are of the form, cf. eq. (2.7)

= |d> = cir|dir>|öv>+cjöir>|dv> (4.2)

with (for p = it or v)

|op> - (n,!)"* (sj)np|o> ,

|dp> = {(np-l)!}"
è dj (sj)np |o> , (4.3)

and c^ + c* = i. The number n is the number of bosons. The

eigenvalue of the 2* state is then

• ŕ i

The square root factor in (4.4) lowers E d for a given constant >'

set of e^, Ej and K^, when the number of bosons increases. As- ;

suming that the IBA-2 Hamiltonian (4.1) represents the shell _
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model Hamiltonian, and that the state (4.2) represents the

collective J =2 one-broken-pair state (2.7) with energy E ,

one may obtain quantities e*, el and K which are the micro-

scopically derived values of the IBA-parameters. Obviously e*

is here the excitation energy of a state with only proton

configurations and with the proton-neutron interaction

switched off. Similarly e^ is the excitation energy with only

broken neutron pairs. The parameter K D may then be obtained

from the analogue of eg. (4.4)

Of course n^ and n correspond to the numbers of particle

pairs, or hole pairs if less. So

= Po

= n 0 or n^ = ü - n Q (4.5)

where ii is the maximum number of neutron pairs in the model

space. The bosons in the IBA model are supposed to represent

only fermion (hole) pairs relative to the nearest "closed"

shell. This suggests that one should extract the parameters

Ëp, 6p and K from calculations in a model space with only the

If5/2, 2p3/2, 2pl/2 and lg9/2 shells.

In the open shell nuclei (N s 46), the collective pairs

with positive parity are not too much affected by a truncation

from two major shells to only one. It does not really matter

in which model space ejľ and e^ are calculated, when the J = 0

pairing strength is the same in both spaces t j . One also ob-

tains a similar result for the correlated-pair energy E , when

the proton-neutron force scales with the same factor J as

the identical nucleon force. So the calculated protôn-neutron

boson strength is independent of the choice of the shell model

t The proton pairing gap A equals 1.29 MeV in both model spaces, see ref. 2.
tt Both identical nucleon force and proton neutron force are reduced by a factor

0.71 in the two-major shell space. The proton neutron force parameters given in
(2.12) refer to the interaction in one major shell.
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space, provided that one counts the boson number n in (4.4')

relative to the shell closures at 28 or 50 particles, also in

the two-major shell space! The results of subsect. 3.3 may

justify such a procedure. Here we shall compare a broken-pair

calculation in one major shell with a boson model calculation.

Then all neutron degrees of freedom, and consequently all

proton-neutron correlations, vanish for N =50 in both broken-

pair and boson model.

The structure and energy of the F-pair are affected by a

truncation of the broken-pair space. So further results pre-

sented for this pair are only rough estimates.

The calculated 2 J excitation energy of the 2* state in

j!*>Kr (= Ep in one major shell) agrees within 200 keV with

the experimental 2* energy of 1.565 MeV. Because the neutron

single particle energies are not as well known as the proton

ones V" we think that the result that e^ proves larger than e*

is not conclusive. More interesting is that we calculate for

both zľ. and e^ values, which differ by more than a factor 1.5

from the empirical values for ej = e]l, see fig. 6.

A handwaving argument for the small empirical values of

e . in the boson model is that there is a strong renormalization

due to the omission of all other shell model states. A broken-

pair calculation predicts indeed about 20 of such other states

below 4 MeV. Sage and Barrett 2 5 J estimated the effect of the

omission of the J = 4 pairs in the IBA model by perturbation

theory, and found a considerable reduction for the d-boson

energy. One may also suggest another effect which effectively

reduces the value of e£ and E^, at least in higher excited

states. When several pairs are broken the pairing gap is effec-

tively reduced 2 6 J, such that e^'u becomes smaller. These two

effects may perhaps explain qualitatively the large differ-

ences between eD and e., but here certainly a more quantitative

f; study is needed.

r Harder to explain is the difference of a factor two found

i between the microscopic and empirical 1} proton-neutron inter-

l action strengths K D resp. Kd> Both are plotted in fig. 7,

| together with the coupling constants K^ and KQ, which may

f enter in a perturbation calculation to assess the influence of
t;

'F

íi
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the empirical strength of the proton-neutron boson inter-

action (ref. 1) and its microscopic strength from the broken-pair model. The dashed

curve shows the predicted isotope dependence in a one-orbit model (ref. 27).

F and G pairs. The two latter parameters are calculated from

the energy of the 3~ and 4j pair by the same method as *_ for

the D-pair. Both K and K, are almost constant. The small

changes in ie. are in agreement with the dependence on neutron

number, derived by Otsuka 27} from a microscopic model with

one large-j orbit only:

Kd - Kl ( n " V i (4.6)

with K° constant. Relation (4.6) follows from (4.4), (4.5) and

from the expression for a neutron-seniority-changing matrix

element in Otsuka1s model z71 :

i
2>

no(i2-no)
(4.7)

The slight isotope dependence found for K , in a non-degener-
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ate model, is similar. This result is not surprising as in the

degenerate limit (i.e. all neutron single-particle energies

equal), one finds for the pairing factor UVj^jdun) in (2.8)

the same expression as Otsuka:

•• U ^ "" "Ml '

UV [ l •] (degenerate) = n(n-l)
(4.7')

The factors UV[i](nm) behave also in the non-degenerate case

very similar as in the degenerate case above, see fig. 8.

Note that fig. 8 also shows that there is a difference

between the pairing factor in the BCS model (curves denoted by

BCS in fig. 8) and in the broken pair model ([g =1] and [g =3]

curves in fig. 8). This difference between the particle number

violating and conserving quasiparticle model is especially

clear for the [g =3] pairing factor connecting a one- and a

two-broken-pair state, such that the neutron broken pair (Ik)

occurs as a "spectator"

J
<gv=2|Hpn.gv=4> UV[3](nm,lk) = unvm

(nm Ik)
2no-2

(Ik)

(4.8)

Fig. 8 compares the computed values of (2.9) and (4.8). The

g =3 curve of fig. 8 is obtained taking for the "spectator"

(Ik) the neutron component of the D-pair. Fig. 8 suggests that

the dependence on neutron generalized seniority g in the

broken pair model is the same as for the large-j-orbit shell

model. Indeed one may show that in the degenerate limit

<g -l|Hpn|g +1> UV, ,(degenerate)

(2H-2no-gv+l)

(2fi-2gv+2)C2n-2gv)
(4.7")

This agrees with the seniority dependence of the shell model

matrix elements given in ref. 27}. Such a seniority dependence
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Fig. 8. Generalized seniority dependence of some pairing factors in

the non-degenerate broken-pair model, compared with the seniority

dependence in a degenerate one-orbit shell model (lower right figure

for j «21/2 orbit). The dashed curves show the BCS pairing factors.
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of interaction matrix elements is essential for a correct cor-

respondence 27f28'' between fermion and boson states, if the

total boson number is conserved.

4.3 The spectra of the even Kr isotopes

In sect. 4.2 we could not satisfactorily explain the dif-

ference between K D and the fitted value of <d. One can argue

that a microscopically derived strength of the proton-neutron

boson interaction depends on the form of the proton-neutron

shell model interaction. We will show elsewhere 29J that a

strong dependence exists only for the F-pair, but not for D-

and G-pair. Therefore we have considered the possibility that

the parameter fit of ref. 1J is not unique. So we performed an

IBA-2 model calculation with the microscopic K Q as input param-

eter. Furthermore, we have taken eï=e^=1.565 MeV, which is

the 2* excitation energy in 86Kr. Then there are still the

parameters v" . and x™*» which occur in the boson guadrupole
loA IDA

operators 23} for protons and neutrons

: Q(2p) „ d(w)
f
 + ( - , U s + d ( - u ) + P ( dt d ^2V) (4.9)

P P P P P *IBAV p p'

The values of XiBA do not matter for the energies of states

with at most one d-boson. Therefore our microscopic study is

: so far insufficient to determine their values. A microscopic

[ derivation would require the inclusion of two-broken-pair

, states. We have not performed this considerable extension of

: the microscopic calculations, but rather considered x™» an<*
J. ISA

XIBA as free parameters for the moment. The question to be

: answered is then, whether these two free parameters are suffi-

I cient to fit the low-lying collective part of the spectra of

| the even Kr isotopes. The difference with the fit of ref. 1J

\- is that we have only four parameters (no so-called Majorana

'Í term), two of which U. =0.4 MeV and e" = e^ = 1.565 MeV) are
| a d d

f fixed by the microscopic broken-pair model and the 2i of 86Kr.

: This choice means that we wish to describe only states which

j are really composed of S- and D-pairs, and which may contain

only small admixtures of other pair structures. After inspec-

tion of the experimental spectra, as shown in fig. 9, we have
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chosen the 2*, 2% and 3* states in each nucleus 78r80»82Kr to

fit X T B A a*
1*3 XTRA* T h e ^ states were not included in the fit

as their position may be influenced by admixtures of a J = 4

pair. Also J =6, 8, 10 states were not included in the fit for

the same reason. For example the experimental energy differ-

ence between the 81 state and the 4; state is about 2 MeV,

which is comparable to the energy needed for the creation of a

J = 4 pair in 86Kr. So if the ground state bands for J>6 are

included in a fit 1>19'1 one simulates probably large admixtures

of a J =4 pair structure by effective parameters. Also the 02

states were omitted from the fitting procedure because their

collective guadrupole nature has been questioned 1»19'1. As the

fitted parameter values show only a few percent variation for

the different isotopes we have used the average values X T B A
 =

-1.44 and Xi B A = l-86 [cf. ref. 1 and 19: X = -l13 X

ranging from .50 (78Kr) to .92 (82Kr)]. The calculations were

performed using the computer code NPBOS, written by T. Otsuka

and O. Scholten.

The results are compared with the experimental states

with positive parity in fig. 9. References to the experimental

data are given in refs. 1, 19 and 22. Like in ref. 19 we have

divided the calculated levels (purely on the basis of excita-

tion energies for the moment) in ground state, guasi-gamma and

quasi-beta "bands", and other levels. One may notice that not

only the 2+x, 2% and 3t states in ?8-8 2 K r a r e w e l l fitted, but

also other low-lying states. It is especially surprising to

see how well the of states are reproduced. We think that this

demonstrates beyond any doubt that these states in 7 8,8 0,8 2 K r

are of quadrupole collective nature. Also the 4x states are

nicely reproduced. This agrees with our broken-pair result

(cf. fig. 6a) that the J = 4 pair state occurs at higher ener-

gies. One may notice that also the 5* and 6* state in 7 8
f
8 0Kr

seem to belong to the S- and D-pair family, as well as some

other states in 78Kr. Also the low-lying states in 76Kr are

reproduced. But the high spin states are calculated too low in

- this nucleus, probably due to important changes in the microscopic
í,*
I structure going from N = 42 to N = 40.
I It appears that in the heavier isotopes all states with
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J > 2n are predicted too high. This implies that only the

lower spin states of the 42 <;N^46 even Kr isotopes are built

of the S- and D-pairs, constructed in one major shell. The

higher members of the observed 19J ground-state and gamma

bands do not belong, strictly speaking, to this S- and D-pair

family, but they contain large admixtures, of e.g. a J = 4

pair. Experimental E2 transition rates support this conclusion
1 9 }. The fact that one may nevertheless use the IBA model to

fit bands in even 19J as well as odd 30) isotopes in this

region illustrates that the IBA model has enough flexibility

to accommodate these large admixtures by adjusting ("renormal-

izing") model parameters.

5. SUMMARY

We have investigated the collective pair structure which

one obtains in the broken-pair model 2»3»4J, and its relation-

ship to bosons in the interacting boson model (IBA) of Arima,

Iachello et al. 23,27.1. ̂ e have done this for the Kr isotopes

as a typical example of relatively light nuclei in which signs

of (guadrupole) collective degrees of freedom have been clear-

ly observed 1J. With this broken-pair model, which is the num-

ber-conserving equivalent of the BCS-guasiparticle model, we

constructed states in which all nucleons, except two, occur in

correlated S-pairs (J = 0 ). We investigated for which J one

obtains a linear combination of proton and neutron configura-

tions of the two unpaired nucleons, which is collective and

'boson-like1.

In sect. 3 it was shown that a collective D-pair (J =2+)

is clearly developed by the proton-neutron interaction as soon

as one is about four nucleons away from the closed N = 50 shell.

The composition of this collective D-pair then remains roughly

independent of the number of fermions. A collective excitation

is further only produced by the J =3~ (F) pair. There is no

really collective 4 (G) pair in this region of the periodic

table. We also exclude that the low-lying 0^ states which have

been observed in this region, are J = 0 pair excitations.
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We found that near the closed shell the D-pair still con-

tains a few pronounced shell model components, which supports

the idea of a cluster-vibration coupling model 15;, This domi-

nance of shell model components may be interpreted as a dis-

continuity in the collective pair structure near the single-

closed-shell nucleus jJJKr, because after passing the shell

closure much the same microscopic D-pair structure reappears.

This implies that the identification of the number of active

pairs (or bosons) with the number of valence pairs should not

be taken too strictly.

In sect. 4 we derived the parameters e*, e^ and K in the

IBA-2 Hamiltonian 23J from the microscopic broken-pair model.

All these parameters turned out to be a factor 1.5 or 2 larger

than the empirical values from a boson model fit 1}. As a par-

tial explanation for this difference we mentioned that the oc-

currence of more broken pairs may affect the pairing correla-

tions, and thus may decrease the energy e* U*). Moreover, it

has been claimed 25J that the omission of states like the G-

pair should be compensated by a reduction of the boson ener-

gies. These arguments are only qualitative however, and do not

explain the large values found for * .

Another possibility, which we considered in the last sub-

section 4.3, was that the microscopically derived values for

, and K are actually applicable when only low-lying col-

lective low spin states are described. The idea is then that

these states are really made up of J = 0 and J = 2 pairs, where-

as J = 4 and other pairs become important for higher excited

states and higher angular momenta. The empirical boson model

parameters may then effectively account for large admixtures

of other pair structures in the latter states. So we performed

an IBA-2 model calculation with the microscopically derived

parameter values K =-0.4 MeV and £^ = £^ = 1.565 MeV. Only two
an<* were varied as free parametersparameters, XÏ»A an<* xï,»»

X B A X B A

because their microscopic derivation would require a more in-

volved two-broken-pair model calculation. This procedure

turned out to work very well for the low-lying states of

78-82Rr. It appeared that many low lying states, and also the

0 2 states,belong to the family of states composed of S and D
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pairs. We conclude thai; a microscopic derivation of IBA-2

model parameters along the lines of the broken-pair model may

yield good results as long as one restricts oneself to states

which are really composed of S-and D-pairs only.
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APPENDIX: DEPENDENCE OF K ON THE EFFECTIVE PROTON-NEUTRON

FORCE

Results of a more detailed investigation of the multipole

decomposition of various effective forces (ref. 29) may be

summarized as follows. The SDI matrix elements differ mainly

from other forces in the strength of the off-diagonal proton-

neutron matrix elements (p/g; n ^ m ) . For e.g. Gaussian forces

the latter are smaller than for SDI, due to the different

assumptions in the calculation of radial overlaps. So the

analogue of fig. 3 for both SDI and a double range Gaussian

force (SI, see Chapter V) becomes:

í
0 2 4 6
—•MULTIPOLARITY k

8

The different values which are obtained for K Q and KQ are given

in the following figure:
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C H A P T E R VII

PAIR STRUCTURE IN Te AND Xe ISOTOPES

Abstract: The microscopic structure and energy of correlated nucleon pairs with

an angular momentum Jf'O, is calculated in all Te and Xe isotopes with neutron

number 62 í N í 82. It appears that not only the D-pairs (jn = 2 +), but also the

G-pairs (J "A ) have a strongly mixed structure which behaves "boson-like".

The truncated S-D fermion pair space is mapped on the corresponding s-d-boson

space. The parameters of the proton-neutron interacting boson model 1BA-2 are

derived following a method described earlier (Chapter-VI). It appears that

the calculated parameters do not reproduce the low-lying spectra in the inter-

acting boson-model calculation. This is possibly due to an important role of

the G-pair. Also the pairs with J = 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 " , 10+ appear to be im-

portant for the structure of the low-lying states in the Te isotopes.

1. INTRODUCTION

During recent years the collective motion in many nuclei ;

with 50 < Z < 64 has been interpreted phenomenologically in terms ;j

of interacting bosons 1 J. The relation between such a boson \

model and the shell model and a microscopic foundation of the "A

phenomenological parameters of the boson model are matters of p-

current debate. '

One generally assumes that the s-boson is the phenomenolog- i

ical image of a superfluid (or correlated) J = 0 pair, also cal- :;

led S-pair, which is created by the operator z} ;

fi
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Here v and u are BCS occupation, resp. non-occupation ampli-
n n

tudes. We use the notation n or m (resp. p or q} for the quan-

tum numbers of a neutron (resp, proton) shell model orbit.

Pair structures other than the S-pair shall be called broken

pairs. A neutron broken pair is created by an operator of the

form

A+ = E XJ

n<m

In the well-known Interacting Boson model l> the d-boson is

considered as the image of the energetically most favoured

linear combination with angular momentum J = 2 . Other broken

pairs of the form (1.2), coupled for example to Jn =4 , are then

neglected.

On the basis of the energy difference between the lowest

2 + and 4+ state in a nucleus like Sn, the limitation to s- and

d-bosons seems not very well justified. In the Sn isotopes the

lowest 2+ and 4 states are microscopically well described 3>

by only one broken pair of the form (1.2) in addition to super-

fluid pairs of the form (1.1). So in these semi-magic nuclei

the creation of a correlated neutron Jn = 2+ pair requires an

energy of about 1.25 MeV, i.e. the value which corresponds

with the almost constant 2j excitation energy in the Sn iso-

topes. The creation of a correlated neutror 4 pair requires

about 2.2 MeV, i.e. the 4* excitation energies in Sn. The cor-

relations in these 21 and 4* states in Sn mainly originate from

the neutron-neutron force.

whether such a J = 4 coupling of a pair contributes much

in the structure of the low-lying states in the open-shell

nuclei 52Te and 5i,Xe depends heavily on the proton-neutron

matrix elements which connect the proton and neutron broken

pairs. This proton-neutron force causes much stronger correla-

tions than the force between identical nucleons. One of the im-

portant parts of the proton-neutron interaction between broken

pairs is investigated here, i.e. the interaction which mixes

one proton broken pair with one neutron broken pair.

Then the proton-neutron force creates states of the form
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(ST) (S\) O >

(1.3)

In (1.3) the proton and neutron weights c2 + c2 add up to one;

an overall normalization of the state has been omitted.

In the following we focus our attention on so-called cor-

related states of the type (1.3). In (proton-neutron-) corre-

lated states many broken-pair configurations (pq) and (nm)

are important. Moreover, these configurations form such a

linear combination that the proton-neutron force acts coherent-

ly in (1.3) . One may show '••' that this occurs only for natural

parity pairs, It = ( - ) , with J>0. Such coherent correlations

are very strong in the J = 2 + pair, which we will indicate as,

D-pair. T~-'?-;;" : ~ 7 ~

Of course the states of type (1.3), together with ä ground

state of the form

+ Po + no ,
|g.s.> <* (S;) (S^) |0> (1.4)

span only a very small part of the shell model space, i„e.

that part which has generalized seniority 51 gi2. Neverthe-

less, a calculation within this restricted space, may be rele-

vant for the interpretation of the interacting boson model.

We shall consider the following questions:

i) What is the microscopic structure of correlated pairs of

the form (1.2)? ,

ii) Does this structure change when proton or neutron valence

pairs are added or deleted? In what sense is such a pair '

boson-like?

iii) What is the excitation energy of the proton- or neutron

one-broken-pair state and what is the excitation energy

of the proton-neutron-mixed broken-pair state (1.3)?

iv) What is special about the 2 proton-neutron-correlated

pair? Does it behave differently in comparison with other

Jj*O pairs of the form (1.3)? What is the role of other

than "S"- and "D"-pairs?

v) What is the relation between the proton-neutron force in
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the broken-pair space and the corresponding boson inter-

action in the s-d boson space?

In sect. 2 we deal with the first two questions. In sect. 3 we

discuss the energies of the proton- or neutron broken pairs,

and of the proton-neutron-correlated pairs. There, and in sect.

4, we also try to answer the last two questions.

All these points have been considered before in a similar

study in the Z = 36 region •*•* . So we also discuss whether there

is a difference between the answers given here and in the study

of the Krypton isotopes.

2. MICROSCOPIC STRUCTURE OF CORRELATED PAIRS

2,1 Method, model spaae and shell model parameters

The values of the neutron (proton) broken-pair

amplitudes xJ (x )r defined in (1.2), determine the

microscopic structure of the (proton - neutron-) correlated

pairs in (1.3). The procedure which is used here to calculate

these amplitudes, is essentially based on the equivalence

between a one-broken-pair state (1.3) and a BCS-two-quasipar-

ticle wave function 3r 6 J, provided one projects out the cor-

rect number of particles. The proton-neutron shell model

Hamiltonian which connects a J ̂  0 proton broken pair (pq)

with a neutron broken pair (nm) , takes the form, when expres-

sed in quasiparticle operators n and n acting on the BCS

vacuum Iïï>:

| [Vp]

PO"1 J
A(pq)

(2.1)

The bottom line shows the expression for bra and ket after

projecting out the correct particle number. Then it may be

expressed ZJ in the operators (1.1) and (1.2). Note that the

r';
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particle number conservation results in a different number of

proton and neutron S-pairs in bra and ket.

So the amplitudes x and x m a ľ be obtained from a dia-

gonalization of the total shell-model Hamiltonian in the num-

ber-projected quasiparticle space, followed by a transcription

of projected quasiparticle wave functions in the operators

(1.1) and (1.2). The method is described in detail in ref. k> ,

Number-projected quasiparticle calculations 3^ and the

analysis of wave functions in broken pair amplitudes z> have

been performed earlier for the Sn nuclei. Neutron single-par-

ticle energies, smoothly varying between U 2Sn.and the double-

magic nucleus 1 3 2Sn are taken from these calculations 3). Also

the strength of the surface delta interaction (SDI), which is cho-

sen as force between identical nucleons, was taken from ref 3J . This

strength reproduces the odd-even mass differences in the model

space. This space contains the subshells 2d /2, 3s '2, 2d /2,

lg /2 and lh /2 between the shell closures for 50 and 82 par-

ticles.

Parameters not fixed in ref. 3, have been taken from the

Z =51 Sb isotopes. The proton single-particle energies for the

5 subshells above have been taken from the odd Sb isotopes 7J .

The strength parameters of the SDI proton-neutron force

(A =0.37 MeV, A T = ]=0.16 MeV) are chosen, such that they

reproduce the multiplet splitting in the odd-odd Sb nuclei 8' .

So none of the parameters is adjusted to the spectra of the

even-even nuclei, which are the subject of our investigation.

2.2 The structure of D- and G-pctirs

Within the chosen model space only the neutron degrees of

freedom play a role for Sn nuclei. In the Te and Xe isotopes

there are in addition one resp. two proton valence pairs, so

the proton-neutron force can be effective. We have calculated

the amplitudes x of the broken-pair operator (1.2) for all

Sn, Te and Xe isotopes with neutron number 62 <N < 82. The

lower part of fig. 1 shows these amplitudes in the Te isotopes

for the two types of pair structure, for which the proton-

neutron force causes the strongest correlations: the J = 2 or

D-pair, which in our one-broken-pair model space forms the

lowest 2 + state, and the j n = 4 + pair, which in this space
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forms the lowest 4 state. The lines which connect the values

for different neutron numbers are only drawn to guide the eye.

In the Interacting Boson model one implicitly assumes

that these bosons are the same entities for a whole sequence

of nuclei. Therefore we presume that it is only meaningful to

consider the boson states as images of nucleon-pair states, if

it turns out that the amplitudes x in correlated pairs are

roughly independent of particle number. We shall consider this

as a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for a "boson-

like" nature, as it means that then the microscopic structure

of the broken-pair is not influenced by the presence of S-

pairs and vice versa.

Another criterion to consider a nucleon-pair structure as

"boson-like", is that there are no predominant one-broken-pair

configurations. The shell-model composition of the pair should

then- become rather unimportant. Only the angular momentum, the

parity and the coherence properties remain then relevant. Such

"boson-like" states with J n = 2 + , 3~, 4+, ... etc, will then be

represented by the capital D, F, G, ... etc. And it is supposed

that the proton and neutron part of such states can be mapped

on the corresponding proton resp. neutron d, f, g, .. etc. boson.

From the left part of fig. 1 one may conclude that a

few neutron pairs away from the N = 82 shell closure the neutron

composition of the D-pair in Te becomes indeed rather independ-

ent of neutron number. Wè stress, although it is not shown in

a figure, that this is not at all the case for the other non-

correlated J =2 states.

The most important change with neutron number is found

for the (nm) = (vh /2) 2 amplitude for neutron numbers near

N = 82. If one would compare all amplitudes y with those in
nm

the neighbouring Sn and Xe isotopes, one would observe that

for this configuration (thickened in fig. 1) the amplitudes

change again most when one reaches a shell closure. The h 12

orbit is then close to the Fermi surface. These differences in

amplitudes between Sn, Te and Xe are indicated in fig. 1 by

bars, which connect the thick line (Te-values) with open cir-

cles (Sn values) and filled dots (Xe-values) . So moving from

circles to dots one observes the increasing influence of the
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Fig. I. Proton and neutron broken-

pair amplitudes, defined in (1.2)

are shown for D- and G-pair. Ampli-

tudes of broken pairs close to the

Fermi surface are thickened. At the

lower horizontal axis the neutron

number is plotted; at the upper

axis the proton weight C*. defined

in (1.3), is indicated.
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proton-neutron interaction.

One may notice that there is such an influence both on

the neutron amplitudes xn »
 a n d or* t n e proton amplitudes x q>

The latter are shown in the upper part of fig. 1. At the upper

axis of the figure we have indicated the weight of proton con-

figurations in the 2* and 4* state. The open circles in the

upper part, do not of course refer to Sn, where there is no

valence proton pair, but to the proton pair in Te, with the

proton-neutron force switched off. In the proton part of the

D-pair, the (td /2) z configuration in the lighter, and the

(irg / 2 ) 2 configuration in the heavier isotopes dominate, like

the neutron (h 1 1/2) 2 configuration near N =82. Nevertheless

the boson nature is promoted by the action of the proton neu-

tron force: this force suppresses mainly the most dominant

shell model configuration. By this mechanism the structure of

the D-pair becomes more independent of particle number with

increasing number of proton and neutron valence (hole) pairs.

The broken-pair amplitudes of the G-pair, plotted at the

right in fig. 1, vary more both with proton and with neutron

number. In this part of the periodic table it nevertheless

proves to be more "boson-like" than in the Krypton isotopes

(Z = 36). Moreover, the G-pair is clearly more "boson-like" in

Te and Xe than in Sn. This is due to the influence of the

hexadecapole component in the proton-neutron force *f'9J.

1 3. ENERGIES OF THE STRONGLY CORRELATED PAIRS AND OF OTHER PAIRS

f 3.1 Energies of D- and G-pair states

i.: Although the G-pair becomes more "boson-like" in the

!} heavier nuclei, a boson nature is better developed in D-pairs

| than in G-pairs. This is also clearly reflected in the cal-

; culated energies of these correlated pairs, shown in the lower

| part of fig. 2. The strong mixing of proton and neutron con-

j figurations lowers the D-paix energy to about 0.5 MeV in Te

S isotopes with N s 78. The G-pair energy does not come lower

| than 1.5 MeV, as a consequence of the relatively weak hexa-

| decapole component in the proton-neutron force '*'9-'.

| The difference between D- and G-pair energy even increases
\
I
f

í
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slightly when one more proton pair is present, i.e. in Xe iso-

topes. For some cases the energies of D- and G-pair in Xe are

indicated by filled dots in fig. 2. Note that one should not

compare the calculated D- and G-pair energies in Xe isotopes

with the experimental 2* and 4* states. For nuclei, more than

one pair away from the Z = 50 shell closure the ground state

correlations, obtained by coupling two or more correlated J =2

pairs to zero angular momentum become so large that the one-

broken-pair approximation is invalidated. These admixtures are

not so large (« 15 %) in the Te isotopes. This percentage was

found in proton-neutron boson model calculations.

Also the experimental energies of the 5~ and 7" levels in

Te when compared with the energies in the Sn nuclei (open cir-

cles in fig. 2) suggest that ground state admixtures from

qunMi^upole degrees of freedom are still small in the Te iso-

topes. Because otherwise one would expect an increase of exci-

tation energy.

3.2 Collective and single-paptiale degrees of freedom

The lowest natural parity states of the form (1.3) for

J n=6 +, 8+, 10+, 5~, 7" and 9~ all show correlations that are

weaker than those in the 2x and 4j states. They have more one

dominant proton- and/or one dominant neutron-broken-pair con-

figuration. Their energies are consequently much more sensitive

to the single-particle-energies of specific shell model orbits,

cf. fig. 2 below. The proton weights in the two lowest states

for each spin are listed in table 1. Also some unnatural pari-

ty states, which have no proton-neutron correlations, are

given.

In the present study we omit thé 37 state because this

collective state contains about 50 percent proton particle-

hole admixtures near Z=50. One can only satisfactorily de-

|'. scribe '*) the structure and energy of such correlated «Jn = 3~

\ pairs (or F-pairs) in a model space which contains at least

í two major shells for the protons. Such F-pairs are not impér-

ia tant for the discussion which follows. So the 3" states are

I deleted from fig. 2.

I Fig. 2 suggests that the J > 2 positive parity yrast
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T"ble 1. Excitation energies

The proton weights,

of proton- with neutron-broken-pair configurations

of the two lowest one-broken-pair J states in some Te

isotopes. The proton weights, defined in eq. (1.3), are listed to indicate the mixing

«í

*í
6Í

8t
82

«ot
10Í

57

67
62

77

87
al

97
92

-Te

Eexc< M e V )

1,51

2.33

2.38

2.97

4.64

4.81

4.67

4.83

2.86

3.60

3.52

3.73

3.17

3.61

3.52

3.72

3.35

4.03

TI

.60

.85

.62

.19

.02

.98

.01

.99

.61

.44

1.00

-

.63

.42

1.00

-

.11

.89

l?0Te

E (MeV)
exc

1.63

2,46

2.26

2,91

3.09

5.07

3.12

5.10

2.42

3.01

2.90

3.05

2.62

3.41

3.57

3.76

3.20

3.80

.74

.98

.94

.99

_

1.00

-

1.00

.12

.01

-

-

.09

.32

-

1.00

.22

.78

J26Te

E (MeV)
exc^

1.54

2.34

2.01

2.32

2.58

5.94

2.61

5.97

2.34

2.74

2.68

2.84

2.31

3.70

3.95

4.06

3.46

3.94

TT

.75

.91

.88

.94

-

1.00

-

1.00

.03

-

-

-

.03

.34

-

.01

.39

.61

132Te'

1.52

2.13

1.71

2.21

2.33

7.04

2.35

7.07

2.33

2.72

2.54

2.90

2.21

4.11

4.34

4.40

3.89

4.18

u

.90

.36

.98

.45

-

1.00

-

1.00

-

-

-

-

-

.21

-

-

.30

.70

states in l u " U 8 T e , if constructed with boson-like 3=2 pairs,

have a lower energy than the lowest one-broken-pair state with

the same spin and parity J . of course this is a very qualita-

tive argument, based on the comparison of the calculated ener-

gy of the lowest J = 2 one-broken-pair state and the experimen-

tal spectra up to spin j n = l0+. For a strict proof of this

supposition, a microscopic many-broken-pair calculations would

be

ti
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Nevertheless the available experimental information supports

the given interpretation.

The ground-state collective band in UH-iiOipe can be fit-

ted in the s-d interacting boson models IBA-1 or IBA-2 l o ;,

and in other collective models like the VMI model ll> . At the

same time recent experimental investigations 10J of ^fTe and
1|°Te have confirmed that also positive parity states occur in

these nuclei, which show a non-collective decay pattern. These

states could not be explained in any modeli with only quadru-

pole-collective degrees of freedom. Several of such non-col-

lective states with Jn=s6+, 8+ and 10+ were found at excita-

tion energies predicted by the one-broken-pair model.

In order to differentiate between these collective and

non-collective states, all "quadrupole-collective" states have

been thickened in fig. 2. Here we mean by a "quadrupole-col-

lective" state, that its energy and decay can roughly be fit-

ted in a model with only s and d (or s ' and d ) bosons. Of

course the distinction between collective and non-collective

states is not as sharp as the figure may suggest. This dis-

tinction becomes problematic in the heavier Te isotopes, as

first one-broken-pair states with Jn =10 +, 8+ and then with

Jn = 6+ come equally low or lower in energy than quadrupole

collective states. In 132Te also the G-pair will be lower in

energy than the two-D-pair J = 4 state. This is in agreement

with shell model calculations 12J for this nucleus. So in the

nuclei with 70 g N $ 80 there is clearly a competition between

single-particle and collective degrees of freedom, even in the

low spin part of the spectrum.

The spectra of the N = 82 isotopes of Te and Xe are typical

for a low-seniority shell model. Consequently they are nicely

reproduced by the broken-pair model.

Fig. 2 compares also the observed and calculated energies

of some negative parity states with J =5~, l" and 9~. These

states, as well as some unnatural parity 4~, 6~ and 8~ levels,

have clearly no octupole-collective nature. They are again

mainly one-broken-pair states. One has observed collective

band structures built on especially these negative parity in-

trinsic excitations. These band structures, as well as other

íl
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the calculated energy of natural parity pairs with the experimental data. The bars refer to values

in Te isotopes; open circles (filled dots) refer to values for corresponding states in Sn (Xe) isotopes. Thickened

experimental states have presumably a quadrupole collective nature. For J> 2 these states are not contained in the present

theoretical model.
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collective non-yrast bands have not been plotted in the upper

part of fig. 2. They may be found in refs. io,i3J. From these

refs, 10t1** and from ref. 7J the selection of levels shown

here was taken. Bands built on such intrinsic 5~ and 7~ levels

should be described in models in which a fermion cluster is

coupled to the collective degrees of freedom. Available clus-

ter-phonon-model calculations ll)J have failed to reproduce

these bands properly. Our explanation for this failure is,

that in these calculations a proton two-particle cluster is

coupled to a vibrator, whereas here it turns out that the 5"

and 7~ states in 119~120Te are proton-neutron-mixed (and mainly

neutron) excitations, see table 1. In 120Te this excitation

is about 1.0 MeV lower in energy than the pure proton configu-

ration. Consequently the collective bands built on 5 and 7~

levels are produced too high in the proton-cluster-phonon

model of ref. 14.

A crucial question, of course, is whether the shell model

subspace spanned by the S- and D-pairs is completely discon-

nected from the subspace spanned by the other pairs, like the

G-pair. The experimental determination of all other than S-

and D-pair states in this region would be helpful to answer

this question. Only one 4 level is found 10), which cannot be

explained as a collective state, and which might be the G-pair

state. This is the (4a) state 10J in l20Te a t 1 9 24 keV. Then

it is probably shifted by admixtures, as we predict it at 1.63

HeV. Even small admixtures of such a G-pair in S-D states may

of course effectively renormalize 15J the energy of the D-

pairs and their mutual interaction, if a fit to the experimen-

tal spectrum is performed in the subspace with S- and D-pairs

only. Evidence that this indeed occurs is discussed in the next

section.

U. MICROSCOPIC DERIVATION OF THE PROTON-NEUTRON INTERACTION STRENGTH IN

A BOSON MODEL

As mentioned before, the present microscopic model is

based on a truncation of the full shell model space in gener-

alized seniority 5). Such a model is in fact only applicable
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to the low-lying spectrum of a semi-magic nucleus, in which

the (generalized-) seniority-breaking proton-neutron force is

not active. As a two-broken-pair calculation for open shell

nuclei, including all collective and non-collective pairs

(1.2), is already very complicated, and a full calculation

with more broken pairs is practically impossible, it is dif-

ficult to study the generalized-seniority mixing in the broken-

pair model without further truncations. Therefore we have

chosen a different approach: we compare the theoretical re-

sults with results of a boson model, which is similarly trun-

cated as the microscopic model. Such a trivial boson model

contains at most one boson which is not a s-boson.

Let us map the fermion state (1.3) with

t(jII) t < 2 + ) t
A' = A' = D' with p = IT or v

P P P

on its corresponding boson state. Then we obtain boson ener-

gies E* and Ep which correspond with the energies of the J = 2

correlated proton and correlated neutron pair in the absence

of the proton-neutron interaction. If we map the shell model

interaction (2.1) on a boson interaction, then we may obtain a

proton-neutron boson strength K, which yields the same amount

of proton-neutron mixing arid energy gain as the shell model

force.

A similar mapping of the G-pair on a g-boson yields the

proton-neutron interaction between g-bosons. For 120Te one

finds

ej = 1.48 MeV

e£ = 1.93 MeV

K D = -.44 MeV

In an IBA-2 fit in the untruncated boson space one finds

phenomenological values for the d-boson parameters:

E* = E^ = .78 MeV

Kd = -.137 MeV

IT
eG -

V
eG =

KG =

2.

2.

03

73

25

MeV

MeV

MeV
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Some more parameters usually occur in the proton-neutron boson

interaction 1 J

H ™ « K. Q ( 2 ) . Q ( 2 ) in which (cf. 2,1)
d i v

Q<2> = d Ť S S+d
IT IT

d+d
IBAI H IT

(2)
(4.1)

The parameters x I H» have no analogon in a microscopic one-

broken-pair approximation. Their fitted values are

= -.5 MeV, = -.2 MeV .

One may also introduce parameters for the interaction 1J

between bosons of the same kind. They are

-.05 C2 == -.12 C4

Finally the Majorana term was taken as in fits of the neigh-

bouring Xe, Ba and Ce spectra 1 6 J . This parameter set of ref.
1 6 J , used to fit all 54 s Z s 58, 64 s N s 78 nuclei, is compati-

ble with the phenomenological parameters, listed above.

Clearly both the d-boson energy and the proton-neutron

boson interaction derived from the broken-pair model are much

larger than empirically found in boson model fits. One might

object that the microscopic determination of the boson param-

eters is dependent on the choice of the effective interaction.

Indeed, a Gaussian force with a range of 2 fm between

identical nucleons, yields 31 values for ell and e^ of about

1,0 resp. 1.3 MeV, so for e^ more in agreement with 2j excita-

tion energies in Sn. But also these values are considerably

larger than the empirical values of about 0.8 MeV for e^'v.

Also the interaction parameter K is force-dependent. Proton-

neutron forces with a form as proposed by Schiffer 8 » 9 J yield
17•* somewhat smaller values for the parameters * D and KQ. But

a discrepancy of at least a factor two with the fitted values

of the boson model remains.

A discrepancy between fitted and microscopically derived
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IBA parameters was also found in a similar study of the Kryp-

ton isotopes •*<>. There we were able to fit the low-lying col-

lective low spin states in 7 B~B2 K r ±n a n IQA-2 calculation

with the parameters calculated in the broken-pair model. We

suggested then, that in these lighter nuclei low-lying states

are really made up of S- and D-pairs, whereas for high spins

non-collective admixtures J =4 , 6 or 8 become important,

like in the case of backbanding.

We have now attempted to describe also the Te and Xe iso-

topes in an IBA-2 model with our calculated interaction param-

eters. It turned out that such a calculation was not success-

ful. A possible explanation is that the IBA-2 proton-neutron

Hamiltonian should include more terms than the Q ,Q term [1],
IT V

which was the only proton-neutron-boson interaction term we

included. But it might also be that the G-pair which is defi-

nitely more "boson-like" here than in the Krypton isotopes,

plays already a role in the lowest low spin states.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The detailed microscopic structures of J > 0 correlated

pairs in Te and Xe isotopes have been investigated by means of

the one-broken-pair model 2->*,6j % l n this model one assumes

that all nucleon pairs but one, form correlated J = 0 pairs or

S-pairs. Such a J > 0 correlated pair is formed by a linear

combination of many proton as well as neutron two-particle

configurations in which the proton-neutron force acts coherent-

ly.

We found that both for Jn = 2 + and Jn = 4 + such strongly

(proton-neutron-) correlated pairs exist. Moreover, their mi-

croscopic structures become rather constant with both proton

and neutron number, which we considered as evidence for a

"boson-like" nature. This "boson-like" character is stronger

in the 2+(D-) pair, than in the 4+(G-) pair.it is also stronger

in the neutron than in the proton part of the wave function,

and it becomes better developed, when the proton (neutron)

number is further off from a shell closure.

The proton-neutron correlations bring the D-pair energy

r',

f:
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down from more than 1.5 MeV to about 0.5 MeV in the Te isotopes

with N s 78. So one may assume that the change of S-pairs into

proton-neutron-correlated D-pairs, which have a low energy and

which behave "boson-like", is the mechanism for building up

quadrupole collective excitations. This is of course the basic

assumption of the interacting boson model 1} , especially its

version with both proton and neutron bosons 16J (IBA-2).

A comparison of the one-broken-pair spectrum with experi-

ment implicated that in the lighter Te isotopes the collective

Jïï=4+, 6+, 10+ states, built with such D-pairs, have

lower energy than a corresponding particle pair. But in the

heavier Te isotopes there will be a strong competition between

single-particle and collective degrees of freedom. Consequent-

ly the fermion pairs with spins J > 2 play also a dominant role

in these heavier nuclei. Also negative parity non-collective -.--

pairs with J = 5 , 7^ or 9~ show up in both theory and experi-"

ment.

Although the energy difference between the D- and G-pairs

is roughly one MeV in all the N s 78 Te and Xe isotopes, this

boson-like G-pair may still be important in the heavier as well

as the lighter Te and Xe isotopes. For we found a discrepancy

between the empirical strength tc of the proton-neutron boson

interaction in IBA-2 fits, and the strength derived from the

present microscopic model. This microscopic strength is at

least twice as large.

The same conclusion was drawn in a previous study of the

Krypton isotopes. There, the microscopically determined boson

model parameters proved successful for the low energy part.

Only for higher spins other pair structures proved important,

an effect similar to the backbending phenomenon. In the present

case such a fit with microscopic parameters was not successful

for the lighter Te isotopes, even not for the collective low

spin part of the spectrum.

Whether this is due to the presence of a more "boson-like"

G-pair should be investigated. This may be done in boson model

calculations in which also a g-boson is present 1 8 J. The param-

eters in such a s-d-g boson model calculation should then be

determined as much as possible from a microscopic underlying

theory.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift handelt over het formalisme en de toe-

passing van gebroken-paar modellen voor de structuur van de

atoomkern. Zulke modellen zijn gebaseerd op de veronderstel-

ling dat twee protonen of twee neutronen bij voorkeur voor-

komen als een zgn. gecorreleerd paar met impulsmoment J = O.

Onder een gecorreleerd paar verstaat men een paar dat op een

energetisch zeer voordelige manier is verdeeld over veel

quantum toestanden in de kern. Wanneer de paarcorrelaties

verbroken worden ("gebroken-paren"), ontstaan aangeslagen

toestanden van de kern. De energiewinst tengevolge van de

paarvorming tussen de twee protonen of neutronen verdwijnt dan.

De wisselwerking tussen een proton en een neutron in de kern

kan deze gebroken paren echter opnieuw in een gecorreleerde

vorm brengen, speciaal voor de natuurlijke pariteiten (b.v.

J n = 2 + en J n = 3 " ) .

In deel A van dit proefschrift wordt een methode ontwik-

keld om de ingewikkelde algebra in een gebroken-paar model te

vereenvoudigen door middel van grafische technieken.

In deel B wordt het model toegepast. Eerst op een reeks

kernen met rond de 50 neutronen. In dat geval kunnen proton

excitaties vrijwel alle toestanden beschrijven. Maar de laag-

ste 2 en 3~ toestanden kunnen veel beter gereproduceerd worden

in een model met zowel valentie protonen als neutronen. Dit

wordt in hoofdstuk V aangetoond. In dat hoofdstuk wordt tevens

de wisselwerking tussen nucleonen in de kern nader onderzocht.

In hoofdstuk VI en VII wordt het model vervolgens toege-

past op kernen waar zowel proton- als neutron-excitaties moeten

worden meegenomen voor vrijwel alle toestanden. Daarna wordt

de relatie bestudeerd tussen het microscopisch gebroken-paar

model en een model dat de kern - op een meer fenomenologisch

niveau - beschrijft als een systeem van wisselwerkende bosonen.

De parameters in dit fenomenologisch model zijn microscopisch

berekend. Een verschil van een factor twee tussen microscopi-

sche en fenomenologische parameters is gevonden. Dit verschil

wordt mogelijk veroorzaakt door de benaderingen in de huidige

wisselwerkende-bosonen modellen.

'ľ
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STELLINGEN

(1) In tegenstelling tot beweringen van Kumar zijn kernstructuurbere-
keningen in een quasi-deeltjesmodelruimte gedefinieerd ten opzichte
van een BCS vacuum equivalent met schillenmodelberekeningen,
mits in het quasi-deeltjesmodel het deeltjesaantal exact wordt uitge-
projecteerd,

K. Kumar, Inst. Phys. Conf. Ser. No. 49 (1979) 169.

(2) Het belang van L = 4 vrijheidsgraden in een model met wisselwer-
kende bosonen (het invoeren van het g-boson) is slechts te onderzoe-
ken in een modelbeschrijving waan n de belangrijkste interactie
parameters microscopisch zijn berekend.

P. van hacker, K. Heyde, M. Waroquier en G. Wenes, "The hexadecapole
degree of freedom in rotational nuclei", preprint (1981).
A. Bohr en B.R. Mottelson, Physica Scripta 22 (1980) 468
Dit proefschrift, Hfdst. Vil.

(3) Theoretici en experimentatoren, die zich bezig houden met het
onderzoek van de kernstructuur geven relatief te weinig aandacht aan
kernen met zowel een oneven aantal protonen als een oneven aantal
neutronen.

(4) De kritiek, geuit in een studie van het Ministerie van Economische
Zaken, op het boek "Tussen Kernenergie en Kolen. Een analyse"
gaat mank aan dezelfde gebreken als het boek zelf.

J.W. Storm van Leeuwen, 'Tussen Kernenergie en Kolen. Een analyse",
Amsterdam (1980).
Ministerie van Economische Zaken, Commentaar op bovenstaand boek
(1981)
H. Nowotny en H. Hirsch, Minerva XV (1977) 316

(5) Opleidingen met als doel studenten in de natuurwetenschappen te
confronteren met de beleidsproblematiek rond wetenschap en tech-
niek dienen, naar buitenlands voorbeeld, binnen een tweede fase en
aan een beperkt aantal universiteiten/hogescholen tot stand te
komen.
Wil de Vrije Universiteit een kans maken een dergelijke tweede-fase-
opleiding bekostigd te krijgen, dan zal zij op korte termijn middelen
voor dit type onderwijs ter beschikking moeten stellen.

University of Sussex (GB): MSc in History and Social Studies of Science.
University of Manchester (GB): MSc in Structure and Organization of
Science and Technology.
Cornell University (USA): Program on Science, Technology and Society.



(6) De RAWB streeft naar "ongebondenheid" van het merendeel van het
universitaire onderzoek. Dit begrip is inconsistent gedefinieerd. In
sommige van de betekenissen is die ongewenst, in andere niet
realiseerbaar.

RAWB rapport No. 23 over de Omvang van het universitaire onderzoek, mei
1981.

(7) Ook natuurwetenschappers vinden soms het resultaat dat ze willen
vinden, in plaats van dat wat ze moeten vinden.

H. Fann, J.P. Schitter en U. Stiohbusch, Phys. Lett. 448 (1973) 19.
Dit proefschrift Hfdst. V.

(8) Als definitie van het begrip "grootst mogelijke fout" hanteert men
wel de volgende mogelijkheden

-de helft van het kleinste interval waarbinnen de waarde met
zekerheid ligt.

-de grootste fout die onder de gegeven omstandigheden mogelijk
wordt geacht.

De laatste definitie heeft de voorkeur omdat zij tot uiting brengt dat
de grootte van de "grootst mogelijke fout" afhankelijk is van het feit
of de onderzoeker optimist dan wel realist is.

Handleiding bij het eerstejaars natuurkunde practicum, TH Delft (1967).

Stellingen van J.N.L. Akkermans, behorend bij zijn proefschrift Proton-
Neutron Correlations in a Broken-Pair Model.
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